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THOMAS H.

CARDS!

ATLANTTc

HAVE YOU SEEN
Broad’s Pateut Shawl Straps.

We

TALBOT,

Real Estate k

be sold at a
Apply to

COOMBS,

S. GIBSON.

M.
_

The hou.e has been thoroughly refurnished
and repaired, and every arrangement will be made
whioh will contribute to the comfort and convenience
of it. guests
dcl2
d&w2w

and Counsellors at

SAVINGS

Exchange

Edward Payson,

dec27eod3m

Farms far Sale.
He would refer parties abroad to the
following
named gentlemen of this city: Hon. Geo. F. Simpler, Hon. A. W H. Clapp, Hon. Benjamin Kingsbury, Jr., Hon. Nathan Webb, Hon. John Lynch,

na

rniiN I

2 Tenement
ONE
Dow
Place,
will be

GAGE &

DAVIS,

no2'

Ac Co

Feyret
IMPORTERS

OF

WINES,

Wholesale & Retail

348 CONGRESS STREET.

nathanTgould,
Merchant Tailor,
MIDDLE

STREET.

KP The best goods of eve rv season always on
hand, and ail ?»ork personally attended to with
neat ness and promptness.
my4tl

BY J. MARION SIMS, Mi. D.
N. B.—All of fhe genuine article has the
copyright
trade mark of S. H. Kennedy on every package.
From the Medical Gazette of June 24th. 1871.
HAVE used Kennedy’s Concentrated Extract of
Pin us Canadensis for about eight months in some
affections of the rectum, vagina, and cervix uteri; I
have used it, considerably diluted, as a vaginal wash,
with great success: but I prefer to apply it to the ostincae on cotton wool, either pure or mixed with
glycerine, or glycerine and rose water. Thus applied, it

I

should remain intact for two or three, or even four
and then be renewed/ In this way I have seen
chronic granular vaginities remedied in a few days
that have resisted the
remedies for weeks;
and I have seen granular erosions, with leucorrhcea,
disappear very rapidly under its use, I have not
time to do more than call the attention of my professional brethren to this new Extract, which I am sure
will soon be recognized as a valuable addition to our
materia medica.
267 Madison Avenue,

days,

ordinary

A pure, aqueous
Extract, possessing superior astringent and tonic properties, and recommended by
the highest medical authorities in the
country as an

tlNFAIIiKlfG REMEDY

nature.
Prescribed by the medical profession with signal
and uniform success in the treatment of Chronic Diarrhoea and Dysentery, Night Sweats, Uterine and
Pulmonary Hemorrhage, in Cough attended with
profuse Expectoration, and as an injeotion in Leucoroea or Whites, Ulcerations of the Os Uteri, and other
vaginal diseases; in Catarrh, Piles, Fisures of the
Annus, Burns, Scalds, Excoriations, obstinate Ulcers
and in all cases requiring a powerful astringent and
tonic
Those afflicted with any of the above difficulties,
and not wishing to call upon their physicians, can
purchase from their druggist one or two dollar packages of the medicine, with physicians full directions
ever

PO RTLAND, MAINE.

Offio# at Schumacher Broi, 5 Deering Block
CARD—In thanking my former customers and
friends for the patronage they have bestowed upon
me tor the last n teen years, I have the pleasure tu
A

recommending

to them Mr. W. L. KEfl.ERfor
a continuance of the same, feeling confident that be
is able to please all who ma? give him a call io his
line.
CHAS. S. SCHUMACHER.

jy13dtf

use.

sale by all Druggists.

For

W. W.

Street,

Beltings. Bubber
tarnished to order. Also
and
Sides
Backs, Lace
Leather, Belt Hooke, Copper Rivets and bur.
Portland, July 6,1871.Jy7-uem

Wliipple A Co.,

ot Leather

Richardson, Hill & Co.,
BANKERS,
Sears Building, Boston.

No.

BUSINESS PAPER Bought and

sold, and

Corporation Loans negotiated.
DEPOSITS received, subject to check at sight,
interest on daily balances credited monthly.
COIifljECTKONS of Notes, Drafts, Coupons and
Dividends made with promptness
ADVANCES made

on

approved

on

J. H.

declG

’cck,

Cahoon

Has the

next

PIANO

prices.

n

Labor Saving

applied to all kinds of Sewing

Ma-

which have afflicted females when employed on
Sewing Machines, and accomplishing a much larger
amount of work in the same time than will any other
Treadle now in use. Every Hall Treadle warranted
to give entire satisfaction. All persons are invited to
call and see the operation of this invention at the
eases

Sole Agency, No. 12 Market Square,
Repair Shop.
(Over Gilson’s Apothecary.)
N. B.—All kinds of Sewing Machines repaired, and

Merchants,
cmc AOO, ILL.

New England.

every job warranted equal to any in
BEWARE OF IMITATIONS!

nov21tf

TIME TABLE

HUNT & JEWETT,

East Deering Omnibus Line

Wholesale Dealer. In

STARTS FROM

jy!3d6m

ALLEN’S

10.30
1.30 p. in.

SHALL

sug?2

Hair Goods

■

AND

PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL

STUOOO & lttASTIO WORKERS,
PORTLAND, MB.

BSf~ Prompt attention paid to all kindsot Jobbing
n our line.
apr22dtf

WILLIAM A.

COUNSELLOR

EVANS,

AT

LAW.

FORT FAIRFIELD.
tf

ATTORNEYS & COUNSELLORS,
AT LAW,
removed their office to Na. 95 Exchange
Street, over the Portland Savings Bank.
a3w
December 9,1871.

HAVE

J.

H.

Il OOPEll,

UPHOLSTEEER

0.15 from head of Washin gum, comer Congress
Street.
SUNDAY.
13.15 P. m.
4.30
Passengers waiting, can be accommodated with
Beats at James A. Day's, 103 Middle Street; at Sam-

uel Bell’s Shoe Store, Congress Street, Cahoon Block;
and at F. Bennett’s, 145 Congress St., near head of
Washington Street.
Saturday Evenings, Omnibus will leave Allen’s Corner at 6.30, and Bell’s store,
Portland, at 9.30.
Sundays the Omnibus will start from Bell’s store.
Fare from Allen’s Comer, 10 tickets for
$1.00, and
5 for 50 cents. Single fare, 15 cents.
Fare from Back Cove, 16 tiekets for $1.00, 8 for 50
cents. Single fare, 10 cents.
Tickets can be had at Abbott’s Store, at Allen’s
Comer; Knight’s Store, at the Point; and Day’s
K. It,, Agent.
Store, in Portland.
jnl*-lm wl

Nos. 31 & 23 Free Street,
M

boxed and

WANTED,

GOOD

dc39*lw

no9tf

smart energetic man, to canvass
a saleable article.
Address Box
_

Carpet-Bags.

DURAN A JOHNSON, 171 middle and
116 Federal Streets.

Masons and Builders.
REDUON, 933 1-9 Congrc..

N. E.

dc27-3t

Organ and Melodeon Manufacturers.
Ac KNIGHT, No. 134 Exchange

SHALL
Street.

Paper Hangings, Window Shades, and
Weather Strips.

—.

—

—

OX

Anatomy, Physiology

which we
and see, at

IB

BROWN

STREET,

PORTLAND, ME.,
he may be confidentially
consulted, more
WHERE
especially in all the cases of diseases and debility for the treatment of which he is so justly celeIt

brated.
from the

is too well known that hundreds sutler
eftects of early indiscretion and seek in
rain for relief. For none but the educated
physician
who has made these subjects a
specialty is likely to
succeed iu restoring the patient to health and

testimonials for his superior treatment
3f those diseases requiring skilful and confidential
advice he is euabled to ensure a safe and
speedy cure.
The Doctor particularly invites those
patients
whose cases may have been neglected or pronounced
incurable at once, to place themselves under his
care,
thorn
that all that science, skill and long
assuring
practice can accomplish will De at thoir service
He distinctly states that no case will be undertaken
unless a permanent cure can be guaranteed. All letters containing the usual consultation fee,
$5, and
the case, will be immediately at-

tall^describing
Hours of

consultation from 10 in the morning till 2,
**
md 5 till 8 in the evening at his private office.
18 BROWN STREET,

miLEER, No. 91 Federal Street.
Every description of Water Fixtures arranged and set up in the best manner.
Jobbing promptly attended to.

Plasterer, Stucco Worker, &e.
FEENlf,

Cor.

Cumberland and Frank-

Real Estate Agents.
C. PROCTER, No. 93 Exchange

gress Street.

Congress Street,
PORTLAND, ME.

Stair Builder.
LIBBV, 17 1-3 Union Street,

“THE SINGER”

streets the

IMPROVED

SEWEYGMACHINE.
views of the fact that “various opinions do exist,
to which is the best” Sewing Machine, do not
yourself to be governed by any one’s opinion,
but call and examine ‘‘THE NINUER” and
witness its operation, and we have not the shadow of
a doubt, that you will not pronounce it for all
purposes the very best Family Sewing machine
extant.
Now is the time to secure one of these farfamed and

IN
allow

as

justly celebrated Singer Sewing machine ns a
Christmas Gift to your Wife, Sister or Lady
Friend.
With

a “singer” in the house, always
ready to
with any reasonable demand, there is no good
reason why you may uot have a “Merry Christmas”
aud a “Happv New Year”, each day of which shall
add a new voice to the already mighty chorus of voices, that are sounding the praises of “The Singer”
of which you will find a full assortment at

of the law will be

Sole Agents for Portland and Vicinity.

stairs.

J. DEEMING & CO., 48 India 163 & 164
C ongress Sts*

Watches, Jewelry, &c.
JT. AMBROSE MERRILL, No. 139 Middie Street.
J. W. Sc IX. IX. mCDlIFFEE, Cor. Middle
Sc Union Sts.

STATED meeting of the Maine Charitable MeAssociation, will be held in the Library
on
THURSDAY evening, Jan. 4th, at 71
i’clock.

Room,

After the regular business of the Association the
icbate will be resumed.
Question for debate:
Resolved, That the practice of bestowing medals
ind rewards of merit to scholars in our public schools
for proficiency in their studies, is on the whole unfavorable to educational advancement.
J. T. Walton, Aff.
S. A. Nash, Neg.

ja2dtd
is to forbid any person harboring

THIS
my daughter,

A.

or

GEO. A. HARMON, Sec’y.

trusting

any bills contract-

Is the Order of the

JAMES H. KELLY.

Portland,

19,

Dec

1871.

LOOK

_dc20dlw*

AT

Day

!

MITCHEL

FIRE PROOF SAFE

BROS,

That cannot be

Custom Boot & Shoe Manufacturers
Have removed from 179 Middle St., to

OPENED OR REMOVED

AGENCY AT TAYLOR’S,

Next Door to tlie -A.rbi.on House.
Where

prepared to manufacture to measure
Gents’ first quality ot Boots, Shoes and

we are

all kinds of
Gaiters at the

shortest notice.

dc28-2w

G2I

521

U"

52>

DESIRE YOUR HAIR TO
DO LUXURIANT
AND GLOSSY?
YOU

THOMPSON’S

daily,

vum^uuuu,

Irl

521

FOR

SALE.

OPTVME,
entirely a Vegetable

POMADE

will make it

so.

It is

CA'JUIDIMJIJ l)CHUUlCU,UUUDUt:UJIlY

ed for nourishing the Hair. Sold by Druggists and
Dealers in Fancy Goods. Price 25 and 50 cents per
bottle.
F. C. WELLS & CO.,
192 Fulton Street, New York.
*

*

*

YOU FEEL WEAK AND LANGUID IN

OF OVER EXERTION?
DOCONSEQUENCE
taken cold? Are
Have
afflicted with Rheuyou

matism, or pains of
Wells’

you
any kind? try

certainly

of

Strengthening

machine-spread

They will

one

cure.

are are composed of choice emollient
They on
the finest
of three different

kid,

are worn

Price 15,

gums

sizes, and
and comfort. Sold by Druggists

spread

with ease
20 and 30 cents each.
F. C. WELLS & CO.,
192 Fulton Street,

Ogdenslmrg

Co.,

be received until January
6, 1872, at 12
o’clock noon, for doing the labor on Masonic
Hall to be built at Yarmouth
is
Falls,
(foundation
laid and the materials for
building are on the ground.)
Plans and specifications can be seen at the store of
J. W. Lawrence.
J. W. LAWRENCE,

BENJ. CHADSEY,
FRED’K E. MITCHELL,
Building Committee Casco Lodge.

Yarmouth,

Dec

decSOt ja 6

28, 1871.

the office of the Company, corner of Middle
md Plum streets.
Portland, on Tuesday, the
oth day or January
current, at lO o’clock A.
M, to see
ii mey wm
the
act of the Legislature of
accept
New Hampshire entitled “An act to
grant a right of
»ray through this State to the Portland & Ogdensburg
rlallroad Corporation and act additional
thereto, app
proved July 14, 1871.”
2. If they will accept the act of the
of
Legislature
name, entitled ‘An act additional to and amendaory of an act entitued an act to incorporate the Portae &
Ogdensburg Railroad Company,” approved
February 15, 1871.
will amend their charter as
^*ey
designated
n Section 2 of the last mentioned
act.
4. To choose Directors foi*the
ensuing
5. To transact any other business that year.
may legally
:ome before
CIIAS. H. FOYE, Clerk.
t.
Portland, January 2d, 1872.
ja3td

N. Y.

Of

payable January 2d, 1872, to
Stockholders of record December 23d, 1871.
istd
E. NOTT, Treas.
dc33

Portland &

Vicinity.

Wishing to. purchase

O ATS

THOSE
IVETW, ir will be tor
Mrs m. O

their

advantage

BON*
to eall

NDAL, 32$ Congress st.,

on

Maine Central Rail Road.

annual meeting of the Board of Trade for tlu»
THE
choio©
the transaction of such other

of oiWcctb »na
business as may
come
be held on

before the meeting, will
legally
Monday Evening, Jan. 8th, at 7i o’clock.
Order.
M. N. RICH, Sec’y.

Per

_jn4td
200,000

Copies Sold

tAis

SACRED

head of Casco, where they
work done at icasonable prices.

can

have first-class
no8-2ui

hereby given, that the subscriber has
NOTICE
been duly appointed and taken uj»on himself
is

the trust of

Administrator of the estate of
JOHN KUSSELL, late of Portland,
in the County of
Cumberland, deceased, and given
bonus as
the law directs. All persons
having deisands upon the estate of said
deceased, are required
to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to said
estate are called upon to make payment to

THOMAS SHAW, Administrator.

Portland, Dec. 19th, 1871.

dec23-29-jan5

Portland Railroad.
Annual meeting of the Stockholders of the
Portland Railroad Company, will be held in tbe
deception Room, of the City Building, Portland, on
londay, Jan. 15, 1872, at half past two o’clock, P. M.
or the election of five
Directors, and tbe transaction
f any other business that may
legally come before
he meeting.
CHAS. HOLDEN, Sec’y.
td
January 3d, 1872.
eod

rHE

Lodging Rooms
Front Rooms
rWO
boaid at 28 High st.

on

to L,et.
the second floor without
octl9eodtf

Post

Office.

W.

[BY

A.

TO

LET

Store No 142 & 144 Commercial st
ot
Widgery's Wharf, particular!
J adapted to the Fii
r and Grain business
larg
capacity, having a t'ron age o» 36 feet, aud depth 15

leet, accessible by water or rail, lited up with tvery
modern convenience.
H. N. JOSE, 194 Fore st.
Apply to
Nov 4 is tt

Hood Rent!
lor small family, witihin three
oi Oily Hall.
Rent <150.
W. H. JERR1S, Real Estate Agent,

Apply

to

nolOtf

First-' lass Houses to Let.
NOT sold previous to Oct 1st, the two end bouses
new brick block of tour, on the corner of
Neal and Pine st?, will be rented on favorab'e terms.
These are first class bousea ic every respect, conaiiung 13 rooms, having all modern improvements,
mid
bago water. Apply to JOHN T. HULL, 48
Union St.
sepl6

IFin the

To Vet,
let, containing?

to
TENEMENT
For partlcnlarx
water.

$30.00

-A.

1ST K ~W

l>««*>Ung

or

Also

hv«i>c.

Dwelling Houses
Inquire

THE

To Let
No. 38 Andersen street; nearly new,
HOUSE
tains six rooms, eight closets, good cellar,

plenty ot water. Apply
jy28ti

1.1

new

whole

or

Apply at
jylStl

Furnished Koom
without board.
wantsd. Apply
WITH
or

corner

work

TO
a

Per Dozen.

12-d&w4w

in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and
given
bonds as the law directs. All persons
having demands upon the estate of said deceased, are
required
to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to said
estate are called upon to made payment to

0FFICES I

Co.

Dissolution.
Copartnership heretofore existing between the

of COOK &
mutual consent.
to settle the att'airs of the
name

day dissolved by

Thomas B. Cook,
Wm. H. Ayers.

Portland January 1,1872.

jn2-lw

Dissolution of Copartnership.
is hereby given that the
copartnership

under the firm
NOTICE

name

of

EVANS Sc JOSSELYN,
the 31st day of December,
1871. All persons indebted to said firm are
requested
to make immediate payment, and those
demands against them are desired to present the same
for payment, at the old stand, No. 1 and 2 Free street
Block, where all in want of good Furniture, at low
prices will find it for their interest to call.
ARAD EVANS,
W. H. JOSSELYN.
on

having

Portland, Jan. 1, 1872,ja3deod2w

Copartnership

C. H.

Staples,

Hiram Winchester,
Chas. H. Winchester.
Portland, Jan. 1st, 1872.
jn2*3w

SPEND MONEY IN BUYING A NEW
pair of Kid Gloves every time you go out?
Renovate those you have with
JOUYKN’g INODOROUS KID GLOVE

WHY

CLEANER.

It will make them equal to new with
scarcely any
trouble. Be careful to get the Genuine.
Sold by Druggists and Dealers in Fancy Goods.
Price 25 cents per boftle.
F. C. WELLS & CO.,
___192 Pulton Street, New York.

WHITE TEETH, HEALTHY GUMS,
AND SWEET BREATH, are secured by con-

SOUND

stant

use

of

Thurston9* Ivory Pearl Toothpowder.
It i* the best Dentrifice known.'
Sold by Druggists and Dealers in Fancy Goods. Price
25 and 50 cedts per bottle.
F. C. WELLS & CO.,
192 Fulton Street, New York.

For

Sstle.

THE good Brig Castillian, 261 tons reg-

ister,

sails and rigging in first rate order. Can be sent to sea with litfle or
expense. Rates A. 2, three years.
For particulars apply to

YEATON & BOYD,
111 Commercial Street.
Portland, Dec. 20,1871.
dec2U-10d

SEED,

SEED!

BUSHELS New Timothy Seed; also
xj Clover and Red Top lor sale by

KENDALL At WHITNEY.
Portland

Eept ,2,187!.sepgdtl ia

Shoe Store For Sale.
Shoe Stock. Terms easv. Address
BOX 1295. Portland, Ma
jnttf

RETAIL

or

in Suits.

are

Gorham
Board
G.

Seminary.

we

trust,

HI. BODGE, A. HI., Principal,
and Teacher of Classics.

Precept ress and Teacher of Vocal and Piano Music.
Teacher of Modern

MISS JENNIE E. BODGE,

Languages.

Preceptress, and Teacher of Rhetoric.
Instruction will be given by competent Teachers in
Mathematics, Drawing and Painting, and an
Assistant

Asisstaut in Music will be secured as
soon as possible.
Winter Term Commence** December 5th,
and Continues Eleven Weeks.

BOARD AND TUITION*
Seminary Building will be devoted to the acTHEcommodation
of young ladies for boarding, yet
the classes
may be arranged so as to include both
in recitations.

Board for Young Eadics $40 per Term.
Young Ladies desirous of boarding themselves will
be furnished with rooms in the Seminary Building.
Each

room

is

designed

for two persons, and will be

furnished with all necessary articles except quilts,
comforters, pillow caseR, towels and toilet soap.
Board for youug men can be obtained in private
families on reasonable terms. Facilities are offered to
those wishing to board themselves.
English Studies or Teachers’ Class.$ 5 00
English Studies and Latin and Greek. 6 00
French, German or Spanish, each. 5 00
Book-keeping and Penmanship, both. 3 00

Drawing.

4 00

Painting. 8 00
Piano Music. 12 00
Vocal.
3 00

J.

For further information apply to
G. N. BODGE, Principal,
Bethel, (until Nov. 25th),
A.

or

WATERMAN, Secretary.
Gorham, Me.

Gorham, Me., Nov._10,1871.

Jules

nol7d&wtf

PARrS,

Teacher of Ihe French Language.
Late Master of Modern Languages in the Provin3ial Traiuing School. High and Grammar Schools.
St. John, N. B.
References: Gen. J. M. Brown, J. W.Symonds,

Esq.

Apply from one p. of. to three o’clock p. m., at 3C
Free street, or in writing P. O. Box 1866

ocldly

PORTLAND & KENNEBEC R. R.
CO.
DIVIDEND of 3
cent, for 6 months ending
A Dec. 31,1871, on theperCapital
Stock of said Company will be paid at he office of the Treasurer in Augusta, on the 15th day of February next.
dc30 d2w
J. S. Cushing, Treasurer.
MAINE

CENTRAL

BAIEROAD

CO.
SCRIP Dividend of 3 per cent, for 6 months endmg Dec. 31,1871, will be paid to the holders of
said Scrip, on tlio 15th day of
February next, at the
office of the Treasures in Augusta.
d2w
J. S. Cushing, Treasurer.

A

_dc30

ATTENTION!
clear from $5 to $10
good smart
ANY
day selling the Patput Pan I-iffer, for takhot
article

a

man can

ing
pans out of stoves or ovens, as it is an
that is wanted In every family and will sell at sight.
For terms, address
H. A. HOLDEN, General Agent.
Bowman's Block, Bangor, Me.
fn2-4w

Notice to the Legislature of Maine.
rilHE Directors of the Bonny Eagle Branch, hereby
A give notice, that it iB their intention to aBk for a
change of their charter, so that they can lay their
track on the west side of the Saco River, in the town
of Hollis.
Per order

of the Directors.
A. K.

Dec. 1,1871.

dc5

finances.

The

receipts

a

favorapast

for the

been.$2,199,109 61

Disbursements. 2,115,911 21
The public debt, Jan. 1, 1871. 8,067,ooo uo
Paid during the year.
840,000 00
Debt Jan. 1, 1872. 7,227,900 00
Sinking fund in the Treasury. 798,295 00
Debt deducting sinking fund. 6,429,605 00
Cash in Treasury in excess of immediate
liabilities.
155,295 00
Debt ileducting cash in Treasury.
6,274,310 00
Trust ftinds held by the State, exclusive
of sinking fund.
847,931 00
The Treasurer suggests that in consequence
year 1871,

uir

VI

UCUl

thereby relieving

UUlUl^

but'

the State from the
payment of $50,000 00 interest annually, the
State tax for the year 1872 can be reduced to
four and three-fourths mills per dollar of the
State valuation.
The Governor and Council have endeavored
to exercise, in such expenditures as have come
within their jurisdiction, the strictest economy
consistent with the public interest and justice
to the parties having claims against the State.
The whole amount of

appropriations

made bv the

last legislature was.$2,041,3J»4 26
Amount of warrants drawn. 1,055,332 82

Balance remaining in the Treasury_
$8,061 44
The Treasurer has not been obliged to avail
himself of the authority granted by the last
Legislature to borrow money for temporary
purposes.
I cannot urge too strongly the closest scrutiny and the most rigid economy in all your appropriations. The payment of the interest on
our State debt and the
principal as it becomes
due must be provided for. Our expenditures
for educational purposes, for the insane, deaf,
dumb and blind, for the care and reformation
of juvenile offenders, for our destitute soldiers,
and the widows and orphaus of such as died in
the service, cannot be dispensed with. Upon •
this class of ex{>enditures we have only to see
that no portion is misapplied, -and that all is
used to the best possible advantage. Beyond
this our expenditures should be confined to the
closest limits consistent with the discharge of
our just obligations, and a wise and economical
care for our important interests.
WAR CLAIMS.

the efficient aid of the Adjutant
General and my personal attention at the
Treasury department; $3,938.93 of our war
claims have been collected and paid into the
State Treasury. This is believed to be all that
can be allowed of this claim until
Congress
shall legislate further on the subject.
MILITARY.

The report of the Adjutant General will furnish a statement of the condition of our military organization and the expenditure for military purposes during the year.
The report of the Inspector General, who has
carefully inspected nine of the ten companies,
represents them to be in good condition, evincing n *K..»ou^l)nfSS of organization «tt»l WAWM
cy of drill highly creditaDle to themselves and
the State.
Our State troops are composed of men a majority of whom nave seen active service in the
field, with officers distinguished for gallantry,
high soldierly attainments, and many of them
for high rank in the late war. Their soldierly
bearing and remarkable accuracy of movement
and drill on the occasion of the opening of the
European & North American Railway and the
visit of the President to the State, elicited the
warmest commendation from high military officers from abroad and expressions of just pride
from the citizens of the State.

sums

among

such oi

our

uisauieu soiaiers ana

the dependents of those who lost their lives in
the service as are unable by their own efforts
and resources to obtain a
living, and has enabled the recipients to avoid destitution and
or
the
want,
necessity of applying for public or
private charity. The numoer of this class of
our people is
gradually decreasing; but, while
we remember their sacrifices in their
country’s
cause and in our behalf, we shall
cheerfully and
gladly contribute to their necessities.
EDUCATION.,
The report of the State Superintendent of
Schools exhibits the general condition of our
public schools. The facts presented indicate
an increasing interest in this subject, and that
through the Normal Schools, Teachers’ Institutes and other instrumentalities, our teachers
are becoming moro efficient and our schools

P. LORD, President.

Jr

PUBLIC LANDS.

The report of the
Lain} A;- calls attention
to the claim of the European and North American Railway Company to certain landB set
apart for settling purposes, and the timber
tnereou.

The report states that “By the act of
1H«4,
‘to provide means for the defence
of the Northeastern frontier, by
aiding the construction of the European and North American
Railway, upon certain conditions it was made
lawful for the Governor,. State Treasurer and
Land Agent to transfer to said
company all the
public lands lying on the waters of the Penobscot anil St. J ill11 river for the uses and
purposes set forth in the act, provided, however,
that there shall be executed from said cnrivftv.
ance ami Trom the operations of this act all
lands set apart and designated for settlement under existin'! laics."
“By a subsequent act of 18(58, chapter 004, the
preliminary conditions of the first act above
cited were repealed and ‘the Governor of the
State was thereby authorized and empowered
to transfer and convey to the
European and
North American Railway Company all the timber and lands belonging to the State situated
upon the waters of the Penobscot and St. John
rivers, to be used by the company to aid in the
construction of its line of railway as contemplated and provided for in the foregoing act,
Bubject to reservations contained in the obligations imposed by said act.”
Under the authority of this act the Governor made a deed to the
corporation on the thirteenth day of
eighteen hundred and sixtyMay,
effect
ot
which
eight,the
depends upon the construction of the act authorizing it
Under and by force of these several acts, resolves and deed, the Railwav
Company now
makes claim to all the timber on all the lands
belonging to the State at the time, situated on
the Penobscot and St. John waters, including
these set apart as aforesaid for settlement, and
also claim that as to most if not all the lands
so set apart certain
irregularities or deficiences
exist in the proceedings, whereby the
exception of “all lauds set apart and designated for
settlement under existing laws is rendered unavailing, and that, therefore, the grant conveyed (b the company all the settling lands not already conveyed to settlers.
In pursuance of this claim the company have
put in a defence, and therefore resist the proceedings commenced under resolve of 1870,
chapter 1G8, for the portion of township No. 17
and 18, R. 7, being 1' ort Kent and Wallagrass
townships, which proceedings have for this
cause been arrested, and have
also granted
to cut timber on townships No.
11, R.
West from the East line of the State; all of
which townships are among the number set
apart as aforesaid for settlement. The parties
on township No. 11, K.
3, and No. 8,
It. 5, having commenced operations under their
the
Land
permites,
Agent at once laid the matter before the Governor and Council, and notice has been given to the parties that they will
be regarded as trespassers and treated accordingly, if they persist in their operations, as it is
understood they are doing.” Legal proceedings will immediately be taken to protect the
rights of the State in these lands anil the timber thereon.

chapter 401,

rnnites

permitted

ntiniv util

large prices.

The soil in this county is especially favorable to wheat growing, yielding, by
ordinary
cultivation, more per acre than the average of
wheat lands in the West, and capable of producing enough to supply the presut deficit in
theState; thus saving a very large sum that is
now sent away to pay for tlouf and its
transportation. There is probably no place in the counwhere
a
man
with
small
means
can
try
young
find, all things considered, more favorable location for farming purposes than in this county.
A railroad through the best portion of the
county cannot long be delayed, and. in due
time, this will become by far the richest agricultural section of the State. No occupation
secures more of all that tends to make life
pleasant and happy, than farming, and no State
furnishes advantages over our own, sufficient to warrant a farmer with fair prospects
here, in incurring the risk of attempting to do
better elsewhere.

profitable.

MANUFACTU REBS.

NORMAL SCHOOLS.

The abundance and low

The Normal Schools at Farmington and Castine are doin«? an excellent work.
Young ladies and gentlemen, many of whom would not
be able to pursue a course of study elsewhere,
are here prepared to be of great benefit to the
State as teachers, while they lay the best possible foundation for their own success in life.
Two hundred and sixty-four graduates of these
schools have taught in our schools the past year,
besides a laige number who have not yet graduated.
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wuuiu
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COLLEGE
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AGRICULTURE AND

more
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price

of

uutiuiu^
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water
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enterprises.

SHIPBUILDING AND COMMERCE.

superior facilities for shipbuilding and
commercial pursuits which were well improved
prior to the war, and on which more than
thirty thousand of our population depended for
Our

support, make the present prostration of these

interests all the more humiliating, and add intensity to the conviction that our national legislation has been unfriendly to these important
elements of our national success. 1 do not entertain the idea that this neglect arises from a
desire to see these interests remaiu crippled as
I therefore have great confidence that,
now.
before the clcse of the present session of Congress some relief will be given. It may be that
the demand for rapid transit of merchandise
will seek transportation in steam rather than
sailing vessels, and that other causes will
create a demand for iron instead of wooden
ships. These may have tended to the present
depressed condition of these interests; but
they furnish no argument against lifting these
burdens, or removing the galling fetters of
which we complain. If, when this is done, our
American shipbuilders cannot eomjiete successthe construction of sailing
fully witli others in
vessels, or if they are not ill demand, they wiU
to the building and sailing
attention
their
turn
of such vessels as are required.

ME-

CHANIC ARTS.

The State Callegc of Agriculture and Mechanic arts has suffered many embarrassments
incidental to the infancy of such institutions,
but it now appears to have passed its darkest
days. Under the efficient management of the
new President, its friends entertain no doubt of
its success. This is a free college, and a fitting
supplement to our free school system. Young
to prepare
men arc here given an opportunity
for all the business, industrial aud some of the
of
and labor,
life.
pursuits
Study
professional
science and practice are brought together, and
of
intellectual
aud
means
the
physical education afforded.
The examinations and other exercises are
highly creditable to the faculty and students,
evincing intellectual vigor aud thoroughness
;hat would do credit to any institution of the
tind. We may now reasonably indulge the
lope that the brightest light of science, practically applied, will be shed from this institu;ion, to guide the farmer, the mechanic and ar;izan in their several callings.
The interest of the sum invested is believed
;o be sufficient to meet the ordinary expenses
)f the College, but some additional accommolations are required. I recommend the appropriation of a sufficient sum to meet the present
lecessities.

mu

prises.

than the sum placed at their disposal, neither
of the bids were accepted.
Subsequently another plan for a cheaper building, which it is
believed will answer the purpose very well, was
made, and a proposition by a responsible party
was received to construct the
building for seventeen thousand five hundred dollars.
This is
lowest
sum
for
which
a suitable
probably tty)
building can be obtained. I therefore recommend an appropriation of at least $17,500 for
the erection of a Normal School building in
Castine, with a sufficient additional sum for
furniture aud provisions for heating
It will
be necessary to have this building completed
and ready tor occupation on the first ot August next. I therefore invite your early attention to the subject so that the contract may be
made in time for the contractor to get the material together aud be ready to commence the
work in the early spring.
STATE

ii,

The gradual melting of the snow in our
northern forests, where the most of our rivers
take their rise, ensures abundance of water until late in the summer, in the d'ryest seasons,
while the large number of lakes which are the
sources of these rivers seldom fail to furnish a
sufficient supply of water in the severest
drought. Should occasion require our water
power can be cheaply anil largely increased, by
raising the water in these immense inland reservoirs to be used when other sources fail.
Maine,must eventually become a great manIf the present generation
ufacturing State.
fails to grasp and apply the conditions of sucafter will be wiser and
those
who
come
cess,
reap the reward. Our splendid opportunities
will, sooner or later, be appreciated and ap*.The interest now being manifested in
plied.
this subject throughout the State is highly encouraging. Many manufacturing establishments have increased their capacity and enlarged their operations during the last year; a
large number of new ofles have been put in operation, and many others commenced, that will
be completed at an early day.
The encouragement of a cautious but wise
and liberal policy should be extended to these

NORMAL SCHOOL BUILDING AT CASTINE.

uiui

yv

the facilities for cheap living and our healthy
climate, all combine to make Maine one of the
most desirable places for manufacturing enter-

The Legislature at its last session
appropriated fifteen thousand dollars for the purcliase
or erection of a suitable building for the Eastern Normal School at Castiue, to be expended
under the direction of the Governor and Council. There being no suitable building that could
be purchased,plaus and specifications were prepared and proposals invited for the construction of the whole building or for portions of the
work. The lowest bid was $22,500; others
ranged from $27,000 to $35,000.
As the lowest bid was $7,500 more than the
appropriation, and as the Governor and Council did not consider themselves authorized to
imuuiuj;

nb,

It is a source of regret that so many youn g
men, well situated in the country, allured by
the success of the few who have exchanged tho
farm for the city, and with eyes closed to the
failures of the many, are crowding iflto the
large cities. Of these, few will succeed, others
will be doomed to disappointment and poverty,
and some, alas, will fall victims to tne vices
around them, and drag out a short bnt miserable existance in shame and infamy.
This averstion to farming in Maine is In fact
***» result of a false education by which many
young men are made to believe that it is an occupation to be avoided above all others, but I
am inclined to the
opinion that much of it lies
in the fact that we do not appreciate our
agricultural advantages and resources.
The establishment and increase of manufacturing operations, now so happily engaging the
attention of our people throughout the State,
will increase the demand, at renumerative
rices, for such products of the farm and gareu as cannot be
brought from abroad, to supply the local markets. This demand has already doubled the value of farms in the vicinity of large manufacturing establishments in
the State.
It is well known that in the older portions of
the State we have a large amount of good land,
and many excellent fnrms; nut the fact Is not
generally known that we have in Aroostook
county alone, hundreds of thousands of acres of
farmiug lands unsupassed in this section of the
country, and scarcely rivaled on the continent.
A recent visit to this county and a ride of more
than two hundred miles within its limits, more
than confirms my former opinion of its vast
capacity for agricultural products. The county
contains more than four millions of acres, one
half of which, equal to twenty thousand farms
of one hundred acres each, is good farming
land. On such of these lauds as have been
cultivated excellent crops are raised which sell
at

Our hopes for the perpetuity of good governdepend upon the intelligence of the people. The education of the masses is our surest
safeguard against the machinations of designing and wicked men. An educated person may
become corrupt, but he will seek to accomplish
his unholy purposes through the ignorance of
others. An ignorant
community furnishes a
favorable field for impostors and demagogues.
It is a lamentable fact that, in many instances,
the most corrupt officials living in "open crime
have been able to maintain their ascendancy
through the ignorance of their constituents.
Ygu w ill, I trust, see that our educational institutions are not neglected.

a

our

road*, with a fair prospect that this work so
essential to the development of our resource*
will continue to go forward.
Several new
roads are being
projected, including one greatly needed connecting the counties of Hancock
ami Washington with
"Bangor. The new road*
extending west from Portland will, at uo distant day, give us more direct and
cheaper transportation to and from tlie grain growing State*
We.t
The opening of the European
« North American
Bailway makes a eonnec«oi. with St.
John, soon to be extended to
Halifax. This will unite the
people of this
State and the Provinces in closer social
and
business relations, and cannot fail to benefit
both. Phis road touches the southern
portiou
of Aroostook county, and I trust the extension
of a railroad into the heart of the
county will
be accomplished within a few years. The rich
lauds of this county only wait for railroad comnmnicotion to secure their settlement by an industrious population; and yield a large income
to the owners and become a source of wealth
to tlie State.
Our
neighbors in New Brunswick, with a
zeal and forecast
worthy of great praise, are
preparing to construct a railroad that will pass
for a long distance near the
easterly and northerly lines of Aroostook county, with the view
of gathering the rich
surplus products of all
tlie northern part of the
county, and transporting them to St John. And thin they wul do
unless our people bestir themselves, ami
give
that section of the State an outlet this way.
The Railr ail Commissioners make some important suggestions relating to the management of railroads.
Their suggestions in regard
to the manner in which they receive their
compensation is especially entitled to consideration. There are, it appears to me, serious objections to making a public officer dependent
for compensation upon a
corporation, of which
a proper
discharge of his duties requires that he
should be entirely independent.

§

The sum of $2<>,841.28 has been allowed for
Pensions. This has been distributed in small

nmimrmi-

Ch, L. Morazain,
FROM

our

ment

MADAME MARIE COURLAENDER,

sexes

ble exhibit of
year have

more

of Instruction*

MISSADELA BARNES,

co-

of C. H. STAPLES & CO., at

Let,

EDUCATIONAL.

IVotic
a

to

Also Lady Boarders
Center and Free st, No

the most desirable in tbe city, being pleasantly situated and heated by st’am.
Also, Desk room and desks furnished it desired.
inar9dtt

the
have this day formed
undersigned
WEpartnership,
tor the transaction of the jobbing

name

entirely honorable, and,

manner

STATE PENSIONS.

FLUENT BLOCK,

These offices

ICE'

“mHE Portland Dry Dock and Ware-House Co.”
JL have leased their Docks and other propery in
Cape Elizabeth to James E. Simpson for one year
from Jan. 1, 1R71, to Jan. 1, 1872, and
during said
time the Company will not be responsible for
any
debts contracted In their name or on their
account,
unless authorized or approved by the President of

authorized

on

_jun30tf
LET.

Either Single

ATOTICE Is hereby given, that the subscriber haB
i-N ueen duly appointed and taken upon himself
the trust of administrator of the estate of
ELIJAH P. LEWIS, late of Portland,

THE
subscribers, under the firm
is this

a

beneficial to both nations. These two nationalities have found “a more excellent way” for
the settlement of national differences, and one
more in accordance with the
spirit of our advancing civilization than through the bloody
ordeal of war. This is one oi the greatest triumplis of modern progress. It establishes
fundamental principles for the settlement of
disputed questions between nations, consistent
with the progressive intelligence of the
age,
and cannot fail to exert a powerful influence
towards maintaining the peace of all civilized
nations.
The long continued but questionable methods
through which subordinate officers of the government have been appointed are
giving place
to a system b
ter calculated to secure
honesty
and efficiency in the civil service.
W hile taxes are being reduced, the
public
debt is rapidly dm i rushing. Gur national taxes
are now chiefly levied ou
spirits, tobacco, railroads and banks; and soon the tariff will
only
be collected on such other luxuries as the masses of the people can
easily forego, aud on such
other articles as the industries of our own
people and the protection of our own laborers require us to produce or manufacture at home.

Merchants National Bank.

~'

BOOK!

the company.
CHAS. A. LAMBARD,
President P. D. Dock and Ware-house
his
By
Attorney, L. D. M. SWEAT,
Portland, January 28th, 1871
jn30tf

T/v/STrm

part ot tho block ot Brick Stores
THEPortland
Pier.
the

LEE & SHEPARD, Publishers, Boston.
Dec

nr

To be Let,

PEASE,

Price, 91*50? 913.50

Enquire of

rooms.

Hundred.

of its class out.” If you want
Glee Book examine the Crystal.

new

aud

let]

iitllrltl

»

“The best

con-

No. 3 Lincoln st.

at

To

CRYSTAL,

BY F. H.

and Stores to I«t
ot S. L. CARLTON,
at Law, 80 Middle »t.

my3ldtfAtt'y

House ol ten
C O. liAKER, 37 Wilinot street.
A DESIRABLE

and attractive.”

GLEE

JjjOjT,

1

tel

Song,

Per

5ebago

room?,
call at 31 LINCOLN
ti

aug23

TO

OGDEN,

“Fresh, bright

Price .33 ;

NATIONAL CONDITION.

We have occasion for mutual congratulation
in the general prosperity of the
country, and
the peace and friendship that characterize our
relations with all other nations. The questions
that threatened the peace of this
country and
Great Britain one year ago are being settled in

Through

front room on second floor. Also
one room o
th rd floor with board. 49 Fraukiin st.oc28tf

The most popular Sunday School Music Book of the
season.

State
Constitution, the legislative
power is vested in a "a House of
Representatives and a Senate, each to
have a negative ou
t
h°th to he styled the
Legislature
of lame
1 he Constitution also makes
it the
duty of the Executive to “give the Legislature
information ot the couditiou of the
State and
recommend to their consideration such measures as he
may judge expedient” We have
been called by the voice of the
people to the
discharge of the duties incumbent ou these
two departments of our State government.
Earnestly desiring to discharge faithfully and
well all the duties and obligations
devolving
ujion us, and invoking the wisdom and guidance of the Supreme Law
Giver, let us address
ourselves to the work before us.
our

‘VUUVIII'MI

HE three and a hall
story house No. 6 Hampshire street, known as the Acadia House: contains 33 finished rooms, and is well-fitted for a ho-

CROWN:

The Silver

Lewiston, will leave Portland, at 8.15 p. m.
Ihe 5.15 P. m. train will run as usual to
Lewiston
ia Brunswick.
,,,
dtf

new

THOMPSON,*

Season.

Nearly 400 pages of new music, for Singing Schools
Choirs, Conventions and the Home Circle. Selling rapidly,—“Praised by everybody.”
Price 91*50; 913.50 Per Dozen.

)urn

L. L. LINCOLN, Asst. Supt.

BLOCK.

Said Stores Lave a frontage of *1 leet, and nearly
100 leet in depth, Brick and Iron Sates, Double
Counting rooms, and unquestionably the best show
windows in ihecity.
Tbei-e Stores are fitted up in the nicest manner
for Who'esale Jobt mg Houses, and wil be let at a
low rent if applied for immediately. Apolv to
Mrs H. E.
Lowell Mass
No 91 Merrimack st., or Box 117.
J. C, PROCTER, 93 Exchange st
GEO. M. Harding. Architect.
nev2
3m

ST.

DODGES & FOSTERS9

after
the
train for
DNHill,
Perlev b, Chandler’s, Danville
Junction, Auand

t
•»
Jan
3.

THOMPSON

PLEASANT

MEETING.

at

them.

%>,^

LET.

To .Let

BOARD OF TRADE.
ANNUAL

:

By

The report of the State Treasurer makes

Third Block below the

WILL

Annual Meeting of the Stockholders of the
THE
Portland & Ogdensburg Railroad
Company will
held
kj

ol

convenient
VERY
minutes' walk

Boot and Shoe Business,

R. R.

house 87 Franklin street,

C. J. BKYDGES.

Managing Director.
Montreal, Dee. 28, 1871.
jald6t
Sealed Proposals

nnder the firm
56 Union St.

lw

ANNUAL MEETING.

vy

SOFT

BE

00._jn3eod

Portland &

TO

Canada^

livery to be made at Portland, Montreal, Toronto,
1 ort Erie, (opposite Buffalo) or Sarnia.
Offers to be
for not tew tlian 1000 tons, and to state
price ]ier ton
of 2240 lbs. in gold, purchasers
paving dutv if any.
Offers will be received up to the 22d Jan. 1872.

14 Exchange Street.
Price Sta

2HQQCS&25S22SQS
£2 S 221 0
CJy
CJy
5Jy
5rl

KEYS.

lower rent of

51, 58,-47,49

_

WITHOUT THE

115 FEDERAL STREET,

dc20-2w

Nice Rent for $200*

*

4w

expired by liuiitaton

AND

the Bank.

undersigned is prepared to receive offers for
THE
old rails to be delivered
(CORNER
during the year 1872. De-

A

MINIATURE IRON RURGLAR

"removal1

at

connected, heatof Portland Sav-

middle st.,

Grand Trunk Ry. Co. of

Either party is
late firm.

TO BE SAFE

story

Building. Inquire

Gentlemen of the Senate and House of
Representatives

FINANCIAL.

SURE CURE for intemperance. It is a vegetable
powder, to be mixed with water; will remove all desire for
intoxicating drinks; cures delirium tremens in
twelve hours; and is approved
by the Grand Lodge of
Good Templars of Mass.
Send for evidence. Sold
or sent free
by
Druggists,
of expense on receipt of
price, $1 per box.
SAMUEL C. KNIGHT’S, Masonic Block,
Cambringeport, Mass,
wholesale Agents for Maine.
JOHN W. PERKINS Ac
CO., Portland.

RAILS

in second

room

WITH

A

OLD

street.

Nov 24-dtf

INEBRIATES!

TT&S

Congress

containing eight pleasant rooms, with suit
nice parlors, and pure Sebago water.
Call on L. TAYLOR, 176 Commercial street.

MIGHTS’ TONIC

AYERS,

KELLY,

my account, as I shall not pay
ed by her after this date.

ONE
ing including,

ngs Bank

Mellen st.
Pleasant to Centre.
Atlantic to Fore.
Walnut, below Danforth.

jn4

409

19x20, with ante

room

MThc

to Back Bay.
Chestnut, from Oxford st.
Elm, from Oxford st.
New High, below Cumberland st.

N O T

A chanic

NATHANIEL REDLON,

Office to be Let*

ALBERT W. BRADBURY, Adm’r.
Portland, Nov. 21st, 1871,
dc21-3w

mTcTmTX

Teas, Coffees, Spices, &c.

a

of

en-

Boyd street.
Fox, from Washington

comply

no30

of

Enquire

Let!
House fronting Henry Street.

MPart
no24dtf_

the Streets.

penalty

64 Dow

new

To

On Anderson, from Cumberland to Munroe.

TH?

WHEELOCK & SARGENT,
np

To Let.

*

unequalled church music book,

Silver Smith and Gold and Silver Plater.
331 CONGRESS STREET.
m;. PEARSON, No. 22 Temple St., near
If you have already a Sewing Machine, call and see
Congress. All kinds of Silver and Plated “Palmer’s
Combination” adapted to all kinds
Ware Repaired.
of Machines. It will cord, ruffle, lay in
piping cord,
turn a wide hem, and make the french fold, with the
atmost case and exactness.
Sliver and Plated Ware.
A full assortment of Needlas, Thread and the vaARNER LOWELL. 301 Consrress Street. rious
Sewing Machine Helps and attachments, constantly on hand.
Machines sold on Monthly Instalments.
Schools.
AS^-Machine Stitching and Stamping for Braiding
ENGLISH and FRENCH SCHOOL, 430 md
Embroidery done to order. All Machines sold
Hid work done, warranted to give entire satisfaction.
Congress Street.

B. F.

New House for Sale, or Rent*
Emery Street near Pine. Very cosy and convenient, gas throughout house and cellar, piped
ror'Sebago, cellar cemented, everything in prime condition. Will be sold at low
figure, or rented if not
*>W.
W. P. MERRILL,
dec9-tf
Telegraph Office, 24 Exchange St.
or

THE

Three Doors from

decl2 tf

_dc6dtf_230

the whole of the
House,
Street. Inquire upon the premises.
APART,
dcGd3w

GOVERNOR’S ADDRESS.

on

to

J. B.
269 Cumberland Street, or
T. F. CUMMINGS.
Commercial St.

invite people to call

Marshal’s Office,
)
Portland, Jan. 1, 1872. J
following streets have been designated on
which boys can coast wilh sleds
during the winter, and on none others. If detected in coasting on

Jtheypublic

first floor to let

ON

Middle Street.

Coasting in

and Science

informs his friends and patients that he has
opened
an office for the practice of his profession at

GEO. L. LOTHROP Ac CO., No. 139 Exchange Street.

1873,

Portland, Saco
R. Company.

DIVIDEND

St.

the

a

No 56

situation

TIC E
To the LADIES SPECIAL_NO
and
Jan. 4,
Evening
Walnut

& Portsmouth R.

at

a

LECTURER

^

__

Board.
rooms

Fore

few first class Canvassers for the
publications of the well-known house of Virtue
& Yorston’s, New York. Any Agent can select a
work suitable from their various publications. A liberal inducement offered. Apply to
MOONEY & SMART, Agents,
88 Middle St., Over Canal Nat. Bank, Portland, Me.
nov23-deod2m*

BY

with board. Also two froDt
33 Franklin st., opposite the Park.

162 1-2

To Book Agents.

GEORGE VV. TRUE,
116 COIRIEBCIAL NT,
dcl9-lw
PORTLAND, ME.
rooms

CO,

Hose

5-ply Rubber, 2 1-2 inch.
300 leet Leather 2 1-2 inch.
200 teet Linen 2 1-2 inch.
All in good otder and
nearly new.
a

decl9-d2w*

a

C., Press Office.

Dr. Jacques, after many years’
practice, begs to
liis treatment as eminently successful in
curing Nervous, Mental and Physical Debility, Languor, Depression of Spirits, Painful Dreams, Loss of
Appetite, Memory, &c.t and having had great expeManufacturers of Trunks, Yalises and rience during an extensive practice
and received high
honors and

rec-t

WANTED

NOW LANDING
SALE

hire

SALE by J. L. SHAW &
For
street.
600

A. B.

announce

Plasters*

154 Commercial St.

city with
Portland P. O.

YELLOW CORN
FOR

CURTIS A DAVIS,

Employment.

BALTIMORE

AND

40 Uhls. Trim’d Fins,
) in packages
45 Khls. Tongues & Mounds, (
to suit.
lOOO Qtls. Bank and Bay of Fundy Cod
Fish s Minokcd Herring, See., in store
and for sale at lowest rates by

ac25-’69T T&Stf

matted.

&c.

slack
salted
rrK QUINTALS Engligh
4 O Pollock.
75 Qtls. Eng. slack-sailed Cod Fish.
lOOO Ebs. Muioked Halibut.

Second-hand

ANUFACTUBJEB of

Pablob Suits, Lounges, Spring Beds,
Mattbkss.is,
glcDouough 1’atent Bed Laniigei, Enameled Chairs, Ace.
BfAll kinds of repairing neatly done. Furniere

Eng. Cod Fish,

dc22d2w

Wanted.
a

ABNER LOWELL, 301 Congress Street.
Agents for Howard Watch Company.

used

McCOBB Ac KINGSBURY,

CHAINS,

FOB

FIRST CLASS BOOK KEEPER,
By
from the first of January.
Address

itrength.

e.oo

PLASTERERS,

BY

Jewelry and Fine Watches.

11.00
13.00
3.30 P. in.
4.30
5.00

SVNDAT.

o.

on

—

9.30 A. in.
1.43 p. in.

BfLEfilDAB & QROTITHB,

F. SHERRY,

9 Clapp’s Block,
Congress Street, opposite Old City Hall.

J«

MARGARET

POST-OFFICE

3.30
3.30

Toilet Articles.

a

NOTICE.

.1 -V'lEo A. 1JAI'S,
I
103 Middle H!opp Plum
T.1S A. M.
9.00

7.30
8.

keep on hand a good aaforlment of Italian
American Marble, and will rrceire orders to

0y 1

I

o.mi At iu.

Yard 43 PRERLK STREET.

AO. 6 SOOTH ST.,

CORNERI

-AT-

Office 312 CONGRESS STREET,

and
cut to Bize all kinds of Monumental stock, at prices
that will not tail to be satisfactory to all marble work-

to order.

Machine

Will give especial attention 30 the purchase and
shipment of Flour, Gram and Provisions for Eastern

Italian & American Marble,

Furniture and Upholstering.
DAVID tv. DEANE, No. 89 Federal St.
All kinds of IJphols rring and Repairing

GEO. C. HOBBS’
Sewing

63 South Oanal Street.

HOOPER Sc EATON, Old Post Ofllce,
Exchange Street.
E. F. HOYT, No. 11 Preble Street. Up-

The points therefore are, greater
now in use.
speed, less labor, and entire escape from those dischines

goods

Wanted.
young married man of 24, a situation as Cutter. Is temperate and industrious, and can
bring
the best of recommendations from past employers.
Address F. W. G., Box 191, Gloucester, Mass.
dc25
m,w,f 2w

Let!
Apply
CUMMINGS,

-A. Certain Cure !

Furniture and House Furnishing Goods. rnuriiiSisiuJJIAL UUnt/JEJ.
cor. Exchange and FedDR. X. JACQUES,
eral Streets.

&

FORTIES !

The most important improvement ever made

and

Store to

Possession giveu January 8, 1872.

_CHAS. CLARK, City Marshal.

BENJ. ADABS,

Street.
GEO. R. DAVIS Sc Co., No. 301 1*2 Con-

The Dr. Hall Treadle

Preferring

fine stock of Ladies’ and Gents’

__

JOHN

oc25sntf

be

of

86

SITUATION as Baker, or Meat and Pastry
Cook. Address W. B., this Office.
ja23t

ivn AMYnnrtTAwr

st

Exclusively Agency for the

W LDELA

can

variety

a

Dec ll-d4w

%

lin Sts.

City Hnll, Congress

Invention.

SPRUANCE, PRESTON & CO.,

done to order.

ROOMS,

C¥¥¥*p nwn jjaad the elegant Jewett

Which

a

JAmES

Sewing Machines,

—WITH—

And

Company.

a

dc27tf

WITH

OPERA G-X.A.SSE1S,

experienced Cook at No. 74 State Street.
AN
_dc30dtf

A

in the upper tenement of a House on
C. F. CORKY, cor Eore

board suitable for gentleman and
wife, or
two gentlemen. Also a few table boarders accommodated, at 52 Free Street.
jn4-lw

PEARSON,

Silver and Silver Plated
Ware,

Wanted.

Dentists*
JOSIAH HEALD, No. 105 middle Street.
DR. W. R. JOHNSON, No 13 1-9 Free St.
PACKARD Sc HARDV, Fluent R lock
cor. Congress and Exchange Sts.

P.

A Health

order

£. A.m O’BRIOIN,

eis.

Dje- House.
BYmONDB, India St. Velvet Cloaks

dyed and finished.

A

reduced

All the new styles, Berlins, Rembrants, MedaMion,
the Porcelain, or Mezzotint card,and the retouched
card, by which newr process we get rid of freckles
moles, wrinkles, and all imperfections of the skin.
Cali and Judge for yourselves.
D^Moue-Good werk At Moderate PricA im to Please.
es.
may 29

account.

F.

CHOICE lot of Dressed Hogs just received, and
for sale by
SMITH & PHILBROOK,
dc27*lw
No 12 Market Street.

PIANO

Portland Star Match

•

ly&w51

con-

lw

Gold and Silver Watches,
3 Free Street, Basement and
NOfavorable
terms.

Wanted.

Plumbers.

Also other standard makers all sold at the lowest

No 152 middle Street.

Have just received

A

AGENTS.

ED. R. ROBINSON,

PHOTOGRAPHER,
{PORTLAND, ME.
Copying and enlarging done to

deod

&

RICH JEWELRY, GOLD

street.

ASITUATIONfin

DRESSED HOGS !

all points.

LAMSON,

Commission

STATE

dc28

,_

Wanted.
Book Binders.
some family.
Care of an old
WHI. A. QUINCY, Room 11, Printer’s
or
lady invalid,with sewing or reading preferred.
Exchange, No. Ill Exchange St.
Apply at 85 Oxford st„ near Pearl.
dc2»*lw
BIHALL A BHACKFORD, No. 35 Plum
Boarders Wanted.
Street.
or two gentleman, or a
gentleman and wife
ONE
can be accommodated with board in a
Bonne' and Hat Bleachery.
private
at 119 Rrackett St.
family,
dc9
S
SAWYER Ac CO., Bleacher., No. 131
middle Street.
Rent Wanted.
SMALL genteel and convenient Rent of six or
seven rooms.
Communications addressed to
Carpenters and Builders.
Kent, Box 803 will receive prompt attention.
WHITNEY & HEANS, Pearl Street, opNov 30dtf

A. 8. DAVIS Ac CO., No. 80 middle Street.
J. H. LAHISON, 139 middle St., cor. Cron.

iUAXi'l£i,

iUmtlAiUy,

ollaterals.

ORDERS for Bonds and all first-class securities
executed on commission.
eod6m
dec22

GERRISH

30,

Jan 3-(13t

Street.

Photographers.

31 MARKET SQUARE,

and

venient. Also house 87 Franklin st., with Sebago, ror^ $200 per year. A new house at Ferry Vilfor
$5 per month, and a pleasant house with
lage
Stable and good Garden, at
Knighlsville, for $8 per
month. Call on L. TAYLOR, 176 Commercial st.

french clocks,

between Mrs. Upton’s Store on Elm st.,
and J. R. Corey & Co.’s on Middle st., a small
Gold Locket, in case marked Tiftany, N. Y.
The tinder will please leave the same at
JOHN E. PALMER’S,
146 Middle st.
jald3tnew

Booksellers and Stationers.
BOYT, FOGG Sc BBEED, No. 93 middle

DRUGGISTS,

MANUFACTURING,
Belling an.l Hose
tor sale Beit Leather,

HOUSE 201

FRIDAY MORNING, JAN. 5, 1872.

Agent.

Room To Let*

GIRLS WANTED!

W. C. COBB, No. 13 Pearl St.

remedy.

for

U. M. BREWER,

3

Bakers.

COBEY Ac CO., Arcade, No.
18 Free Street.
N. TARROX, Nos. 158 and 160 Fore St.
GEORGE A. WHITNEY, No. 56 Exchange St. Upholstering of all kinds

chronic diseases of the mucous surface and a
specific in the removal of morbid discharges, of what-

Painter,

No. 90 Middle

Repairing.

■ale and to let.

Furniture-Wholesale and Retail.

in all

KEILEB,

GOOD
DEC.

DYER, No. 138 middle St., orer II.
I*• Hay’..
All kind, of machine, fo

WALTER

PINUS CANADENSIS.

To I et.
Congress st., very pleasant

nad

Lost,

Agency for Sewing Machines.

OF

Provision

LlllCUgO.

Fresco

EXTRACT

WM.
*

To Let!

country at the pub-

posite Park.

CONCENTRATED

tf

58 SOUTH CANAL STREET,
C. F. DaVI? Chicago.
Uliiu,,™„
R. W. Gao ,206 State st., Bolton.

W. L.

Horton

on

KENNEDY’S

Commission Merchants,

137

House, situated

CXJR SALE—On Lewis street, near Pine. Frescoed
and piped lor Sebago. Apply cn the
pr»n.sfcs,
at 25 Emery st.
JAMES A. TENNEY.
aug25

Hale’s, Corner of Free

Grain and

FRENCH

noltl

or

Ln

de20

the

W. 8.

Kew House

136 MIDDLE STREES, Up Stairs.
N. B. Order Slate at F. F.
and Cross Streets.

throughout

Boarders Wanted.
ROOMS and good board at
No. 13 Myrtle
ja3dtf

lishers’ lowest rates.

A

GEORGE D. JOST,
rntgw

and

For Sale.

E. P. Payson.

rncp^A

JEftltlS,

Real Estate and Loan Agent.

1,1870,_

to

dec30-dlw

rooms

-BY THE-

st. One or both tenements
sold. P ice $700 and $800 each. The above
property is well situated, suppll-d w tb Sebago water, and is a bargain. Enquire at 6i Dow st.
oel8
t|tjw

Street.

and

AVill

near

BANK BUILDING,

WANTS, LOST, FOUND.

Advertising Agents.

DAVIS & CO.,
Real Estate and Mortgage Brokers.

Portland, Nov

Law,

O APMAS, Secretary.

H

ATWELL & CO., 114 t-3 middle St. Ad▼ertisements inserted in papers in HI nine

GEO. R.

Ranses, Lois

Apply

Neal Street.
H. JERKIS.
Real Estate

rooms on

New Year’s Presents ! SEVEN
Vine St. Enquire of
Market Sts.

to

WM. n.

PAYSON & PAYSON,

G. B. BROAD & CO,

MTJNGlEEt, Correspondent,

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

A

decl6-eod2w.

Patents, 271 Market

P. O.

decl9-dtf

John D. Jones, President.
Charles Dennis. Vice-President

Office, 166 Fore Street, Por d'/'and

A Brick Rouse for Rent.
THREE story brick house, 12 rooms,
gas and
Sebago water, a few minutes walk from City
Hall, will bo rented to a responsible party for S35G

PORTLAND, ME.

COOMBS & GIBSON, Proprietor..

Hewlett,3d Vice-Prest

•]

GEO. R. DAVIS & CO.,
dcl2cod2w_RcaH£state and Mortgage Brokers.

Apply

kinds.
Sole Manufacturers of Broad's

$13,000,000.00'

Also live

railroads.
1,83 **«» made durPrr,?l[ess
inoTnlfI“iable
ing the past year
the extension of
Railin

rooms

them to be the neatest
Just the thing for holi-

invented.
We also manufacture Shawl Straps ol

ever

all

tim*

a

Physician.

bargain.

seen

PRESS.

For Rent.

IX

in ‘'Telman Place,” off
Congress Street,
Sr_
between Caseo anil Oak Streets—Gas and
Sebago
Water.

dlm-eodl1m*w6w

rent,

a

ilian

are more

Moobe,2(1 Vice-Prest.
JOHN VV

on

PREBLE~HOUSE,

n0T'«m_

J. D.

on Park street, between
can be hired for 8500 pel

location for

strap

day presents.

Bisks.

The Profits of the Company re vert to the assured, and are divided annually, upon
the Premiums terminated during the K*r, certificates for u fait h ate
issued, bearing in
crost until redeemed.

Counsellor
For Sale or To Rent.
TWO STORY HOUSE
Brown street: eight
A
rooms, gas and Sebago water, cemented cellar.
L.A.W!
Lot 35x7G.
fair

shawl

who have

THE

---—

GEO. R. DAA'IS & C0„
Iteal Estate and Mortgage Brokers.

a

only Shawl Strap made with metallic top.
Silver plated, with cross and end
straps. Acknowledged by all

of William, New 1ork.

Its Assets for the Security of its Policies

Broken.

farden.

In

1842.)

TO LEI.

The

Street, Opposite

Danville Junction; consisting of a A
story house—1G roomB; stable with 15 stalls; largt
Will be Bold cheap. Apply to W. R. SAAVER, South Auburn, or GEORGE K. DAA'IS & CO.,
Real Estate and Mortgage Brokers, Portland, Me.
dec 12-d3w
for

corner

Comp’y

insures Against Marine and Inland Navigation
And will issue Policies tnakins Loss payable in England.

Tavern Stand for Sale.

per year.

H.

51 Wall st.,

sumi

Tavern Stand at Upper Gloucester Corner,
THE
three miles from Railroad Station, and twc
miles from

dcl4-eod3w

re-opened!

Flour,

mortgage

sep24tt

Congress sts,

Insurance
(ORGANIZED IN

from ?IOO lo any nmounl deaired, on tlral
class morlgagea ia
Portland, Cape Elizabeth, Westbrook, or Deering. Parties dr■iron, of building can also be necemmedated with lonua.
«EO. R. DAVIS & CO.,

year.

Refers to Hon. E. It. Hoar; Hon. Nathan
Clifford,
Judge of the Supreme Court, U. S.; Hon. George F.
Shepley, Judge of the Circuit Court, U. S.: Hon. D.
W. Gooch, and Hon. Ginery Twichell.
jn3-6m

95

prepared la loan money ia

are

Spring

No. 18 Pemberton Sqr., Boston, Mass.

Attorneys

Mutual

Loan lit

and

A.T

L. A.

to

on park st.
House
brick residence
story
and

(Late Assistant Attorney General, U. S.)

Attorney

Geo. R. Davis & Co.’s

a

Rates or Advertising : One inch of space, iu
of column, constitutes a “square.”
9150 per square daily first week; 75 cents per
week after; three insertions, or less, 91 00; continuevery other day after first week, 50 cents.
ingHalf
square, three insertions or less, 75 cents; one
week, $ l 00; 50 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one third additional,
fc Under head of “Amusmements,” 92 00 per square
per week ; three insertions or less $1 50.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press” (which has a large circulation in every part
of the State) for $1 00 per square for first
insertion,

BUSINESS

CHRISTMAS.

$20,000

length

—---——

MISCELLANEOUS

B ULLETIN.

92 50

■■■•-■■

_

PRESS

Is published every Thursday Morning at
year; if paid iu advance, at $2 00 a year.

■'■■■■■■

KUAL HiSTAl ifi,

the

PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.,
Terms:

----—

rftLCJO

(Sundays excepted) by

FRIDAY

11._PORTLAND,

____—I

A/JULI

la published every day

VOL.

rEMPERANCE

|

AND THE EXECUTION
LAWS.

OF

THE

The evil? resulting from the use of intoxicatng drinks are alarming, and demand the earnest thought, and wise, persistent effort of the
Christian, the philanthropist and the statesman.
Through the light that has been given,
die moral influences that have been exerted,
ind the removal, to some extent, of the temptition to drink by the prohibitory law, there is
Maine in
,-ery much less drinking in
proportion
m the population, than formerly, and less than
These
n most other portions of the country.
acts are demonstrated by the recollection of
hose whose memory goes back over the last

years, and who have compared
Still intemperance in
this with other States.
Maine is a great public evil, destructive of priand
vate morals
virtues, promotive of degradation and ruin, an enemy to industry and good
order, and a serious detriment to all the higher
interests' of the State.
The time and money expended, the intellectual and physical powers destroyed, the hopes
blasted, the homes desolated, the poverty and
crime occasioned, and the lives sacrificed
through tlie drinking habits of our people,
would make an appalling chapter iu our history.
If we inquire at our State Prison, we shall find
that prior to their conviction, eight per cent, of
the convicts were not in the habit of using intoxicating drinks, twelve per cent, drank moderately, while eighty per cent, drank to excess,
and tlieir crime was the direct result of this
practice. A visit to our county jails would reveal similar facts. This shows that four-fifths
of the crime and consequently that proportion
of all the expense, as well as all the private
and public evils resulting from the commission
of crime, are the legitimate results of intemperance.
Our own observation furnishes convincing
evidence that a large portion of the pauperism
iu the State is directly or indirectly attributable
to the same cause. If these statements are
correct, the State, aside from its interest in the
moral, intellectual and financial well being of
its citizens, has a direct pecuniary interest in
this subject equal to four-fifths of the whole
cost of the execution of our criminal laws as
well as the support of paupers and juvenile
offenders, made such by intemperance. The
statesman, then, charged to promote in every
proper way, the welfare of the State, has a duto perform in this regard which he is not at

thirty or forty

|
J

ty
liberty to ignore.

evil like this must be
sought primarily through the pulpit, the press,
the platform and the infiuence of organized
mind and
effort, thus awakening the public As
a result
quickening the public conscience.
these
instrumenmade
of the efforts
through
talities, a large portion of our population abstain entirely from the use of intoxicating
drinks as a beverage, many drunkards have
been reformed and a public sentiment has been
created that has found expression in one of the
most effective laws in our statutes.
It is a fact worthy of notice and one which
has attracted the attention of every careful observer, that, in most places iu 'the State, intemperance and crime and all the evils incident to intemperance have decreased about iu proportion
to the enforcement of the law, and increased in
proportion to the neglect to enforce it. The
State has done wisely in supplementing individual and organized effort with such legal aid
The eradication of

as

it has rippmp.ri

an

nrnnpr

Thp law itsp.lf is lip-

lieved to be generally satisfactory, but there is
much complaint that, in many parts of the
State, it is not executed as it should be, and, by
many, additional legislation for the enforcement of this and other criminal laws is desired. The conviction is very general that the
necessity is not so much for more law, as a better enforcement of the laws we have.
The
importance of a faithful and impartial execution of all our criminal laws is too apparent to
require discussion here.
I am not unmindful of the fact that no law
can be enforced through
any instrumentality,
however efficient in itself, for a term of years,
unless it be sustained by the public sentiment
of the people.
On that all our laws depend. If they meet
that approval they will be sustained and enforced; if not they will be repealed or become
a dead letter in the statutes.
The officers who
execute the laws come from the people. They
are the servants of the
people, will, as a general rule, execute their will. Whether the
judgment of a majority of the people be right or
wrong—whether we accept or reject it personally, it will, in this country, assert itself in the
enactment of the laws, and the election of
public officers on whom their enforcement de-

pends.
A proposition has been made

that the sheriffs
of the several counties and their deputies be

charged with the duty of inquiring into the violations of all criminal laws and attending to
their enforcement witliin the limits of their respective counties, when the local authorities
neglect or refuse to do so, and that these offi-

be made responsible to the Chief Executive of the State, and subject to his directions.
The friends of this measure suggest that, as
the laws now are, the Governor is required to
take and subscribe an oath to see that the laws
are
faithfully executed, hut that there is no
civil officer on whom he can officially call for
the execution of any law, and that the
change
proposed would make it possible for him to perform the duties of his office in accordance with
his oath.
This proposition is not open to the
objection
that it would create a new set of officers, which
is greatly in its favor. It
as
I undermeets,
stand, the approval of a large portion of the
friends of temperance. I can see no valid objection to its adoption.
A better execution of some of our criminal'
laws, and especially that against the sale of intoxicating drinks, would,in my judgment,relieve
the State from some of its heaviest burdens,
and promote the good order and general welfare of the
people. I therefore recommend
that you enquire whether any further
legislation is necessary to secure these results, and
take such action in the premises as the facts
elicited by the inquiry and the interests of the
State demand.
cers

IMMIGRATION.

Our surest source of wealth is in our citizens.
We hope to retain in the future a
larger portion of our young men than in the
"past by
creating a greater demand for their services;
but many will leave for other fields of effort
and usefulness. To supply in some
degree this
loss to the State, and to aid in the
development
of our internal resources, a wise
system of immigration is of paramount importance.
The
success of the
enterprise establishing a colony
of Swedes in this State has exceeded the most
sanguine expectations of its friends.
The results thus far may be briefly stated as follows:
One thousand Swedes, five hundred of whom
are wording men, have come to
the State,
bringing with them $40,000 in money; two hundred lots, equal to twenty thousand
acres, have
been taken up: two thousand acres of trees
have been felled, and five hundred
cleared;
eighty very substantial and comfortable timber
houses and seventeen log barns have been
built; twelve hundred bushels of wheat, one
thousand bushels of barley ;eight hundred bushels of rye and oats, and five thousand bushels
oi
potatoes, have been raised;
miles
of road have been cut out, two miles
turnpiked,
and several bridges built; fifteen
horses, thirtyfour cows, and two or three pairs of
oxen, have
been purchased, and are now owned
by the colonists.
The immigrants are intelligent,
temperate,
and industrious, and appear to
possess the elements essential to good
citizenship.
The amount of supplies fnrnished the colonists by the State, to December
1, 1871, is $9,1)25. Id, of which $2,238.00 have been
paid, leaving a balance due the State, to be paid in labor
on the roads when it shall be
called for, of $7,687.13.
A school of about
seventy children and an
evening school for adults, in both of whi ih the
English language is exclusively taught are in
success till

operation.

The establishment of this
colony has given
impetus to business, and materially increased the value of real estate in that
part of the
State, and attracted 411 unusually large number
of Americans, who have settled'in that
vicinity
during the year. The fact that only twenty of
these immigrants have left the
wh.le
State,
about forty Swedes have come from other
States to settle with their
countrymen here
and that all appear contented and
happy, tends
to remove the tears entertained
by some that
they will in a few years become discouraged and
leave the State.
Your attention is called to the
request of the
Commissioner to be reembursed for
expenditure incurred for supplies,
of
which have
part
been distributed to the colonists, hut a
large
portion of which are now on hand, it having
been necessary to obtain and transport them
before the close of water communication to Tobique. The necessity for this expenditure becomes apparent when it is understood
that,
instead of five hundred immigrants which were
expected when the last appropriation was made,
nearly twice that number have come, thus
compelling the Commissioner to furnish more
supplies or send many of the immigrants away.
Immigrants coming to the colony in the spring
or summer are of course
obliged to wait until
a year from the next autumn before
they can
raise and harvest a crop. Some have means to
live upon during this time; others have
not,
and must have an opportunity to
exchange
their labor for necessary supplies.
But few
can do this outside of the
colony, and attend to
felling the tress, clearing the laud, and raising
The road which lias been
a crop.
commenced,
and on which it is proposed to employ the labor
of those who receive aid from the State, is to
an

—
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of the State, and constitutes a part of what
must eventually become an important public
thoroughfare. In the opinion of the Commissioner, the letters which the immigrants are
constantly sending to their friends in the old
world, added to the interest that has already
been awakened there, will be sufficient to ensure the continuance of
immigration in as large
numbers as we can care for; so that the exof
an
and
pense
agent
advertising in Sweden
can be dispensed with.
You will, I presume,
find it necessary to retain the services of the
Commissioner during the next year. I recommend that the law be so amended as to furnish
lands to the citizens of our own and other
States, who may desire to avail themselves of
the opportunity, on the same terms allowed the
Swedes.
DEAF MITES.

We should have no claim to be called a Christian people, if our sympathies were not drawn
towards that unfortunate class of our citizens,
who are oblivious to the sweet music of nature,
speech and song, and doomed to perpetual silence. Though we may not be able to unstop
the deaf ear, or give power to the paralyzed or
defective organs of
speech, yet science and persevering efforts are able to bridge the seemingly impassable gulf that separates these people
from their fellows and impart no small amount
of practical knowledge and moral and
religious
culture.
We are now supporting in the American
Asylum at Hartford, Connecticut,
fifty-six pupils
at a cost of $175.00 each per annum.
A careful examination into the affairs of the institution, including the discipline and instruction of
the pupils, both in the school room and work
shops, confirms my former opinion that it is
under efficient management.
It is claimed
that
notwithstanding
theirdeprivation of hearand
a
less
number
of
speech,
those who
ing
have been educated in this institution failed to
support themselves by their own exerrions,
than of those who, with these faculties unimpaired, graduate from other institutions of
learning; while instances of their being convicted of crime, are seldom, if ever, known._
This is accounted for by the fact that
they are
all taught to do something. As this institution
lias the benefit of a fund the annual income of
which amounts to $20,000 or more, and as we
are only called
upon to pay our proportion of
the expenses above that
sum, it is not probable
that we can provide for this class of our
people
so cheaply and well auy other
way.
BOARD OP GUARDIANS.
The Board of Guardians for Indigent Ornhans
of Soldiers and Seamen have
discharged the
delicate and sometimes difficult duties of their
trust, according to the opportunities at their
command, and the best information they have
been able to obtain.
Sixty-three orphans of
soldiers and seamen are now kind[y cared
for in the Home for soldiers’
orphans in Bath;
all of these children who are old
enough, attend the public schools in the city.
Since the
opening of this institution in 186l>, one hundred
and fifteen orphans have received its benefits.
The institution appears to be well managed, reflecting much credit upon those who have the
direction of its affairs.

Thirteen orphans of j soldiers are now in the
is
Orphans’ Home in Bangor. This institution
also under excellent management, and the children are well provided for.
Three hundred and eighty orphans have been
aided outside in such sums as their condition
seemed to require. The money appropriated for
this purpose has enabled the Board to dispense
has remany blessings, for which the State
ceived the benedictions of hundreds whose natcounural
gave their lives for their

protectors

try.

Statements in detail of the disbursements
made by the Board may he found with the records of the Executive Council.
INDUSTRIAL

AND SOCIAL STATISTICS.

colWe have in thin State no means for the
lection of statistics pertaining to our industrial
raisOur farmers are busy
or other iuterests.
and iming their stock, producing their crops“ud manour mechanics
farms:
proving tlieir
the
ufacturers are turning out in great vanety
of granite,
products of their skill ; our quarries
worklime rock and slate are being extensively
into all parts of
ed, aud their products are sentare
in
the
busy
the country; our lumbermen
ice is being stored
forests anil at the mills; our
our fishand shipped away in large quantities;
and that of our neighbors
ermen line our coasts
tlieir
white
sails; our
in the Provinces with
railroads are being extended, aud their business
is rapidly increasing; our exports and imports
as usual; our shipbuilding aud
are being made
commerce, though depressed, are still of great
we are asked to
importance, and yet, when industries
or the
state the product of these
amount of this business, we are compelled to
in
little
know
that
we
confess
regard to
very
them.
As individuals it is necessary to know ourAs guardians of
selves aud our capabilities.
the State it is important that we know its redirect its enersources, that we may he able to
busigies and compass its possibilities. Every
to
keep an account
ness man finds it necessary
of his operations, to take account of stock every
between his reyear, and strike the balance
know
ceipts and expenditures, so that he may
is doing, aud
what
he
from year to year just
whether he is gaining or losing. So with the
State. We need to know just what complete
statistics of all the different kinds of business,
and the more important facts connected with
It would enaour social ltfe, would furnish.
ble us to kuow whether we are going forward
to
corrections
such
to
or backward, and
apply

jects presented for private legislation that are
Already provided for by the general statutes

It
much of this legislation would be avoided.
may be advisable to extend the provisions of
the general law so as to reduce still further the
occasion for special legislation.
The report of the Attorney General, Secretary of the Board of Agriculture, Insurance
Commissioner, Bank Examiner, State Librarian and Fish Commissioner, containing valuaable information and important suggestions,
will be laid before you.
CONCLUSION.

I trust that your discussions and deliberations
will lead to wise and harmonious conclusions, and that your legislation will be characterized by its adaptation to the wants of the
people and the welfare of the State.
SIDNEY PERHAM.

THE PRESS.
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The Governor’! Address.

unfavorable criticism that
can justly be made with respect to Governor
Perham’s excellent Address. In any crisis less
There is but

one

dangerous than the present it would be unnecessary to call attention to the undue cauparagraphs
three most important topics
attention of the Legislature

tion and reserve exhibited in those
that treat of the
which claim the

—railroads, manufactures and schools. It is
unbecoming in the chief executive officer of a
State to render himself conspicuous by his
attachment to hobbies or his championship of
special schemes. But these scruples should
not have undue weight, and when the honor
or safety of the State are in peril, no one
would deny the appropriateness of specific
suggestions from the Governor. Good
“square English,” expressing unambiguous
opinions, is then demanded, instead of easy
generalties expressed in eupheristic phrase.

We have entire confidence in Governor Persuccesses as circumstances
j ham’s
integrity, and we believe that his notions
of
circulation
demand. The publication and
of S*ate policy are sound, but he is too much
such facts would attract attention to our resources, and bring capital and labor to the
under the influence of that false delicacy that

our iauurtJB

ianc

a.uu

nutu

ou»«uvu,6vo v»
and a wise forecast

State.
Could we now present reliable statistics of
the progress the State has made during the past
enyear, in manufactures and other industrial
terprises, it would be of great value to our own
who
in
other
those
as
States,
citizens, as well
are seeking favorable opportunities for investment in these enterprises. Besides the collection and dissemination of facts and general statistics, a competent man would be able, by correspondence and personal attention, to turn
capital and labor to us, that would otherwise go
in other directions.
The service of one man, competent for, and
adapted to the performance of these duties,
acting under the direction of one of the State
officers, or independently, would, it is believed,
be sufficient to accomplish this whole work.
I deem this subject of sufficient importance
to claim your attention, and refer to it in the
hope that you will provide for the performance
of the work suggested.
OUR

JAIL SYSTEM.

Our methods of treating criminals are not
yet entirely free from the old idea that imprisonment is to be regarded solely as punishment
for crime, a given amount of punishment to be
determined by the law or the court, for a definite degree of crime, without regora to the reformation of the criminal or the protection of
the community. While it is the duty of the
State to confine persons convicted of crime,
both as a means of punishment and for the protection of the innocent, its obligation is but
poorly performed, unless it applies all the
means that have been found useful in the reformation of criminals, for the prevention of
crime. The public good should be the chief object of criminal law; and criminals should suffer the penalty of the law in the manner best
adapted to subserve these important ends. Too
many of our jails are hot beds of crime, where
the young boy or girl, who has taken but a sin
gle step in crime, is in a brief time dragged
down to the degree of depravity that has been
reached by the older and viler criminals with
What should be the
whom they associate.
means of reformation is made the instrumentality through which they sink to lower depths
of degradation and crime.
The Commissioners on the. jail system of the
State of Maine, in an able report made to the
last Legislature, suggested a plan which appears in the main practicable, and which, in its
essential features, I would be glad to see adopted. Tiie bill which accompanies the report,
provides that the jails in Bangor, Augusta,
Portland, and Auburn, be provided with suitable accommodations for the employment of the
inmates in some productive labor, and for additional means of intellectual and moral improvement. It also provides that persons convicted of crime or waiting for trial in any counof the State, may be sentenced or sent to eity
ther of these jails, as may be found most convenient or advisable, reasonable compensation
for board and other expenses to be paid by the
county, that would be liable under the present
practice. Of course it is not expected that a
uiam;
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made so profitable as in the State’s Prison
where the terms of imprisonment are longer;
but it is believed that the net proceeds of the
labor would aid very much in the payment of
expenses. This, however, is but a minor consideration, when compared with the benefit of
steady employment and some useful trade, and
the better facilities for intellectual and moral
improvement that would be afforded.
1 commend this subject to your careful consideration, in the hope that some plan .will be
speedily adopted to remove these persons from
the pernicious influences to which, through
idleness, and in some instances, the miserable
accommodations, they are now subjected in
our

jails.

BIENEIAL ELECTIONS AND SESSIONS OF THE LEGISLATURE AND CHANGE OF THE DAY OF THE
ANNUAL ELECTION.

I renew the recommendation contained **»
my address to the last Lpfci«i«*ufe. in regard to
biennial elections and sessions oi the Legislature and change of the day of the annual
election to the Tuesday next after the first
Monday in November. The propriety of the
change will, I believe, commend itself to the
judgment of all who investigate the subject.
INDUSTRIAL SCHOOL FOR GIRLS.

In accordance with a resolve of the last Legislature, Commissioners have been appointed
to devise a plan for an Industrial School for
girls. The report of the Commissioners may
be expected at an early day.
I desire to urge the importance of immediate action upon this subject.
The State cannot afford to allow their girls, who are being
lured by temptation into vicious habits, to become enemies to the State and themselves, and
instruments of destruction to all the higher interests of society; without
making an effort to
save them.
The results of these institutions, where they
have been established, prove that many of these
unfortunate persons can be rescued from the
awful gulf that is opening before them, and
fitted for lives of industry and virtue. Of three
hundred and ten girls who have been discharged from the Industrial School for girls in Lancaster, Massachusetts, in the last ten years,
whose characters are known, two hundred and
sixty are living honestly and respectably. The
current of their lives has been changed, and,
instead of being pests in society, they have
learned to support themselves respectably; and
many of them have charge of homes, which
they have learned in the school, to make comfortable and happy.
A large appropriation to be expended in
building is not required. The family system
for such girls is undoubtedly the best. Buildiugs, with sufficient grounds, that will accommodate from fifteen to twenty-five persons,
will be sufficient for the present, and others can
be added as occasion may require. It is hoped
that the report of the Commissioners will be
accompanied with a proposition to furnish
suitable buildings for the school. If, however,
this should not be done, I trust the expense of a
few thousand dollars for buildings near one of
our large cities, where the
property would sell
at any time in the future, for nearly or quite
the cost, will not prevent the establishment of
an institution so
greatly needed.
INSANE HOSPITAL.

The

report of the Trustees of the Insane
Hospital refers to the abuses under the statutes providing for part
payment of board, by
the State, of persons in indigent circumstances.
It is clear that many persons in the
hospital
receive this aid who are not by the statutes entitled to it. Some legislation may be
required
to correct this practice.
The Trustees call attention to the probabiliV
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will be filled to its utmost
capacity, and suggest that early measures lie takeu to provide for
addititonal accomodations. The question whether another hospital
building shall be commenced on the same farm, to be under the same
or
be iocated in some othgeneral supervision,
er portion of the
Ssate, must engage the attention of the legislature at an early
day.
STATE

PRISON.

The report of the Warden of the State’s Prison makes a favorable exhibit of
the finances
of the institution, showing that the income of
the prison has exceeded the expenses in the
sum of $<i,591 04.
The prison appears to be under excellent management.
REFORM SCHOOL.

prevents his speaking out. The Legislature
ought to be told in plain words whether the
Governor thinks that the State should put

railroads,

of its little means into

more

trying the experiment

once

after

with such incon-

ceivably disastrous, shameful

and

every way
be told
whether the Governor believes that railroad
corporations which once applied to the Legisresults.

humiliating

lature for

authority

It

to

ought

consolidate, and,
authority, proceeded
to

on

at
refused such
to carry their scheme into effect in defiance of the law and the will of the people,

being
once

should

receive favorable consideration
when renewing their application. It ought
to be told, not that the Governor favors
“a cautious but wise and liberal” policy with
respect to manufactures, for the matter has
now taken a definite shape, but whether

towns

now

to raise money by taxation to
And especially on

ought

subsidize manutactures.
the school

question is there a demand for perfect frankness and precision. Where is the
to be

man

found who will dispute Governor

Perham’s

eminently wise, just and statesmanlike speculative opinions about education ?
He is like the hypothetical personage commonly presumed by the occupants of pulpits
to deny “the exceeding sinfulness of sin.”
But there is a question whether the present
method of supervision shall be continued or
whether Marcellus Emery with Ids' disciples
aided by Republicans, who sympathize with
them in this particular, shall be permitted to
overthrow it. There is a question of a “mill
tax.” There is a question of compulsory attendance. About these things men differ,
and the Governor of Maine could incur no
risk in taking a position unmistakably favorable to those who suggest practical methods of
school reform.
But all the faults of Governor Perham’s
Address are the negative ones we have mentioned. It contains not a word to which the
most bitter partizan could reasonably object.
In common with

majority of the temperance men of the State the Governor is inclined to favor clothing the sheriffs with such
a

additional powers as will make a State police
unnecessary. His recommendations with reference to prison reform, the proposed industrial school for girls, social and industrial
statistics and special legislation are admirable.
There will

probably

be little

disposition to
dissent from his recommendations touching
the Swedish immigrants, and none at all to
the proposition that lands be furnished to our
own citizeas on the same terms as they are
tv
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if the renewed suggestion of biennial
elections and sessions of the Legislature does
not this time have an appropriate effect.
As
a whole, Governor Perhain’s Address is carefully W'ritten, exhibits its author’s undoubted

prising

to excellent advantage and is one
proof that the people of Maine have
done well in re-electing him to the position
more

that he holds.

Maine has had few Governors

who have

given so few occasion for criticism
or fault-finding, and his popularity has increased steadily since he has held his present
office.
Statue of Roger Sherman.—The statue of
Roger Sherman, the first Governor of Connecticut and a signer of the Declaration of Independence, has been set up in the National Capitol by the statue of Trumbull, and the two

be justiy admired. It is worthy of remark that
the statue of Gov. Sherman bears a striking resemblance to Senator Trumbull, of Illinois.
He is represented in the attitude of delivering
a speech.
The left hand holds up the cloak
which has partially fallen from the right
shoulder, and the right arm is raised to the
height of the breast, and the hand employed
with a gesture. The contour of the figure and
the expression of the face unites in impressing
one that the statue is the contribution of Illinois instead of

Connecticut._

A Remarkable Case.—It is stated that a
post mortem examination of the body of Rufus
Ripley, the young clerk in the Bank of New
York, in New York city, on the 28th ult., shows
that several sharp needle-like growths of bone
had been forcing their way from the inside of
the

skull into the unfortunate young man’s
brain, and it is probable that they were the direct cause of the headache to which he was a
martyr, and of the giving way at last to the
suicidal impulse.
Some of these bones projected a quarter of an inch or more into the
brain, and were exceedingly sharp.
the

During
last eight years of his life Mr. Ripley suffered
from persistent, incorrigible pain in the head,
on which no therapeutic
agencies—not even the
strongest electric current—would produce the
slightest impression. In other respects he was
a healthy man, finely developed.
His case is
not without precedent, but such instances are
rare.

The charge for which Brigham Young is under arrest is that in 1857 he instructed Hickman

find

twn

ntlinra

fn

mnrdor

n

mon

in tLo

Echo Canon, and to deliver to him the money
found on the person of their victim. The instructions are said to have been followed to tlio
letter, and the bones of the murdered man
were recently discovered in the
spot indicated
by Hickman after his arrest by the United
States authorities.
Personal. Hon. John H. Goodenow, Consul General to Constantinople, will leave for

school, and make such provision for them as
may be necessary for their comfort, in food,
dnnk, clothing, beds and bedding; and also to
the. hours of labor to be
performed by them

his post

the reform

and the hours to be
spent for educational purposes, and the hours for rest and sleep; and to
require the superintendent of said school itf*
confonn to such rules and regulations as
they
may direct.”
Iu accordance with this resolve the Governor
and Council visited the Reform School and
made a very careful examination into all the
management of the institution and made such
suggestions in regard to greater variety in the
food, additional bedding, and hours for rest
and sleep as were deemed proper. The changes
The building is
suggested have been made.
now heated
by steam which will, it is believed,
defect
that
have
remedy any
existed in
may
regard to wanning the halls and sleeping apartments.
The report of the Superintendent and
Trustees will furnish other important facts in
regard to the institution.
CONGRESSIONAL APPORTIONMENT.

It will become your duty to make an
apportionment of the State for five representatives
in Congress.
FUNDS OF THE PENOBSCOT INDIANS.

The rents of the shores of the islands owned
by the Penobscot Indians at Oldtown have increased to about $5,000 annually. There is no
law providing for the collection and
disposition
of the money. I recommend that it be made
the duty of the Indian Agent to
deposit all
leases of these shores with the State Treasurer
whose duty it shall be to collect the
money as
it beCOmcs due and place it to the credit of the
Indian fund.
SPECIAL

LEGISLATION.

The large manlier of special and private acts
compared with the public laws of past Legislatures in this State cannot fail to attract
your
attention. This kind of legislation is often
characterized by a want of harmony and sometimes by inconsistency, not creditable to the
law makers nor just to the parties interested,
and should as far as possible be discouraged. If
the Legislature should decline to consider sub-

ine, and cautioned the people about the hole,
tlso, and everybody passed over safely. When
VI-returned, he got thinking about sowe;king else and coolly stepped off the parapet in;o the limpid stream below.
He pulled him-

We copy the following paragraphs
from its columns:
In the Senate tlie oldest member is Senator
Pennell of Cumberland (08), and the youngest.
Senator Spaulding of Sagadahoc (30). Six of
the members are between 30 and 40 years of
age, ten lietweeu 40 and 50, nine between 50
and 60 and upwards. Twenty of the members
have had legislative experience, and sixteen
were bom in the towns where they now reside.
Their professions or occupations are as follows:
Farmers, 7; lawyers, 4; in mercantile business, 4; farmer and lumberman, 1; lumbermen,
2; merchants, 2; dealer in lumber and real estate, 1; shipbuilder and trader, 1; master mariner, 1; boat builder 1; pattern maker, 1; insurance agent, 1; house and ship joiner, 1; trader,
cattle dealer, etc., 1; no occupation reported, 1.
In religious preference ten make no report
and there are:

?elf out, a little soiled, and as the faux pas
night, for the sake of his own dignity to be
soucealed, he made his way guiltily to the
baggage-ear to dry himself off by the stove and
found P-going through a similar process!
M-looked at P-and P-looked
at M-.
Somehow the whole story was
told in the expression of those faces, and
M-and P- mentally promised each
other that they would never tell!

Legislature.

STATE

The

following biographical

Saturday,

6th

inst.,

in the steamMr. G. will be
accompanied on his trip by his sister, Miss
Fannie Goodenow and Miss Fannie I Rust,
daughter of Dr. Wm. A. Rust of Boston.
on

ship Oceanic, from New York.

The people of Maine hail with delight the
that an order has passed the
Executive Council, instructing the Land Agent
to begin immediate legal proceedings against
trespasses on our timber lands to protect the
rights of the State.
announcement

A Kerosene Volcano.—On
Tuesday evening the inhabitants of Greenpoint and Hunter’s Point were startled by a flash that for a
moment filled the air with vivid light, and a
low rumbling sound, like that of an
earthquake,
that followed immediately afterward,
shaking
windows and objects indoors in a manner
very
mysterious to those who did not know the
cause.
Immediately a huge volume of black
smoke was seen rising over the oil-works at
Blissville, and a moment after great billows of
flame were leaping high into the air, wliile the
iense black cloud stretched itself far away to
the west.
The scene of the disaster was John B. Cozsens’ old oil-works. An immense still, covered
in by a large brick structure, had exploded,
flowing the building to atoms, and scattering
the flaming fluid over the brick stable and of5ce adjoining. All these buildings were in a
rery short time involved in a general conflagra;ion. The spectacle was a magnificent one, its
tppalling character being very much mitigated
)y the fact that no person was seriously injured
)y it. Only one person was working near the
ruilding when the explosion took place, and he
’ortunately escaped with only a slight bruise or
io, being thrown down by the concussion.
Thousands upon thousands of gallons of oil
were consumed, the flames throwing a glare
:hat lit up the surrounding country for a great
listance. The amount of damage could not be
tscertained at once, but it was thought that it
irould not fall short of §30,000.

<
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Pennell, Henry, Gray, Eepublican, Methodist,
trader, cattle dealer, etc.; age 68. Bom in Dan-

ville Jan. 6, 1803; lived on a farm until 19 years
of age, since then general occupation has been
trader, cattle dealer, stage proprietor and mail
contractor.
Was Deputy Sheriff of Cumberland county from 1831 to 1845, and Sheriff of
the county from 1856 to 1860.
Served also in
the late war. Was a member of the Democratic party till the organization of the Eepublican

party.

Chaplin, Caleb A., Harrison, Eepublican, no
religion reported, lawyer; age 47. Bom in Har-

rison ; educated from the funds accumulated by
his energy and perseverance; taught school ten
years; traded in Bridgton four years, and was
m the army one
year. Has been employed in
town business quite a number of
years; studied
law and was admitted to the Cumberland bar
in ’65; appointed Assistant U. S. Assessor in
1867.
Fessenden, James Deering, Portland. Eepublican, Unitarian, lawyer; age 37. Bom in
Deering; son of the late Hon. Win. Pitt Fessenden, whose three sous and only children were
in the war. Appointed Captain U. S. Volunteers, Nov. 2, 1861, and served with pre-eminent
distinction during the war. Was appointed
Colonel on the staff of Gen. Hunter, and promoted Brigadier-General and Brevet Major
General.
Holden, Charles, Portland. Eepublican,Methodist; age rising 60 years. Bom in Portland;
has been much in
public life—was one of the
proprietors and editors of the Eastern Argus for
more than twenty years.
When Sumter was
fired on he left the Democratic party, for the
honor of which he had so long and
untiringly
striven, and joined the pafty in favor of a vigorous prosecution of the war.
He was senator
from Cumberland county in 1839 and
again in
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Batchelor’s Hair Dye.
This superb Hair Dye is the best in the world—perreliable and instantaneous; no disharmless,
fectly
appointment; no ridiculous tints or disagreeable odor.
The genuine Wm.A. Batchelor’s Hair Dye produces IMMEDIATELY a splendid Black or Natural
Brown, leaves the hair clean; sof,t beautiful; does not
contain a particle of lead or any injurious compound.
Sold by all Druggists.
Factory, 16 BOND STREET, N. Y
1Y
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Calais.

Good Sauce.”

It Ini roves appetite and digestion, and it is unrivaled tor its flavor.
We are directed by Messrs. LEa. & PERRINS to
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No. 39 EXCHANGE STREET.
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Marriage.

Happy Relief for Young men from the effects
»f errors and abuses in early life. Manhood restored.
mpediments to marriage removed. New method of
reatment. New and remarkable remedies. Books
ind Circulars free, in sealed envelopes.
Address
iOWARD ASSOCIATION, No. 2 South Ninth St.,
Pa.
noYlsnd3m
>hiladelphia,

they

For Sale.
new two story French roof house just finished
|
on Cushman st.; house piped for Sebago, and all
he modem improvements. Enquire on the premises
< r No 25 Emery st.
J. A. TENNEY.
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he had volunteered

just before. Plump he
into the ditch, which had a foot or two of
water in it.
He scrambled out as quick as he
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Western City and

County Bonds
DIOR SALE at prices which yield lO to 19 per
V cent, interest. A
desirable
for insecurity

very
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CHARLES M. HAWKES,
28

ExchangeJ3t.
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Cashmeres,
Thibet*,
Crapes,
Alepine,
Brilliantine,
Cretonne,
Alpacas,

SHAWLS!
Cashmere & Paisley Shawls
In Long nnd Square,
In

TAYLOR & CO.,
State st.. Boston, Mass.

Plaid

[Latest by European steamer.]
Liverpool 18th ult, Anuie Kimball, Stinson,

Sid ftn Penarth 13th, S S Thomas, Curtis, Callao.
Sid ftn Cardiff 16th, Montrose, Mclntire, for San
I rancisco.
Sid fm Aberdeen 15th nit, Harvest Home, David-

Newcastle.

Sid fm Batavia Nov 2, Wallace, Adams, Singapore
Sid fm Sourabaya Oct 16, Dirigo, Staples, for Hoili nd.
Passed An jier Novi, Golden State, Delano. Hong
£ ong for New York.
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Saperior Extra California

White and Grey Blankets very Cheap.

A SPLENDID STOCK of GOODS
Suitable for holiday Presents, or good for
any time
We call special attention to our Btock of

FLA-LSTI^EEB !
0-4 SACKINGS AND

GLOVES & MITTENS
FOR

WHITE SHAKER,
AID

BLANKET
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Silk,
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latest styles.

French Silk Wristers and French
Wool
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Shirt
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J. R. COREY & CO.

293 CONGRESS ST.
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Towels,

DOMESTIC
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Furnishing
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TURKEY RED DAMASKS,

Fronts!
AND A FULL STOCK

FLANNENS,
DAMASKS.

Napkins

Wristers, Suspenders,

Embroidered

FLAINBLI,

Twilled Flannels in All Colors !

Wnnl and

OPEBA

ELEGANT

SniRTINGS,

Flannels In Stripes and Cheeks.

Gents and. Ladies,
In

Hlnnkrta,

200 PAIRS, at LOW PRICE.

We have just received from New York
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COOK & AYERS,
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continue their liberal patronage
at the same store,

Allen’s Fruit
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ALLAN LINE!

complete.
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Montreal Ocean Steamship Co.
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J mmediatcly after the arrival of
revions day from Montreal.
To be followed by the steamship
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O f the Best Cutters in New
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ind, will be employed in the cuttl
*
ng department, thus
insuring
I atest Styles and good fitting Car11 tents to
the large number who

Steamship

[AC AN DAN ATI AN, Capt. Hal la mine,
will leave this port for Liverpool on

eatings, Tailor’s Trimmings, &c.,
At Lowest Prices.
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and

Passenger. Booked to Londonderry and Liverpool.
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granted at Reduced Kates.
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SPRING

Store,

No. 11 Exchange St.

Additions to the Stock will be
nade at once, making the assort-

auu

Sunderland 16th, Jennie Prince, Prince, New

Close Centres,

nnd

^>ort^an^> Wednesday, January 10,18T1,
WM.

dcl4

Stripes,
And Open

At Great

HOLI DA Y_GObbS!

inzas.

, m.

Black

the transact ion of Buch other business aa
before it, will be held at the Fal-

jafidtd

proceeded; City of Bangor, Menzies,
alparaiso torMejillones and Hamburg.
Cld at Newport 15th, Pohono, Thompson, for MaCld at

WIHDDEN.

come

at°2P

Eben

( bar lesion.
Sid 16tli, Coronet, Kelley, for Belize; Washington,
<
Cld *18th, Wm M Reed, Stinson, New Orleans.
Ent for Idg 16th, Caroline Lcmont. Minott, for Balt more; Vesuvius, Curtis, Philadelphia.
Ar at Deal 18th, Lizzie Zittlosen, Dow, New York
>r Hamburg; Marlin Luther, Clifford, Beaufort for

C rleans.

20

THE and

S Pike, Robbins, ftn

Jew Orleans.
Ar at Cardiff 18th ult, barque Antioch,
Linnell, ftn
lamburg, to load for Havana.
Sid fm Queenstown 14th ult, barque Grecian, Jaris, (from Baltimore) for Honfleur.
Ar at Halifax 3d inst, brig Ben Nevis, Forest. Port1 md.

J ondon,

Sc

Mahlman. St John

York)
or Genoa;
6th, barque Armenia, Hardiug, (from
for Boston; Scud, Wilson, (from Palermo)
Smyrna)
or New York ; Midas, Higgins, and
McGilvery, Field
from Leghorn) for New \ ork.
Ar at Liverpool 3d inst, ship
Expounder, Crocker,

Ar at

j'OPLINS IN ALL SHADES !

Bbla

Casco Bay Steamboat Co.
annual meeting of the Stockholders of the
Casco Bay Steamboat Co. for the election of Di-

jn-xcnamre.

New York.
Ar at Gibraltar 10th ult, ship Southern
Empire
*
)wens, Valencia for Mobile, put in for stores.
Sid 5th ult, brig Dirigo, Coffin, (from New

jn3snlw

or

Business Opportunity.
and Retail Confectionery Store for
WHOLESALE
Sale; on a leading thoroughfare; thoroughly
established; splendidly fitted up; regular run of good
paying butiness; lease, low rent.

riekett,
<

Vessel in Bulk

or

Excellent

FOREIGN PORTS.
Sid ftn Genoa 11th ult, brig Fidelia, White for
*
Messina and New York.
Sid ftn Malaga 11th ult, barque John Zittlosen

by Connoisseurs

I.yon* Silk,

Kbeani, Ulcers and all Rlood Diseases, just
received from Ecuador. Price of the
bark, with full
directions, $3 per pound; sent to all parts.
DR. WM. C. DOWNS,
Address,
Jafidtf
No^ 6 Exchange Place Providence R. I.

:asset.

LEA A PERRINS’ SAUCE,

—

2d, sch

R.

Silk*,

oraaelt

Drap Be Ete,

Herbert, Gould, Bangor.
GLOUCESTER—Ar 3d, sch Oceanic, Alley, WisAr

ri«tk>,

SCOTCH AND GALA PLAID,

Bramhall, Hamilton, Portland for do.
Ar 3d, sch Lonisa A Johuaou,
SB for Philadelphia.
DANVERS—Ar 31st, sch Jas

r*'

supply of this invaluable remedy for
A SMALL
Cancer, Scrofula, Rheumatism, Salt

Higgins, Reed, Cain is.
Cld 3d, schs Anna Currier, Peck, Portland; Harriet Newell, Clement, Mt Desert.
At 4th. schs Hattie, Huckins, Lubec; J H Miller
Shea. Wise asset.
Cld 4th, schs Alcyone, Davis, Havana; Ringleader
Daley, and Emma, Pitt, St John, NB, via Portland.
SALEM—Ar 2d, barque Lavinia, Davis. Boston for
St John, NB; schs G M Wentworth, Collins, Calais
for New York; Terrapin, Wooster, do for
Providence;
Paragon, Hickey, Eastport: Annie Roberts, Clark,
Bucksport for New York; Edward Everett, Quinn
Belfast for Wellfleet; Mary Langdon, Bennett, Rockland; Herald, Hall; Ned Sumpter, Pinkham, and
frade Wind, Ingraham, ftn Rockland for New York*

bought by

Marines,

5d2w

CUNDURANGO.

VINE\ ARD-HAVEN—Ar 2d. brig George Harris,
New Bedford, and sld 3d.
port 3d, barque Fannie; brigs Mountain Eagle
Prairie Rose, Peri, and Lena Thurlow; schs Elvira
R L Kenney. Trenton, Knight, Quoddy, H T Townsend, Helen M Waite, Abbie
S Emery, M E Gray
Addie Rverson, and others. *
BOSTON—Ar 3d, schs Champion, Clark, Calais;
W P Ritchie, Freethy, Bangor; R P Chase,
Collins,
Bucksport; Forest King, Delay, and Lizzie Williams
Cooper, Camden; Mary Hawes, Cooper, do; Adriana!
MCBumu,

GOODS!

French Thibet*,

Jan. B-d&w3m

3d, brig Geo Harris, Blanch-

wuuiuii,

ja

Cloakings,

BLACK SILKS*

SOM.

W. LARBABEE.

1872.

KMIGHT

In

E L

DRESS

cc

sired.

YORK—Ar 2d, brig Ramirez, Bernard, Bordeaux 36 days; schs Oliver Jameson, Evans, Pensacola; James Potter, Rockland; Ringleader, Snare,
Norwalk; Grand Island, Mclntire, Rockland; Alice
Oakes, Marson, Gardiner; E Arcularius, Gregory,
lhomaston; Hyne, Hall, Rockland; E L Trefethen,
Starling, Portland; Malabar, McCarty,do; Bay State
Hart.Mainei Lucy Jane, Kockland; Fleet wing, do;
Charlie & Willie, Vinalhaven ; Nellie Car,
Lansil
Bridgeport; Bertha Souder, Wooster, Boston; Nautilus, Dean, Providence; Emma Day,Clark, Eastport;
Adrian, Emery, Rockland: Bedabedec, and Thos Hix
from do; Leontlne, do; Veto,
Hendesorn, Bristol;
Ida Ella, Smith, Pembroke;
Ospray,Crowley, Calais;
M B Mahoney, Rockport; Union Flag, Maloney. Providence; Jas Wall, Vinalhaven.
Ar 3d, ships Resolute, Brooks,
Liverpool; Valley
Forge, Emerson, do; Florence Baker, Churchill, from
Bordeaux; Benefactor, Berry, Foo-chow.
dd 3d. schs Robt Byron, Sawyer, St Kitts; Eureka
Mayo, Baltimore.
NEW HAVEN—Ar 2d, sch
Eveline, Bagley, Bucksport.
PROVIDENCE—Sid 3d, sch Cherub, Fletcher, for

New York.
NEW BEDFORD—Ar
ard, Bangor 42 days.

Sc

are

Liverpool.
NEW

more

LARBABEE

Plush

FANCY CLOAKINGS IN ALL COLORS,

prepared to supply dealers and
WEwith fresh
groune (N. S.) Land Plaster

PHILADELPHIA—Ar 1st, brig Katurah, Pinkham, Rio Janeiro.
Ar2d, schs Mary J Ward, Ward, Calais; Annie
Gus, Sawyer, do.
Ar at Delaware Breakwater 2d,
brig Keystone, Barter, Malaga; 3d, barque Sancho Panza, Wylie,
J
* from

warranted

Heavy
the

in

Portland Plaster Mills

Bluehill

»»»»«

occurred
predominated, fortunately,
the line of the Boston and Maine railroad
Wednesday evening. Conductor P-, who
had finished his work for the day, put on his
Sunday clothes and started by a train for a little town just out of Boston, where he anticipated spending a pleasant evening. On the train
with him was Mr. M-a higher official of
the road, whom business led in the same direction. A little way out of the city some accident happened to the engine and the train
Of course the passengers
came to a full stop.
got out to see what the matter was—just as

Astraehan,
Super. Genoa Yclrcts

Black

Ground Land Plaster

MOBILE—Cld 29th, ship Wm A Campbell, Henry
Liverpool.
PENSACOLA—Ar 28th, sch Robt Ruff, McDonald,
*
Galveston.
25th» brig Adaline RichardFE^AvNISrNA~Ar
son, Wright, West Indies.
Cld 23a, brig Adelaide,
Wilson, for Matanzas; 27th
sch Mary E Smith, do.
SAV-ANNAH—Ar 2d inst, barque Courser, Marden

WITH

W.

S.

DOME8TIC PORTS.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar 29tb, ship Caledonia.
Corter,
Havre; barques R P Back, Curtis, Glasgow: Emma
C Litchfield, Crockett, Bordeaux.
Ar at SW Pass 29th, ship
Pocahontas, Oliver, Liverpool; barques Jona Chase. Chase. Boston: Martha
Watt8> IjOnd0nderry 5 Everett Gray, from

CHEAPER

me

Cloth,

Cadies’ Cloakings,
German Bearer Cloth,

LARBABEE,

Portland, Jan'y 4,

when she was abandoned with nine feet water in the
hold. The crew have arrived at New York.
Liverpool, Dec 17—Ship Reunion, from Charleston,
which arrived here 13th, experienced a violent hurricane Deo 5, lasting 10
hours, during which lost quarter boat, Bhipped large quantities of
water, and washed (ivervthimr movnhli) rmm the rla/*L-

Ar 2d, sch Warren Sawyer,
Crie, Portland.
Cld 30th, sch C F Hever,
Poland, Savannah.
Sid 1st, sch Onward,
Bunker, Portland; 2d,
Torrent, Tibbetts, Cuba.

P.

from this date associated with

S.

BALTIMORE—Ar 1st inst, sch Fannie A Bailey

prosecute ail parties making or vending counterfeits.
JOHN Dnc.ix»8 sours,
ftugl2an6m
Agents, New York.

|

LUMBER BUSINESS.

badly.
Brig Trial, from Richmond for Bahia, before reportabandoned, experienced a succession of westerly
geies up to the 4th ult, straining the vessel badly and
causing her to leak so that all hands were kept constantly at the pumps day and night until the 7th,

Rowe, Bath;

De Profundis.—An incident with a serious,
as well as a ludicrous phase to it—in which the

CLOAKINGS.
Bine and Scarlet Pelisse

Hereafter the business will be conducted under the
firm name of

ed

COUPO NS,

Only

some re-

C OPARTNE RS HIP.

Egg harbor 29tb.
Barque Ukraine, Melcher, from Rotterdam for New
York, put into the Downs, Eng, 28th ult, leakin',

JANUARY.

The

LADIES’

command trade,

Connect Himself with

Sch Hannah F Baker, Whittemore, Philadelphia—
Freeman, Jr.
Sch Cabinet, Hodgdon, Rockland—J E Farns-

Wheeler,

Blanchard, Bangor for

Pronounced

Cloths,
Tricots, Broadcloths,
Cassimeres,
Fancy Doeskins,
Bine Chinchillas,

liable Honse in Portland.

took her into Little

Sold by Dealers Everywhere.

“

to

tgyGood references given if required.
Address
H. G., Portland P. 0.
dlw*
Portland, Jan. 5, 1872.

NENORA1HDA.
Wm McLoon, Fountain, from Baltimore for
Rockland, with com, got ashore on Littlo Egg Bar,
28th ult and was abandoned by the
captain amf crew,
who landed at Short Beach Station House. The vessel was afterwards boarded by Capt Ryder and a crew
from the station, who succeeded in getting her off and

no28sn7w

del 3sn

W OOLEIST 8,

Grocery Business,

can

Goods!

Bearer and Caster

A Man well acquainted with the

Flour and

Sch

they

32

Desirable

Sc CO.
dlw*

worth.

CHEAPER—Because,

GOLD

HUNT

Steamer Franconia, Bragg, New York—Henry Fox
Brig Flla Maria, Boyd, Cieufuegos—Geo S Hunt.
Brig Hattie E
Bacon, Sagua—Phinney A

Jackson.

while their first cost is not
in excess of sewed or pegged work of a like
grade,
their Durability is far greater,
preserve their
Shai>e much better, and the metalic fastening insures
a more Equal Wear.
Equally applicable to light and heavy work.
The immense demand having called forth imitations, consumers should be sure that every boot or
shoe bears the Patent Stamp.

He assured the House that: “So iar as
the State of Delaware is concerned, and
especially as regards the whipping-post, that is an
institution which we ourselves to-day are proud
of. It has
only been established for felons, and
scoundrels, and thieves and robbers; and to the
glory of the State be it said, that no man has
been caught back at it a second time after he has
been once properly whaled.”
Now. thft fnrt, is. that, it is a nr\TY\nirvn fliin»
for a man to be whipped more than once. At
the recent session of Court, one Lutton was
whipped for larceny, who had been lashed at
the same post, by the same “cat-o'-nine-tails,”
not less than twice or thrice previously. Lutton said he had ceased to care for the
punishment, and he had evidently lost all sense of humiliation and shame.
We undertake to say
that if any careful examination is made of the
Court records, and the Sheriff’s records, (if
they
keep any) that it will be found that at least onelifth, if not one-fourth of the whippings annually, are inflicted on persons who had been so
punished previously. No statistics of crime are
collected or published in the State.
Nobody
knows the precise facts or figures, but the friends
of the lash, the admirers of the
whipping-post,
(among whom we grieve to see a humane and
civilized gentleman like Mr. Biggs,) have
long
made bold and unfounded claim that
people
were never “whaled twice.”
It is time this assumption were exploded, and we here take occasion to do so. The statement is not true, and
the records will show its falsity! We say again,
that though the lash and the “convict’s jacket”
system have the effect of driving many of our
criminals into other States,
many do come back
to the whipping-post to be lashed a second
time,
and even oftener.

or

WAN TE D.

CLEARED.

pTHER
BOOTS AND SHOES:

error.

A.

5.

Jan.

bad oes.
Sch Ita, (Br) Wilson, Deer Island, NB, for Boston.
Sch S W Brown, Matthews, Boston.
Sch Cuba, (Br) Baldwin, Boston for St George.
Sch Mystic Tie, Poland, Bristol.

THAN ANY

Wilmington Commercial says:
In a recent speech our Congressman, Mr.
Biggs, who can raise as many peaches per acre
as the next man, aud doesn’t
get frightened if
the market is a little dull, made a
very serious

RECEIVED!

GEO.

Thursday, Abb. 4.

2w

Pliable,

HAVE RECEIVED

A FINE ASSORTMENT

AT 94 COMMERCIAL STREET.

Coombs, Boston.

are

J. R. COREY & CO.

PORT OF PORTLAND.

Though some have wealth, it does not bring
Them peace by day, nor rest by night;
Nor is there any other thing
Will these secure, “but doing right.”
But Boys, when they desire new “Clothes,”
Coat, Pants, Vest, Hat and Shoes complete,
Can find a “Suit” at George
Fenno’s,
Corner of Beach and Washington street.

and

HOGS!

GOODS!

And for sale In quantities to suit,

NORFOLK—Ar 30th, sch Lewis French, Farren,

WIRE!

DRY

The Best lot Dressed Hogs in this Market

miniature Almanac.January 5.
rises.7.30 I Moon rises.1.34 AM

So prone to evil are mankind,
The way to it they often miss;

more

MISCELLANEOUS.

Capitals.

Merchants, Traders. Builders and others, wanting
large lines with reliable offices, may be accommodated
with us at moderate rates. Dwellia|s and
Farm Property, insured for one, three or four
fa5tf
years, on highly favorable terms.

New York.

BETTER—Because they are
Comfortable, and Water-proof,
not to Rip or Gape.

Mr. Gee will commence hi9 Third term for beginin Dancing, on Wednesday Evening, Jan. 3*1,
at Army & Navy Union Hall, cor. Brown and Cougrowi ats., and be continued every Wednesday evening.
Private Leasons each day except Friday*. For pariculars apply at the Hall.
dc29u

are among the best now doing busThose that have passed through the
Ordeal”
are now in first rate condition for
“Fiery
complete indemnity against loss or damage bv fire.
The NATIONAL and ORIENT are new Companies,

DATE

cents.

30

ners

These companies

Batavia.New York. .Liverpool.Jan 6
India.New York. .Glasgow.Jan 6
Oceanic.New York.. Liveri>ool.Jan G

MARINE

9300,000

iness in Maine.

clean

Evening tickets,

MR. A. R. OEK’8
Second Course of Assemblies in. connection with the*
last half of his Dancing School, will commence ou
NEW YEARS EVENING, Monday, Jan. lit, and
continue every Monday Evening.
MUSIC BY CHANDLER.

of Hartford.

recently organized with

including Beecher’s lecture,

DA 1ST CIN Gr

CHAS. T. WEBSTER, President.

3, Mary S., daughter of John and

sets.4.411 High

Lecture at 71 o’clock.
Tickets to the Course,
January 10th, 81 25.
Jan 1-dtd

9930,000

New Cash Capital,

of Washington.New York.

entertainment.

F. HODGES, President.

Orient,

Dec. 25, Lewis F. Talbot and Cora J.

STRAW FOREMAN.

o’clock.
the Portland Band before each

Doors open at ('4
Concert by

of New York.

Capital & Surplus,

DEPARTURE OF OCEAN STEAMERS

Sun
Sun

9930,000

GEO. W. SAVAGE, President.

days.

City

VICTORIA C. WOODHI'LL.
Miu KATE REIGNOLDM,
Mr*. EMILY

at No. 38 Free street.
In this city, Jan. 4, Mary Frances, daughter of Geo
W. and Alice Haskell, aged 2 years 1 month and 13

HARD TO FIND.

CABLE SCREW

Subject—“Whom to Marry.”

of New York.

Capital A Surplus,

[Funeral services Saturday afternoon at 2 o’clock,

Search the world through, *tis hard to find
A place of perfect
happiness;

FA8TEXED

9300,000

Jan, 17,

STANTON.

KATE

Miss

TO BE FOLLOWED BY

sn

NAME

Evening,

Wednesday

Mr*.

_

THOSE

of Hartford.

MARK HOWARD, President.

Great Bargains during the Holidays.

In this city, Jan.
Susan N. Yeaton.

NOTICES.

AND

Rev. HENRY WARD BEECHER,

SWEETSIB, President.

Slew Cash Capital,

Bordeaux.

BETTER

LECTURE BY

Subject—“The Redemption of the Ballot.”

DIED.

has designated the EuroNorth American Railroad for the transportation of goods in bond from Portland, by
way of Bangor, to Calais and Houlton and
under the restrictions and regulations
previously imposed on other roads performing similar
services.

sn

Wednesday Eveniug, January lO,

9930,000

TO A

Norton.
In Gardiner,

A.

SUPPLEMENTARY COURSE,

of Boston.

Cash A Surplus,

In this city, Dec. 25, by Rev. Edw. Y. Hinks, Wm.
H. Lewis, of East Boston, and Miss Sarah P. Lunt,
of Portland.
In Cornish, Jan. 1, Rufas M. Cartland and Miss
Mary T. Philpot, both of Limerick.
In Bath, Dec. 27, Elmer G. Taylor and Matilda F.

Secretary Boutwell

Boston, Dec 27.

91,100,000

L

CITY-IIALL,
Exchange,

MARRIED.

pean

Thk Transcript says that the Argus commends that pet institution of little
Delaware,
the whipping post. Some of the Delaware
pa
pers do not For instance, this is what the

could, unhurt, but his store clothes were
aot improved by that washing. M-, by
the way, also followed his subordinate up the

Capital A Surplus,

Under Falmoth Hotel.

IN GENERAL.

he lias continued to this time. Has never been
an aspirant for
political honors, and the only
office he has ever held was member of the Portland city council for two years. A
Republican
from the formation of the party.
Milliken, Weston F., Portland. Republican;
Congregationalist; Merchant and President of
Cumberland National Bank. Bom in Minot.
Engaged in trade in his native village until
1855, when he removed to Portland and became
the head of the firm of W. & C. R. Milliken.
Was a Democrat until the war, when he espoused the cause of the Republican party. Has
never desired political
position, preferring the
quiet pursuit of his profession, in which he has
been very successful. Correct in his
political
views and honest and persistent in their advocacy, he was sought by the Republicans of Portland for their representative, and
accepted the
position from a sense of duty.

M.

of Hartford.

Phoenix,

GOODS !

133 MIDDLE STREET,

YORK COUNTY.

July, 1852, commenced business in Portland
wholesale dry fish dealer, which business

The Supplementary Course will commence Thursday evening, Jan. 18, at the Army and Navy Hall;
for further particular see Army & Navy Union Journal. Patrous of the regular course must jtositlvely
present their No. 8 Ticket at Stock bridge’a Music
Store by Tuesday night, Jan 8th, in order to receive
the benefit of the one-third discount.
jaJJdtf

Also HOSIERY and GLOVES,

At the annual meeting of Adoniram
Lodge
holden at Limington, Dec. 26, 1871, the following officers were chosen jfor the ensuing year,
W. M.; John T. Lord, S.
T.Wm- GW.; Benj. Small, J. W.; Edgar M. Chick, Sec.;
\Y m. M.
McArthur, Treas.; Fred. Brackett, S.
D.; Henry Hasty, J. D.
Mr. S. A. Seavey of Biddeford, not
long since
caught in a trap a skunk that weighed twentysix and one-quarter pounds.
Mr. S. obtained
over three
quarts of grease from his skunksliip,
says the Democrat.

as a

Co’s

1843.

IS

RICH PAISLEY SHAWL

Stevens.

C. PAKiBD, Ten ore,

KOTZSCHMAR,
S. BEHRENS, Accompanists.
Doors open at 6.30; concert at 8 o’tflock.
Evening
tickets $1; for sale at the usual places and at the door.
A limited number of reserved seats for sale by C. W.
liilkey & Co.

FROM A

dc21

Phillips,

riz;

OR EVEN A CHEAP PRINT I

All at

Adelaide

J. V. Bl DOI,PHNi:>, Ratio.

?ow representing the following first-class Companies

AS—

SERGES

The Belfast Journal says the bark George
Treat has completed her cargo of orange box
shooks for the Mediterranean. Seventy-three
car-loads wore Drought for her, the railroad
freight on which was $1600.
We learn from the Journal that Mrs. Lovina,
wife of Levi Matthews, Jr., of
Lincolnville,
hung herself on Sunday last, in the barn, with
a halter.
She was 4o years of age, and leaves
two children.
Mrs. M. had been subiect to attacKs oi insanity.

SPECIAL

ESTABLISHED

ALPACCA,

CHEAP

Rosa,

BY

CONTRALTO,

Office. \o. 491-9 Exchange Street.

DRESS

of Talent:

Parepa
ASSISTED

General Insurance Agency,

POPLIN,

lady!

genius for making newspapers and compelling other men’s opinions, Mr. Knight bounded
from the cradle to the chair editorial,
exchanging the tin rattle for the steel pen, “while the
dew of youth” was upon him, and has been
connected with Portland and Boston
papers for
several years, wielding a facile and able
pen.
He is now the editor and proprietor of ‘The
Star,” the only Sunday paper in Maine.

Mdm.

HENRY KELLOGG, President.

food

a

IV. D. Little &,

SILK,

The Belfast Journal relates the following
one: The bench and bar have no right to
eep good iokes to themselves—therefore we
relate a little occurrence which has occasioned
some quiet fun in the
legal circles of this bailiwick. The official reporter has been accustomed to abide, during sessions, at a popular boarding-house, which also furnishes stated refreshments for a bachelor clergyman. It chanced
that the house was so crowded previous to the
present session^ that the only assignment possible for the said court official was to share the
roomy apartment of the clergyman, which the
latter assented to as a temporary measure. Imagine the consternation which reigned in that
household when the coach from the train landed the reporter in the shape of a demure young

Knight, Enoch, Portland. Republican, no
religion reported, editor; age 37. One of the
heaviest members elect to the House,
standing
6 feet 2 1-4 inches in his stockings. Pom with

CONCERT,
By the following brilliant array

HERMANN

—IN—

WALDO COUNTY.

cil with Gov. Washburn in 1802, witli Gov. Coburn in 1863, aud with Gov. Cony in 1801 and
1865. In his own city he has been connected
with the cause of Common Education for a
long period, having been on the school committee of that
city for more than thirty years. His
service as Alderman and Councilman of that
city, embrace many years. He is a mechanic,
having spent many years of the early portion of
nio life in a printing office,
working his wav up
from the doubtful position of “devil” to that of
conductor of at that time, the leading political
paper in Maine. His interest in mechanics continues to this day, he being a leading member
in the Maine Charitable Mechanic Association.
Religion, “none to speak of;’’ proclivities Metliodistic. A good illustration of faithful industry and perseverance in any business he has undertaken.

Vocal and Instrumental

F.

FROST’S,

ELEGANT

Jan. 9th,

GRAND

Reliable Insurance.

purchased.

USEFUL HOLIDAY GOODS!

—SUCH

Tuesday Evening,

Dec 23, lat 38 17, Ion 67 10, barque Ironsides, from
lew York for Gibraltar.
Doe 27, lat 34, Ion 73, barque Sami D Carlton, from
lew Orleans for Havre.

sn

P. M.

Kighth and Last Entertainment.

Miss

Bonds of the Portland & Ogdensburg R R
jn3

Xavy Coarse.

&

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

FACILITIES attorded for the transaction of the
Social os well as the General Business of corresponients.
AgcutM for the sale of the

Yesterday at Bangor Mr. J. M. Ltint, Superintendent of the Maine Central railroad, was
presented with a fine sleigh by the employees
of the European & North American railway,
of which road he was lately Superintendent.
A supper to the party followed the presentation.
Frank Stetson, a brakeman on the European
& North American Railroad, fell between the
cars at Olamon
Wednesday, and had his leg so
badly crushed that amputation was necessary.
The Whig tells the following story:
Our
Orono correspondent sends us the following
good story which is told of one of our merchants of long time ago who had agreed with
an Indian of the Penobscot tribe to make for
him a nice beaver hat,“all beaver.” On taking
it home the Indian examined it closely, shook
his head, turned up the lining and discovered
that the body of the hat was wool, though the
outside seemed to be beaver.
Indignant, he
took it back to the merchant, “Sartin, said he
“I ’greed you to make’em me beaver hat, all
beaver?” “Yes” said the merchant, “that is a
beaver hat.” “No!” retorted the angry Indian
in a tone of great contempt, “Sometime beaver,
then sheep !’7
The Whig says the farmers and dairymen of
Glenburn are agitating the subject of erecting
a cheese factory the
coming season, and have
recently sent a committee to the town of
in
Franklin
Strong,
county, where an establishment of that kind has been for some time
in successful operation.
In the case of James Treat and als., v. Rufus
Dwinaland als., (the case of destroying the office of the Bangor Democrat), a majority of the
Justices of the Supreme Judicial Court have
rendered the following decision:
“The Plaintiffs may discontinue agaiust the survivors and
proceed against the Executors of said Dwinel
—or they may proceed
against the survivors or
any number of them, upon discontinuing
against the Executors of said Dwinel and such
survivors as they elect not to proceed
against,
subject to the statutory provisions as to costs.”

From Jan. 1,1864,
was three years County Commissioner of Cumberland county, and now holds a Trial Justice’s
commission and a fire insurance agency; has
been for several years town treasurer.

2

APPROVED Commercial Bills

Irmy

SPOKEN.

Government and other Investment
Securities and in Gold and Silver Coin.
STERLING BILLS drawn on Englnnd, Scotland
md Ireland. Sight drafts on Paris, Berlin and other
European cities, Montreal, St. John and Halifax.
Sold and Currency Drafts on Boston and New York.

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

relinquished all hard labor.

monthly.

CERTIFICATES OF DEPOSIT issued bearing inerest as by agreement and available at maturity in
Portland, Boston or New York.
COLLECTIONS of Notes, Drafts, Coupons, and
Oividends made in all parts of the United States and

uo years or
age, residing in
found dead in his bed on Tuesday
He was the oldest person in the

town.

Humphrey, Charles, Yarmouth, Eepublican,
Congregationalist, insurance agent; age 59.
Born in North Yarmouth; until within six years
has followed the occupation of a master house
carpenter, but on account of failing health has

absorbed in his thoughts and forgot the advice

erest at the rate of Four per ceut. per annum allowid on all Dally Balances. Accounts rendered and iu-

otepnen x-erry,

morning.

Business.

DEPOSITS received subject to check at sight. In-

-at-

OXFORD COUNTY.
was

Banking

J

Amcsbury,

established for the transaction of

COUNTY.

xvcpic»CUW*Ll\eB

always do'—and walked up the lino; ^
P-with them. Now there is a deep culvert close by that place, and I’-very kindly warned the passengers of it. He finished
his walk up the road, and began his return; got

General

Ar at Fayal Nov 26, Mary E Van Cleaf, Colley, fra
* angor.
Ar at St Michaels Nov 30, K E Pecker,
F ayal, (and aid Doc 30 for Boston); Deo 1,Edith Hall,
t liver, Bangor.
Ar at Messina 8th ult, Almoner, Gary, Leghorn;
amila, Flckett, Genoa; Harry Stewart, Weeks, fm
y ice; La Cigucna, Ross, Catania.
Sid fm Palermo 4th ult, H H Wright, Meyers, for
1 hiladelphia; 0th, Rabboni. Coombs, New York.
Sid fm Barcelona 10th ult, Enrique, Oliver, for
j >ueno<* Ayres.
Ar at Lisbon 11th ult, Nellie llusteed, Maloney, fin
* lew York.
Ar at Havre lGth ult, Isaac Hall, Colcord, and St
j [ary, Hallo well, New York; Mendota, Perry, from
( harlestou; Mary G Reed, Reed, Savanuah.
Sid 16tli, Alice M Minot, Lowell, Tybce, Ga.

DEALERS in

notices of Cum-

Porter,

SONS,

Canada.

The Rockland Free Press states that Mrs.
Charles Carroll, on Sunday evening, Dec. 24th,
went up stairs carrying a light by which she
accidentally set fire to her hair. Her husband,
hearing her screams, ran to her, and in the excitement of the moment, they both fell from
the stairs, which had no banister, to the floor
below. The face, hands, neck, and breast of
Mrs. Carroll are terribly burned, and she was
much bruised ana shaken by her fall. Her
eyes were closed by the burns, and it is feared
she will never recover her sight, if her life be
spared, which is now very doubtful. Mr. Carroll was also badly burned and hurt by the fall,
but is recovering.
The bookstore of O. 8. Andrews in Rockland,
was entered last Sunday evening and about $25
worth of articles stolen.
The office of Stanley
& Ayer, lumber dealers, was also broken into
the same night, but nothing was taken, as we
learn from the Free Press.

from the Journal with the exception of that
of Mr. Milliken, which we have supplied from
the limited material at our disposal:
Morris, Charles J., of Portland, Eepublican,
Congregationalism in mercantile business, aged
48. Bom in Portland; at five years of age removed to Scarboro’, returning to Portland in
1850; the most of his life has been passed in
mercantile pursuits, and for the last three years
as Treasurer and business manager of the Cumberland Bone Company.
Was a member of
the House in 1867-68-69, and of the Senate in
’71; is temperate and systematic in his habits,
and possesses energy, perseverance and untiring industry; his early life was a struggle with
poverty, his late years with the embarrassments
arising from the want of an early education.
His personal appearance is best given by a little
incident which he often relates of himself with
much interest. A gentleman once addressed
one of his business associates as follows: “That
partner of yours, I rather like him, that tall
one I mean, I think he is a
likely man, but he
is homely as the d-1.

latter

,

The American says Mr. J. C. Roberts of Ellsworth, living on the road to Mariaville, some
five or six miles from the village, came to town
somo two weeks ago to get some medicine for a
sick child, which he obtained and sent to his
home, but he has not been heard from since.
He was in a desponding state of mind, and his
friends are uneasy about him.

are

in

THIS HOUSE Is

ENTERTAINMENTS..

c kllao.

HANKERS,
PORTLAND, MAINE.

NEWS.

KNOX

Sid tm ChJfctagoiur Nov 14, China, Jordan, liombay.
Ar at Mauritius Nov 5, Moses Day, Woodward, fm

NOTICES.
—.

J. B. BROWN &

management.

In the House of the Republican members 17
were formerly Whigs, 19 Democrats, and 24
have always been Republicans. Eleven of the
Democrats report themselves always belonging
to that party. The oldest member is Charles
H. Haskell of Steuben who is 68 years of age.
The two youngest members are Peter Charles
Keegan of Mailawaska, and Thomas N. Lord
of Bluehill, who are each 23 years of age.
Nine of the members are between the ages of
20 and 30, thirty-five between 30 and 40, fortyfour between 40 and 50, forty-two between 50
and 60, and seven are between 60 and 70, showing that most of the members are men of years
and experience. The remainder have not reported their ages. Forty ol the members have
had legislative experience, and fifty-two were
born iu the towns which they now represent in
the House.
In the House there are 40 farmers, 20 lawyers, 17 merchants, 9 manufacturers, 6 master
mariners, 5 combine farming with teaching, 4
with lumbering, 5 with trading, 2 with manufacturing, 1 with tanning, while the others are
of various occupations, only five appearing to
There are 24 Congregationalbe mechanics.
ists, 18 Universalists, 16 Free Baptists,11 Meth10
odists,
Baptists, 7 Unitarians, 5 Liberals, 2
Episcopalians, 2 Friends, 1 Catholic, 1 FreeThinker, and 1 Independent, while 42 are not

uciiu.nu. ouudwio anu xuxtiauu

-.

Mr. N. K. Sawyer, publisher and proprietor
of the Ellsworth American, has taken his sou,
E. Sawyer, into the concern. The
Augustus
junior member of the firm has had charge of
the local department of the paper for the last
year and a half, and in the future will take a
more active and prominent part in its entire

Congregationalist, 6; Universalist,5: Methodist, 2; Unitarian, 2; Episcopal, 1; Liberal, 1;
Cosmopolite, 1; Free Baptist, 1.

reported.

SPECIAL

HANCOCK COUNTY.

standing directly opposite the statues of Greene
and Roger Williams, form a very pleasing addition to the statuary of the Capitol. The Sher-,
Trefethen, George, Portland. Republican,
man will, perhaps, be considered a more pleasITniversalist, wholesale dealer; age 41. Born
on
House Island, Portland harbor, Jan. 4,1830;
marble
than
the
both
will
ing
Trumbull, though

The last legislature passed a resolve authorizing the Governor and council “to inquire into
the
condition of the inmates of

Legislative Statistic*.
Tlie Kennebec Journal has shown a commendable degree of enterprise and promptness
in gathering at so early a day a large amount of
information concerning the members of tlie

Passage

c

to

AHEICAN, Capt. Hiller,
Saturday, .January 13.
Londonderry and Liverpool, Cabin tar-

>rding to accommodations).
*ta
Payable In Gold or its
t.
For Freight or Cabin Passage, apply to

equival*

For
s

ght
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JAMES L.

Portland, Dec. 6-tf
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Street,
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THE PRESS

The Conceht.—The concert at City Hall
evening, in the Army and Navy Union
course, by the famous Mendelssohn Quintette
Club of Boston, assisted by Mrs. H. E. Sawyer, was an eutertainment of rare excellence.
The hall was filled with a large and fashionable
audience, who testified their approbation by
frequent and hearty applause. The programme
was made up of selections from the most eminent composers, which were rendered by the
club in their usual faultless manner, eliciting
numerous encores.
The original second fantasie for the clarionette by Mr. Thomas Began,
last

•
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CITY AND VICINITY.
Advertisements To-Day.

New

ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
Theatre—Bklwvll & Wilkinson.
«&
Navy Course Concert.
Army
Assembly—J. W. Raymond.
AUCTION COLUMN.
Horse, Hack, do-F. O. Bailey & Co.
Groceries, &c—F. O. Bailey Si Co.
Assignee's Sale.
NEW ADVERTISEMENT COLUMN.
Reliable Insurance—W. D. Little & Co.
DresrodHogs—Geo. A. Hunt & Co.
Business Chance—Taylor Si Co.
Wented—H. G.

Copa *tne slUp—S.

the best of the instrumental
selections. Mrs. H. E. Sawyer is a fine vocalist, possessing a sweet, clear voice, and she
made a very favorable impression upon the audience. As a whole, the concert was thoroughly enjoyable, and one of the best of the season.
Next Thursday evening the great event of the
winter will come off, the grand Parepa-Eosa
concert, which will be one of the finest concerts
ever given in this city, and will
probably draw

W. Larrabee & Son.

Ground Land Blaster—Knight & Whklden.
Casco Bay Steamboat Co—Wm. Mitchell.

Cunduran*jo—Wm.

perhaps

was

C. Downes.

immense audience.

an

THE WAR OF FACTIONS 1

AUGUSTA.
Disgraceful Scenes In the Legislature S

Business of the Legislature.
(Special by International Line.]

Augusta, Jan. 4.—The address of Governor
Perham meets the general approbation of the
members and those in attendance.
The most important business in hand now is
the making up of the committees. The pressure in the House seems to be for the judiciary
and chairmanship of leading committees.
Senator Morris has presented a bill to reduce
the time ou which the mortgagor of real estate
shall redeem, from three years to oue; also
a bill
to institute free high schools, which
provides that any town which shall deposit
with the State Treasurer $1000, or any stated
sum, shall receive the interest of double that
sum to be appropriated to the support of a free
school.
THE PUBLIC LANDS.

Superior Court.
JANUARY CIVIL TERM, LANK, J., PRESIDING.
Thursday.—In the case of Gove vs. Dresser
als., the rctuniod a verdict for the defendants.

&

Butler & Fessendens.

Putnam.

Leighton et

Joel

Theatre.—“Daisy Farm,” the last and best
drama by H. J. Byron, Esq., the popular English dramatist, author of “Wait and Hope,”
“Blow for Blow,” “Uncle Dick’s Darling,”

S. A. Packard

ux. vs.

& al.

etc.,

Ac

in

to recover damages alleged to havi
by reason of the mal-administratioi
of ether to Mrs. Leighton by the defendants, who an
dentists in this city. Mrs. Leighton testified that sh<
employed the defendants to extract her decayec
teeth and make Jier a temporary set of artificia
teeth; that in so doing they gave her ether and administered it In sueh a careless way that she was il
from the effocls of it for eight weeks; that defendant!
not only pulled out the decayed teeth, but two sound
ones; and further, that the plate after it was completed did not fit, but hurt her mouth so that she hat
been unable to wear it more than two or three day!
at a time, and that very seldom. For all of which tlu
plaintiffs claim to recover damages. The defendant!
tion

the

on

case

It is

ether, that

it

was

any mal-administration of the
administered in the usual and cus-

tomary way; that it was of the best quality, and that
was under its influence only about fifteen minDefendants

also

worthy of the highest
evening an original drama by

were

This
praise.
Miss Dollie Bidwell, entitled “Lost, or the
Curse of Gold,” will be presented.

she

office.

a

Cribbage,

was

its effects aud left their

at

drama of the sensational character, of
great literary merit, and abounds in thrilling
scenes and interesting situations. It is needless
to say that Miss Dollie Bidwell as Bridget Armstrong, and Mr. Wallace Britton as Mr. Craven
rendered their characters in a maimer which
left nothing to be desired, as these talented artists never do otherwise. Mr. C. E. Bidwell as
Simeon Cole, J. L. Ashton as the Tramp,
Charlie Wilkinson as George, T. N. Edwards
as Charley Burridge, H. Bees Davies as Andrew Armstrong, and Miss Lillie Wilkinson as

been sustained

denied that there

a

presented

Music Hall last evening
manner which gave universal satisfaction.
was

Debate.—There was an interesting debate
before the Maine Charitable Mechanics’ Association, at the Mechanics’ Library Boom, last
evening, on the question of the expediency of

offered

medical

testimony to the ettect that her symptoms
which she described as taking place three or four days

operation, could not have been the result ol
the ether, as the effects of it rarely last longer than
three days, and that only in persons where the vitality is very low, and never returning after once having disappeared. Defendants also put in the testimony of other dentists, that the workmanship of the
plate was good; that it was necessary to take out the
two sound teeth in order to make the plate lit, and
after the

awarding medals, rewards and diplomas, to the
children in our public schools. The discussion
was opened by Mr. J. T. Walton, who
thought
that the practice referred to was injurious be-

that the

it offered an inducement to do that which
it should be a pleasant duty for all to perform.
He also gave some humorous incidents of school

tliat it did not

days

cause

fact that it did not now fit was no indication
when completed; inasmuch as site had
worn them but little and the mouth had shrunken.—
It appears in evidence that defendants had previous
to this suit sued plaintiff's for the price of the set of
teeth, aud they allege that that is the reason this suit

half a century ago.
Mr. S. A. Nash in renlv thought that the rewards were of benefit to the scholars because
they encouraged them to persevere in their
studies. The question was further discussed by
Messrs. J. T. Emery, J. W. Mansfield and oth-

is commenced.
The

jury after being out fifteen minutes returned

verdict for the

a

defendants.

On next

Brief Jetting*.
The population of Portland is increasing at
the rate of three lawyers per week.
A special meeting of both branches of the
Council will be held this evening.
The parishioners of Rev. P. S. Stanford of
the Mountfort street A. M. E. Church, paid
him a donation visit on Wednesday evening,
aud left several substantial tokens of their re-

gard.

The

Officers.
Last evening the following officers elect of
Ancient Brothers Lodge, No. 4, were publicly
installed at Odd Fellows Hall, by Grand Master Babb, and the officers of the Grand Lodge:
Joseph G. Russell, N. G.; J. F. Liscomb, V.
G.; N. G. Cummings, Secretary; D. W. Nash,

to

Personal.—We were pleased to receive a
call, during the past week, from Dr. Ayer’s
traveller, who was in our town devoting his
time and attention to the preparations of the
great medicine man. This call has become a
pleasant annual to us from the able and reliable

Portland to those entitled to benefits.
a.x-

cused himself from making a speech, but very
gracefully called P. G. Addison Frye to the

business character of the accomplished gentleman whom this firm send out to transact their
business. No house is better known or valued
by the press for its promptness in settlement
than the well established and popular J. C.
Ayer & Co., Lowell, Mass., whose medicines
have become a household necessity, and won

with a magnificent
seal, the gift of the members
'■t.ion of Bro. Frye’s valthe past three

presented him

*H)use at
>n

the
the

seal is the insi..,
Frye, P. G., by niembt..
Lodge, No. 4, Portland, Me., ...
Mr. O. B. Whitten, G. S., spoke
the Order, in the course of his remarks prt
ing the following statistics: Number of lodges
in the United States, 4216; members, 324,947;
total amount paid for the education of orphans,
since the introduction of Odd Fellowship into
the United States, 817,213.15; for relief of

confidence aud praise of all. Our own ac■“ with
them has extended over a se), and we have invariably found
travellers and their medicines,
e

The stm. g points supporting the nse of Fellows’ Compound Syrup of Hypophosphites are,
that while it takes immediate hold upon the
system, in stimulating the Liver, regulating
and strengthening the muscles of the Heart,
Stomach, Lungs, &c., it has no debilitating ef-

is $7,558.48; amount of invested funds, $62,301,
40. The Portland Lodges have afforded relief
Maine Lodge, $2,406.16; Ancient
as follows:

fect under any circumstances;
continued use is marked by the general toning
of the system, without producing constipating
efforts, it may be stopped at any time without
the usual disagreeable effect following the discontinuance of some otherwise valuable tonics.
These characteristics are particularly valuable
to consumptives and other debilitated invalids,

Mr. Cummings acknowledged in a neat speech.
P. G. J. E. Haseltine, on being called for, responded with the following sentiment:
Ancient Brothers Lodge, No. 4,—A living,
active, efficient exponent of genuine Odd Fellowship. May she ever be girded for her great
work, and her labors yield a “Rich” and abundant harvest of good will to man.
After some remarks from Br. Harris C.
Barnes, the Grand Marshal made proclamation

to

then known was at all comparaSince then hunble to the new restorative.
dreds of attempts have been made to rival the
Bitters. They have all failed, and the Grand
I

Txru1

A TMWT

wlll'pll

The special merits of Smolander’s
that it invigorates an enervating system,
and that is a perfect and truthful specific for
kidney, bladder and glandular diseases, mental and physical debility, gravel, diabetes, all
are

complaints

of the

its

e
covery had been made of the team, though pi
wi ■s
lice officers were in search of it, The horse
had r- ia valuable one, for which Mr. Munger
The
was a new and ham lfused

sleigh

s

meeting of Tor
evening, the fo

officers were, elected for the ensuin ?
Gen i
year: S. C. Gordon, E. C,\ O. S. Fogg,
Frank G. Stevens, C. G.; Iter. W. E. Gibb i,
Prelate; Geo. P. Gross, S. W.; John C. Smal

lowing

Fobes, Treasurer; Ira Rsrr; r>
Jr., Recorder; Cyrus B. Abbott, Standard Bea ■er; Albion Keith, Sword Bearer; Joseph 1 '•
Hodsdon, Warder; A S. Hinds, F. P. Hal- i,
George R. Shaw, Guards. After which tl e
Grand Commander of the State, H. H. Dicki y
.of Le iviston, installed the officers elect.

fre-

To those wlic are bowed down by nervous
and despair of ever recovering the
vigor and mien of manhood we earnestly recommend Dr. Walkers California Vinegar
Bitters. Before they have finished the first
bottle, they will feel the restorative principle
at work in every portion of their broken-down
systems and hope will spring up in their hearts.
No case of Dyspepsia, BllliousftSJS, Intermit
tent Fever, Rheumatism, Gout or kidney dis.tonic
ease, ean resist this unequalled vegetable
distilled or ferwhich is

Debility,

mented

unpolluted l>7 #37
liquor.
By

Horse and Sleigh.—Las t

so

jan2d-eodlw

superiority.

J. Mariou

4eci)-d4w

Sims, HI* D.

Medical Gazette of June 24th, 1871.]
For about 8 months I have been using Kennedv's Concentrated Extract of Pjnus
Canadensis in affections of the rectum, vagina
and cervix uteri, and I consider it a most val-

[From

_

urino-genital organs

quent in the female sex, whether married or
single, and the fact of its being prescribed byfamily phys'cians, should be enough to endorse

heat

evening the son of J. W. Munger, Esq., drov b
the horse and sleigh to the office for the pui
his father home. While enga;
pose of taking
ed for a short time In the office two persor s
off tt e
were seen to unfasten the horse, take
blanket and drive off. At a late hour no di:

Charles

AT

Buciiu

who are to assist, are too well known t ,
need any extended notice, and the concert wil |
,
no doubt prove a rich musical treat to all wh<
may atteud. The programme embraces selec
tious from Itandeggar, Mayerbeer, Sullivan
Leach, Russell, Vieuxtemps, the opera of Som
nambula and Martini; with the popular duet
Robin Ruff, and songs, “Fisher Maiden,” “Snot
Lies white,” “We wandered down the lloun

W.;

1U irmo

is the most formidible antagonist of all human ailments, and experiment has
shown that Plantation Bitters is a peerless
invigoraut, as well as the best possible safeguard against epidemic disease.
janlst-eodlw&wl t

__

A suitable reward
some one, costing $115.
offered for the return of the property.

TXT

principle,
physical vigor

Signorina Eoeria Antoninl—The grant
concert at City Hall this evening, by this won
derful little lady, whose remarkable perform
ances on the violin have gained for her the high
est commendation of musical critics, prom
ises to be unusually attractive. The artist ,

J.

Tvmnw

commenced in 1860, is still in progress.
Nothing can stop it, for it is founded on the
now universally acknowledged, that

ford the Bishop an interesting theme on which
to base his remarks. The service will be full

MasonIP-—At the annual
land Commanupry K. T., last

Dnirnr

was

The peculiar phases of life and
the far West
society in that distant Territory, and the progress of the mission work among the Indians,
and half-civilized inhabitants, will no doubt af-

$800.

its
de-

preparation

give

or a

not to

them of the little strength they have.
It soon became evident that as a means of infusing vitality into the feeble system, regulating the secretions, curing indigestion, and reforming a bilious habit of body, no medicinal

Missionary Service.—An interesting missionary service in aid of the general work of
missions, will be held at St. Luke's Cathedral,
It is expected
this evening, at 11-2 o’clock.
tliat Bishop Tuttle of Montana will- be present,
an account of his missionary labors in
and

Larceny

strengthen and support
place them at its mercy by

disease is to

priving

conver-

evening brings my

cure

victims,

sation.
The exercises m the loage room were interspersed with songs, duets and trios, by Messrs.
Monroe and Watts, and Miss Annie Ayers.—
Mrs. John L. Shaw presided at tire piano.

tain Side," and “’Tis
to thee.”

preparation.

Progress of the Revolution.—A new
light dawned upon the world with the introduction of Plantation Bitters twelve years
ago. Drastic purgation went out—restoration
and renovation came in. The eyes of the people were opened to the great fact that the way

reporter left the company in the full enjoyment
of the good things set before them, which were

choral.

this

dec30th-ded&wlt

where an elegant collation had been spread for
the brethren and their guests by D. E. Reed, of
Lancaster Hall building. Plates were laid for
250 people, and there were no vacant seats. The
tables were splendidly laid out and decorated,
and the bill of fare was sumptuous. The Press

apieed

peculiar to

and are

that the officers of Ancient Brothers Lodge, No.
4, had been installed in ample form; and the
company adjourned to the dining hall above,

and merry

while its

and

Brothers, $3,287.64; Ligonia, $254.
Mr. Traver, a member, here presented N. G.
Cummings, the Secretary, with a fine gold pen,
in behalf of some of the brethren; which act

laughter, jokes

everywhere
jan5 d&w

commendations they

rt.

brethren, $654,144.14; total for relief, $907,933,
66; amount of receipts, $3,112,492.09. The total
amount of relief afforded by the lodges in Maine

with

depot

be nothing to fear as to security. The National and Orient, are both new—clean Companies, organized since the great fire in Chicago, each having the ample capital of $500,000
all paid up.

than had been heretofore granted to them.
regard to the charities of the order he stated
that from $7000 to $8000 per annum is systematically given yearly by the Odd Fellows of

4

the interests of the uuion passenger

can

room

front, and

this

for the Million, and Millions
for Insurance !
The advertisement of Messrs. W. D. Little &
Co. in our columns to-day speaks for itself.
The old agency of Messrs. Little & Co. (established in 1843) is well known in this city and
State. In the revolution which has taken place
in Insurance matters, in consequence of the
Chicago conflagration, it is well to know that
with such companies as the Old Phiexix, the
New National, and Orient, of Hartford, the
Staunch International and Hoffman, of
New York and the Exchange of Boston, there

In

Ha

special meeting

Insurance

in substance,
becoming less secret, and he had no doubt
that at some future time, women would be permitted to see more of the inside of the lodge

nftxt, called for.

a

MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.

Fellowship, he said

was

Council at

movement._

was

H. Rip.h

City

evening will take important action in relation

Treasurer. The hall was completely filled by
members of the Order, their wives and lady
friends and invited guests. After the Lodge
was opened, the Grand Lodge came in and were
received with the honors, the officers of the G.
L. taking their official stations in the room.—
After the installation ceremonies had been concluded, P. G. R. Kingsbury was called out, and
spoke for some time concerning Odd Fellowship, its objects, growth, operations, and especially of the relations of the wives of members
to the Order, made closer by the degree of Re-

"P. ft f!

expected

the executors.

Fellowship—Public Installation of

Odd

it is

Mb. Goddard’s Will.—Hon. Charles W.
Goddard is sole executor of the will of his
father, Henry Goddard, Esq. In case of his
death the will provided that Hon. W. W.
Thomas and Hon. A. P. Morrill should be the
executors, and if either of the latter died the
place was to be filled by Hon Nathan
Webb. The hasty glance we gave the instrument Wednesday led us into the mistake as to

City

bekah.

Tuesday evening

that
a lecture on the past, present and future of
Maine will be delivered by a member of the
Association.

& Ray.
Swett & Coombs.
The grand jury will probably not report before Saturday forenoon.
Cobb

Odd

gentlemen.

er

The

The question of the proprietorship of certain
lands is likely to be soon tested, as the Executive Council in one of its last sessions passed
an order directing the Land Agent to prosecute
such parties as are cutting timber under permits
from the European & North American Kailroad Company as trespasses. The result will
SCHOOL SUPERVISION.

Superintendent Johnson is making up some
of the last figures of his report, and these are
The cost of County
certainly gratifying.
Supervision, including salaries and every other
item for the year is $15,640.96. The sum appropriated was $16,000. The whole expense of
the institutes will not exceed $3,500. The

appropriated was $8000. Forty institutes were held during the year, attended by
4000 teachers. This year every institute was
conducted by residents of the State.
The Legislature will probably adjourn from
to-morrow to Monday.
amount

LEGISLATURE.

MAINE

SENATE,
In the Senate Mr. Hinks presented a remonstrance of W. E. Hadlock afrainst, t)i« rio-ht, of
John Moore to a seat in the Senate. Referred
to the Committee on Senatorial votes.
2000 copies of the Governor’s Address were
ordered to he printed. Harry Rutherford was

appointed folder.

In the Senate the standing
committees were appointed as follows: On engrossed bills, Messrs. Sawyer, Davis, Farrington, Foster of Penobscot, Philbrick, Nickels,

Pennell, Humphrey, Dunning.
On hills in second reading, Messrs. Hayford,
May, Dingley, Irish, Hawes, Hincks, Kennedy,
Smith, Kimball, Hobbs, Chaplin, Moore.
HOUSE.

The House met at 10 o’clock a. in. On motion of Mr. Wilson a bill an act to authorize
certain towns and cities to aid in the construction and equipment of the Knox and Lincoln
Railroad was passed- to be engrossed under a

suspension of the rules.
IN CONVENTION.

At 1-4 of 11 o’clock, a. m. a convention of
both branches was formed and the following
State officers were duly elected:—Secretary of

State,
Stacey; Attorney General, Thos.
11. Reed; Adjt. General, Benj. B.
Murray; Land
Agent, Parker P. Burleigh; seven State CounGeo. G.

cillors were also elected as follows: District
1st,
E. G. Harlow of Dixfield; 2nd, F. N. Dow of
Portland; 3rd, J. R. Pulsifer of Poland; 4th.
M. Y. B. Chase of Augusta; 5th, Geo. Weeks
of Jefferson; 6th Silas C. Hatch of Bangor; 7th

Cyrus M. Powers of Houlton.
In Convention Sidney Perharn was duly inaugurated Governor of Maine and delivered his
annual address.
By the report of the Committee on Gubernatorial votes it appears the whole number of
votes returned was 105,897—Sidney Perharn had
58,285, C. P. Kimball had 47,578, scattering 33.
The towns of Trescott, Benton, Carthage, and
Plantation of Milton, sent blauk returns, properly signed. Wallagrass returned 42 votes
cast, but for whom they were cast the returns
did not say.

County,

were

The returns from Newfield, York
so mutilated they could not be

counted.
CUBAN MATTERS.
Washington, Jan. 4.—Gen. Sickles called at
the State Department to-day and was engaged
with Secretary Fish several hours on the subject of Spanish and Cuban affairs. He will
leave Washington to-morrow and speud Saturday with Gen. Grant in Philadelphia and return
to Washington early next week.
Towards the
last of the month he will take passage for Madrid.
THE POLICY OF THE GOVERNMENT.

From

sources

altogether reliable it is

t.il.ilipfl that thp nrlniiniqfriiiimi

its policy on the Cuban question, but will continue to act according to the principles heretofore declared, namely, that while it will observe
strict neutrality in regard to the difficulties now
existing in the Island of Cuba, it cannot consent that our merchant vessels be molested in
their lawful pursuits or overhauled and examined unless found committing some violation of
Spanish authority. This they can only do by
landing guns and munitions of war. Our naval
officers have therefore been frequently instructed to give full protection to American citizens
and American commerce whenever an opportunity shall occur for so doing,
THE

FLORIDA,

So in accordance with this policy our government has protested against the act of the Spanish naval officer in boarding and searching the
Florida on the high seas, and has required the

Spanish government, first,

to

apologize;second,

to disavow the act of the officer; third, to punish him; and fourth, to pay damages. That the
Spanish government will meet the requirements is not doubted; as was previously said
in the official communication, the searching of
our vessels was a subject
in which the United
States has always been very sensitive and on
which they went to war with Great Britain in
1812.
THE HORNET.

With regard to the Hornet, there will be.no
difficultuy, as the Congress has been despatched
to Port au Prince to convey her to an American
port. If a Spanish Minister alleges that she
has committed a breach of our neutrality she
will be amenable to our laws and not to those
of Spain. While it is true that Sagosta, who is
at the head of the Spanish ministry, is known
to be hostile to the United States, it is also
known that he has no power to do any harm, as
his party in the Cortes is in a minority and
would therefore outvote him on any policy unfriendly to this country.
SPANISH MILITARY EXPENDITURES.

It is

matter of official record that about
seven months ago, Gen. Sickles, in conversation with a distinguished Spanish General,
whose official employment afforded him ample
means of accurate information, was informed
that more than $40,000,000 have been expended
for military purposes during the year then passed in Cuba. He did not state whether or not
not this large sum included any portion of the
amount disbursed for the fleet of gunboats
maintained in those waters especially with refIt was further staerence to the insurrection.
ted that the aggregate force under arms exceeded 100,000 men, more than half of them
regular troops, and that the losses of the army
in Cuba from various casualties of the service
exceeded 18,000 men. It was a Spanish Generals’ impression that the insurgent force did not
number more than 0000 of all arms. Gen.
Sickles then heard from trustworthy sources
likely to be well informed that the insurgents
lost no ground of importance; that their troops
better disciplined than ever, and|that in several
recent actions they had gained considerable advantage over the Spanish troops, many of
whom are reported as deserting to the insura

gents.
CONNECTICUT.
A CLUE TO

THE

WINDSOR LOCKS HORROR.

Hartford, Conn., Jan. 4.—Pending the examination before the jury of inquest over the
Windsor Locks horror to-day a clue was obtained to the perpetrators of the deed. It appears that ou the 9th of Deoembor two young
men, apparently French Canadians, and giving
the names ot George and Edward Davis, and
claiming to be brothers, engaged as wood choppers with Hannibal Wright of North Suffield
not far from the farm where the tragedy occurred. They occupied a small house liy themselves, and told the people of the neighborhood
that they had a brother and a sister living in
Washington, Mass. They borrowed guns, one
an old fashioned flint lock, which had been
altered over, of Mr. Wright. On Saturday last
they disappeared, taking the guns with them.
One wore a light overcoat, very much worn on
the shoulders, and liad on rubber boots, and
the other was dressed in dark clothes. One is
The guns, which
a little taller than the other.
were the weapons to flo the killing, were found
on Wednesday, and one has “bean identified as
The description
that which Wright owned.
by those who saw them leavgiven of the men
ing {he house where the triple murder was committed corresponds with that furnished by persons living where the
Davises worked, and
there is no doubt of the identity. It was also
ascertained to-day that the murderers, after

leaving Windsor EopjfS i q’clfJPk qj? T'-'t'sd'W.
went to Tqriilville, seven miles distant, add
took drinks at a saloon, wljere q large roll of
sliinplasters was exhibited, and munired of the
to Buffalo, and folproprietor the nearest routecame
to this city on
lowing his direction they
the evening tjvjin. Nothing more is known of
their movements, though if ?9 fciared they have
to

Canada and wnl escape.

SYNOPSIS Of WEATHER BRPORTS ROB
TWENTY-FOUR HOURS.

New York, 1st June, 1871.
For sale by W. W- Whipple ft
gists, Portland, and by Druggists

THR pAST

OF AN

EX-SENATOR,

Wilmington, Jan. 4.—Dr. Arnold Nauilain,
U. S. Senator from Delaware, from 1830 to 1836,
and afterwards Collector of this port, died today aged 82.

morrow.

NEW YORK.
THE CUSTOM

THE

PRISONERS RELEASED ON BAIL.

New

New Orleans, Jan. 4.—In the Legislature
yesterday there was no quorum in the Senate.
In the House Mr. White introduced a resolution authorizing the appointment of a committee to investigate the charge of
conspiracy and
fraud against Carr and Dewees, and while the
w
voted
as
being
upon, Carr moved in
question
an excited manner that the Speaker’s chair be
declared vacant, ami that Henry Waters be
elected Speaker. A cry of “Aye” ran through
the House, and thirty or forty members advanced simultaneously toward the Speaker’s chair,
but were checked by the sudden appearance on
the platform of a number of persons, who
emerged from the Speaker’s private office. The
greatest excitement prevailed, the reporters
leaving their seat, and every man in the House
rising. Speaker Carter stepping from the desk
announced that the action of the House was
revolutionary. He called them to order and order was finally restored. On the test question
the Warmothites claim six majority against
Carter.
New York, Jan. 4.—A New Orleans special
of last night says that the Warmoth-Carter imbroglio is fast approaching a crisis. For three
days the House of Representatives has been in
the Warmoth
a state of intense excitement,
party struggling to oust Speaker Carter from
his seat, and nearly every member armed for a

fight.

The Senate has been without a quorum for
three days. The majority, being of the Custom
House wing, will not recognize Pinchback as
Lieutenant Governor, and Warmotk threatens
to issue orders declaring the seats of Senators
He made overtures
vacant who do not attend.
to the Democrats that if they would oppose the
other wing of the party he would give them
anything they might ask. They rejected his
offer unless he would consent to resign his office. Such is the report. It is expected that
to-morrow a bitter and bloody strife will occur
in the House and perhaps in the Senate. Great
excitement prevails.
RUN OVER

Davidson,

BY

AN ENGINE.

prominent citizen, while
driving a buggy near Magnolia bridge, yesterday, was run over and killed by a dummy engine on the Jackson railroad.
John

a

LATER.

New Orleans, Jan. 4.—The excitement in
political circles continues. After the House
adjourned yesterday the friends of Warmouth

asserted that Speaker Carter was surrounded by
an armed mob. The men, about fifteen in number, who suddenly appeared upon the platform
yesterday in the rear of the Speaker’s desk, certainly checked the contemplated movement of
putting Carter out by force. To guard against
the influence of such parties 200 Metropolitan
police were ordered on duty at the Mechanics’
Institute early this morning and a detachment
of the City Guards. The military are said to be
stationed in supporting distance.
It is stated
that the adherents of Carter last night called
upon Gen. Emory for troops, to be used if the
emergency required them. AtG o’clock this
morning about 200 colored troons with two Gattling guri3 marched up from the barracks and
were stationed in the Custom House.
The factions, therefore, are about equally matched as
regards force.
The Times says that affairs at the State House
are in a feverish condition, but there are no indications of violence. Early iu the morning a
large crowd gathered around the building, and
among the rest were numbers of the MetropoliThe door leadtan police and oat of uniform.
ing from the hall in front of the Senate Chamber to the yard was closed and guarded by half
a dozen Metropolitan police, who were stationed at the door of both the House and Senate,
and a squad was kept in readiness at the main
entrance. The Crescent City Club was also present in force, and by 11 o’clock the sidewalks on
each side of the street were filled with men.
Lobbyists appeared busy then in the streets,
and much discussion arose over the proposed
contest.
Many stated openly that several more
members had been brought over to Warmouth’s
and
it was asserted that one specially,
side,
whose name was given, received 5510,000, but
not being cognizant of the fact, we give the
statement on hearsay.
The Speaker of the
House spent most of the morning in the Custom House.
At half past 11 he reached the
State House. The Governor was already there,
but they did not meet a member df the
opposition. Most of the colored members quickly followed, and with great difficulty forced their
way through the over-crowded lobby into the
Hall of Representatives.
ARREST OF OOV. WARMOUTH AND HIS FRIENDS.

Gossip

still continued, when at about quarter
o’clock general attention was attracted to
carriages which drove up to the State
House. The inmates of the carriage at once
walked into the Governor’s office, followed by a
small knot of bystanders. Warrants were presented for the arrest of Gov. Warmoutli, Mr.
Dewees, Gen. Campbell and a number of others.
The Governor, glancing at the documents, said
to those accused, “Gentlemen, you mustat
once accompany the Marshal,” and turuimfto
the deputy, asked him if he was authorized^ to
take bonds for their appearance. The marshal
replied that he was not, but he thought there
would be no difficulty iu procuring their release
on proper security.
To the question who issued the writs, he answered, Commissioner Wilfley.
The Governor was then handed a warrant for
his own arrest, and informed by the marshal
that it was not proposed to take him, but simply to request him to appear when notified.
The Governor replied that he would be happy
to accompany him if he desired it.
The marshal replied that such was not his wish. He
stated further that he did not propose to use
force. Gen. Barber, he asserted, bad refused
to accompany him to the Commissioner'8 office,
but he did not intend to force liis attendance.
Thanking the Governor for the desire to see the
law executed, the marshal withdrew and with
the parties accused were driven rapidly to the
Custom House,
Superintendent Badger was also arrested and
went with Gen. Campbell and
Capt. Elannagan
in a cab. The arrests were made in the quietest
manner and few in the crowd were aware what
had been done until some minutes after the
parties had driven off. Subsequently at 12 o’clock the House was called to order by Speaker
Carter. An attempt was made to break up a
quorum by the friends of Warmouth retiring,
but was unsuccessful, 53 members remaining as
it appeared by a call of the House.
At the
time the utmost excitement prevailed both1 inside and outside of the chamber, although unattended by any violent manifestations. The
carriages containing the arrested parties were
rapidly driven off and finally drew'up in front
of the custom house, where amid considerable
excitement they were ushered into the general
business office of the United States Marshal,
Gen. Campbell aud Supt. Badger going immediately into the private office. Capt. Badger
and Gen. Campbell in a few moments came
out and immediately proceeded to the United
States Commissioner’s office where he commenced a perusal of the official document, which
proved an affidavit of which the following is a
copy:
United States of America: District of Lou isiana.
Personally appeared before mo, at my office in the
city of New Orleans, on the 4th day of January,
1872, F. Schumaker, Harry H. Stevens, Henry C.
Pearson and J. C. Wilson, who being duly sworn,
say that they are citizens of the United States; that
they have reliable information and verily believe
and therefore charge the following persons, to wit:
Henry C. Warmouth, P. B. Pinchbaek, Hugh J.
Campbell, A. B. Harris, A. E. Barber, Mortimer
Carr, E. W. Dewees, Charles W. Ringfold, Peter
Hari>er, W. B. Barrett, L- W. Sauer, John Gartskillp, J, B, Stamp, James T. Houston, D. C. Stanton, Dewitt C. Brown, J. N. Bowan, Paulin Frauklin, D. C. Cocksell, R. Blunt, Emerson Beulley, Harry Mahoney, Walter R. Way land* J. A. Massicot. A.
S. Badger, 'Capt. T. Flaunagun, and Capt. B, Edgeworth, that they have in the city of New Orleans on
the 1st, second or 3d day of January, 1872, made unlawful combination and conspiracy in the State of
to 12
two

Louisiana of a secret character for the purpose of obstructing aud hindering the execution of the laws
thereof, also those of the United States; the purpose
of said conspiracy being to deprive representatives in
the General Assembly of the State of Louisiana, both
in their individual and representative character, of
rights, privileges and immunities as such under the
laws and constitution, both in the State of Louisiana
and the United States.
That the constituted authorities of said State are unable in part and are unto
them
in
the enjoyment of these,
willing
protect
thereby denying said citizens and representatives of
their equal rights under such constitutions and laws;
that by the means of said conspiracy said parties have
taken violent and illegal possession of thelJali of the
House of Representatives; have attempted violently
to eject the Speaker of said House and have been engaged in bribing aud corrupting divers members of
said House, and have used and are using means of intheir dutimidation to detgj- others from
ties and incite riot; all against the peace and dignity
of the United States.
T. S. Schumaer, M. D„
(Sigued,)

discharging

Harry n. Stevens,
H. It. Pearson,
J. P. Wilson.
Sworn to and subscribed before me this 4th day of

January,

1872.

F. A. Woolfley.

United States Commissioner,
u«cjr

squads of
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and two.
At twenty-five minutes past 12 o’clock the Governor entered the
court room accompanied by the Deputy Marshal and was loudly cheered
by those assembled
and cries of “Gall 'the Senate to order,” “We
have a quorum." “Good for the Governor.”
The Governor looked around and cried “Order,
gentlemen, order!" The uproar subsided and
the Governor tool? his chair.
All the rest
flocked around him. Considerable inquiry was
made as to what was going to be done in the
case.
After consulting with the District Attorney he said he would accept bail. The
one

then called apt) tl(e following
named persons were found to be present: henry
C. Warmouth, Hugh J. Campbell, A. B. Harris, W. D. Burrett, A. ii. Barker, E. W. Dewees, Peter Harper, W. B. Harper, James D.
Huuston, Gaia. Fiauuigan, and A. S. Badger,
They were all released on $500 ball to appear
wl)en cited; Warmouth pn his owu recognizance

and the rest

on

the bond of James Hern-

andez,

t'Uer.—When the Senate

met to-day there
quorum. On motion the seats of the
following members were declared vacant:—A.
H. Hempstead, of Iberville, Charles Abel and
D. Cady Stanton, of liassier. The following
seated:—A. G. Desland, of Iberville;
ratt and Scanlan, of Bossier. The report of
the Committee Oil Elections, which was
adopted, unseats McFarland and La' Sallm'ers, of St.
Martin, and seats Cnstell and Sevan; unseats
■SV.'W. \yerland, of Sabine ; seats J. ii Smart,
and also unseats L. D. Saur, of Avayelles.
Those unseated were friends of Warmouth.
Three of those seated are of the opposition.
Four Republicans, one Conservative and one
Democrat of the now members were qualified,
and the Speaker was authorized to appoint a
sufficient number of sergeants-at-arms to protect the House and preserve order without the
presence of the metropolitan police. The House
then adjourred till noon
The Evening Republican claims that the action of the House to-day is illegal, and that
thero was no quorum, there being
only fifty-one
members present, inuluding the Speaker.
was

HOUSE

no

to-morpbw.

Jn response to a proclamation of the Governor fifty members of the House met this afterNo quorum being present a
noon at 5 o’clock.
sergeant-at-arms was instructed to bring in all
members found in the building. Several Democrats were found in the Governor’s office
and brought in, thereby completing
the

Railroad Company was held Wednesday, and it
voted to increase its capital stock.
,T. P. Willison, a wealthy and prominent citizen of
Northampton, Mass., died Thursday,
J
aged US.
The Lal>or Reformers of Connecticut have
nominated A. R. Harrison for Governor.
M ember Report, Jan.
4, 19 V. Id.
War Department, Signal
Service, U. S Armv Divisions of Telegrams and Reports for the benefit of

The new Board of Aldermen to-day passed a
resolution refusing to recognize the' Mayor’s
right to appoint members ot the Board, and ordered minutes of appointments expunged from
the records. The clerks of the old Board were
removed.
VARIOUS MATTERS.

About 8100,000 were paid out to depositors by
the Third Avenue Savings Bank to-day, anil
$200,000 were added to the funds by the sale of
securities.
O’Conor and Pecham, on behalf of the people, and Courtney and Beach, on behalf of Connolly, will argue in a motion to vacate the order
of arrest before the Supreme Court, at Albany,
to-morrow.
There were twelve new cases of small pox to-

day.
The

will of Thomas C. Moore, formerly of
Brooklyn, giving half a million dollars to charitable and missionary societies, is under contest
in the Supreme Court.
The verdict of the coroner’s jury accuses Jno.
Magner of tho murder of Patrick Murphy, in
Williamsburg, Christmas night.
A

QUIET DAY AT ROCHESTER.

Robhester, Jan. 4.—-Quiet reigns in the viof the jail and did all night. The police
and military do not permit gatherings ill Exchange and other streets leading to the' jail.—
The feeling against the military is subsiding,
and as the testimony comes in it becomes clear-

cinity

that the military were attacked with stones
and pieces of wood on the fatal night, and even
pistols fired at them. The military and police
are still on duty and will remain so for the present.
A man named Rockwell, who knocked a soldier down yesterday, was this afternoon sent to
the Penitentiary for six months.
Howard, the negro, still insists that he is inHis victim is improving.
nocent.
Two of the wounded are considered in a critical condition, but hones are entertained that
they will recover.
er

THE ROCHESTER TROUBLE—THE

NEGRO

SENT

TO STATE PRISON.

Howard,the

negro who outraged the girl Ochs,
and about which such an excitement was caused, was secretly conveyed to the Court Room
this evening at half past nine, and was arraigned on the indictment and pleading guilty was
sentenced by Judge Smith to twenty years hard
labor in the Auburn State Prison. The prisoner was
immediately removed and quietly taken
to Auburn. This proceeding of the Court and
authorities it is believed will satisfy the ends of
justice and avoid shedding of innocent blood.
CRIME.

Buffalo, Jan.
McGlaughlin, late

4.—Charlotte Wilson, alias
of Toronto, resident of the
infected district, died last night from abuse,
said to have been inflicted by Ann Kelley, a notorious prostitute.
Ann Maguire, late of Dunkirk, was arrested
on complaint of bigamy,
preferred by her former husband, named Spech, of Dunkirk.
FATAL RAILROAD ACCIDENT.

Watertown,

Jan. 4.—A train was thrown
from the track on the Watertown Sc Cartilage
railroad this afternoon, three miles north of
here. Superintendent Williams, who was standing in the doorway of the baggage car, fell out
as the car went over the bank and was jammed
under it. No other person injured. The cause
of the accident is unknown,
KENTUCKY.
KU-KLUX RAID.

Cincinnati, Jan. 4.—A special from Frankfort, Kentucky, states that a band of twenty

Ku-Klux raided upon some negroes near that
place on the night of the 22d, whipping one'and
ordering the others to leave on pam of death.
One farmer was notified to employ none but
white laborers. It is declared that the purpose
of these outlaws is to drive negroes from the

country.

FOREIGN.
GREAT

BRITAIN.

THE ALABAMA CLAIMS—AN ENGLISH BEN
BUTLER.

London, Jan. 4.—Messrs. Gravesend and
Rathbone, members of Parliament for Liver-

pool, in speeches delivered at a meeting of their
constituents yesterday evening, referred to the
treaty for the settlement of the Alabama claims
in terms of the highest praise, and advocated

alliance between Great Britain and the United
States.
The treaty and the American claims under it
are the leading topics of the publio journals at
the present time. The Advertiser alone
opposes the treaty.
It declares that the English
Commissioners were outwitted, that England is
bound baud and foot, and if the Geneva board
should award the United States all they offensively claim, war would he less injurious to England ‘than a settlement. It appeals to England
to withdraw from the treaty vyhich is an insult
to the country.
RUSSIA.
RECALL OF CATACAZY.

London, Jan. 4.—Prince Gortscliakoff in a
recent communication to Mr. Curtin, the American Minister, announces that the Russian government has concluded to recall Minister Catacazy from Washington. Prince Gortschakoff
writes that the difficulty arose and culminated
during his absence from the Capital. Instructions have been sent to Catacazy to transfer the
legation at Washington to Other hands and return to St. Petersburg,
The Prince says that
lie cannot but regret that some of the correspondence in regard to the matter at Washington appeared wanting in the respect due the
representative of the Russian Empire, He continues : ‘‘We shall consider the conduct of
Catacazy when he has h»d opportunity of presenting his case in person, as he formally denies
tne justice ot tue complaints mane against mm
in Washington. We must suspend judgment
till we have heard his defence.” Tho Prince in
conclusion declares these unfortunate circumstances wijl not, he feels confident, impair the
old and cordial friendship between the United
States and Russia, of which there has been so
recent demonstration in the reception of Tho
Grand Duke Alexis.
telegraphic items.
Important demonstrations were made by the
Irishmen of Liverpool Wednesday night in favor of “Home Rule” for Irelaud.
Mr, Sullivan, editor of the Dublin Nation, addressed the
meeting, The audience was enthusiastic, The

proceedings were orderly,
Albany speoials state that Senators

do not appear anxious that O’Donovan ltossa should take
Tweed’s seat. It is believed that Tweed will be
thrown out, Rossa ignored and a new election
ordered.
The Daily Telegraph reports that the International Society have bought large quantities
of French arms captured by the Germans during the Jafe war.
stroke in New York Thursday,
and his condition is dangerous.
Gov. Washburn of Massachusetts, will be inaugurated to-day. The Massachusetts House
has ehosou Rev. W. H. Cudworth, Unitarian,

apoplectic

chaplain.
Milwaukee gave Alexis

a grand ball Wednesday night, and he has gone back to Chicago.
In Manchester, Eng., Wednesday a phureh
was struck by llghtuing and burned, and there

shook of earthquake at Sheffield.
Gov. McCook of Colorado, reoommends the
abolition of the grand jury system.
The
Chicago grand jury lias recommenced investigating tne Aldermanic bribery cases, and
will continue until the work is thoroughly accomplished. It is understood that the trials
will commence on the 15th. Alderman Glade
will be first tried.
The Clifton Springs Hotel was burned Thur*
day morning. Loss $120,000; partially insured.
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Horse, Hack, Cow, Sleighs, Puugs,
Ac., at Auction.

Wilkinson

next, at 11 A. M,
shall sell
ON SATURDAY

BENEFIT

And last night bul

on«

of the

Portland Favorite,

One

Good Hack, Bunucre aud Wheel..

One

Horae,

One

Cow,

Trimmed and Cntrimmed Mleifha,
Pung«, HnrneMfN, Set.
F. O. BAILEY A
CO., Auciioucen.
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xt. at 2J o’clock P. M.,
shall
ONWare
to close consignments, Groceries and CrockLake! ery
in variety. A largo part of the stock is sta-

do28td

GRAND

BALL,
8,’’7!$.

ANNIVERSARY OF

Jackson’s

Victory

Manchester’s Full

the P. & O. R.

tt.,

will leave P.

K. Depot at 6 45, p. m., stopping at Cumberland
Mills, S. Windham and White Rock, for the accommodation of parties
wishing to attend the Bali; Returning after the dance. Tickets half fare.
Per Order Committee of Arrangement.
Standisli, Jan. 3d, 1872.
ja4td

Assembly.

MR. J. W. RAYMOND,
his second course in connection with
his School at

commence

L A.N C -A. S T 15 R

HALL!

Moudajr Evening, Jan. 8.
Tickets 75c, admi’. !*i<7 Gent and Lady.
Also will commence his third term at the
Hall on Friday Evening, Jan 12th.
Tickets, Gents $1. Lady $2.
ja5dt 12

new......*

same

BURN ETT’S

Carolina 6’s, new. 14
Carolina 6’s, new. 24
The following wore the quotations for Pacific Railroad securities:

STANDARD FLAVORING EXTRACTS!

Central Pacific bonds..
Union Pacific
Union Pacific
Union Pacific land grants.
79a

Soda

rriD

Union Pacific income bonds...!*.*.!!!!!!!!
83}
New Yokk, Jan.
4—Evening.—Money was stringent at the close till a short time before close of
bank
hours; J per cent, and interest was the rate, but laier
the rate decliued to Gold iuterest to 1-32.
This was
only after a majority of the brokers had supplied their
wants at the bank and with the leading Government
bond dealers. The market was
quoted at 7 per cent.
Gold steady at 109} @ 109}. The last rate for carrying was 3-32. The assistant treasurer paid out $40,-

account of the 5-20’s redeemed, making total
thus far of $22,537,000 on account of the January interest, making total of $7,750,000; the clearings were
$47,000,000. Sterling Exchange nominal at 109} a)
109}. Governments dull anti steady. The Treasury
awarded $566,200 at 109 @ 109 12-100. State bonds
quiet and steady. The Money stringency had unfavorable influence on the values of stocks and
during
the earlier hours of the day railway aud miscellaneous shares declined } to 1} i>er cent., but on the easing up in Money at the close there was a partial recovery followed by weakness and lower prices again.
on

The following are the closing quotations of Government securities:
United States coupon 6’s, 1881.114}
United
Uuited
United
United

States 5-20’s 1862.110

States 5-20’s 1864.110}
States 5-20’s 1865, old. 112}
States 5-2U’s 1865, new.111}
United States 5-20’s 1867.112#
United States 5-20’s
112}
United States 10-10’s., coupon.1094

1868.!!.

Currency

6’s.114}

The following were the closing quotations of
Stocks:
Western Union Telegraph Co. 684
Pacific Mail.. 551
N. Y. Central and Hudson River consolidated.... 944
N. Y. Central and Hudson River consolidated sep 89}
Erie. 34|
Erie preferred. 65

Harlem..
Harlem preferred.120

Reading.Ill}
Central
Michigan

ex-div.114

Lake Shore &

Michigan Southern. 93}
Illinois Central.133
Cleveland & Pittsburg. .128
Chicago & North Western. 66}

Chicago & Northwestern preferred. 88
Chicago & Rock Island.1054
Milwaukie & St. Paul.. [.. 554
Milwaukie & St. Paul preferred.
79
Pittsburg & Port Wayne.95
Domestic Markets.

New York, Jan. 4—Evening.—Cotton more
active;
sales 4683 bales; Middling uplands at
20fc. Flour
a shade
firmer: sales 7200 bbls; State 5 80 @ 7 15;
round hoop Ohio 6 60 @7 25; Western 5 80
@7 35
Southern 6 70 @ 9 25.
Wheat 2@3c higher; sales
7,000 bush; No 1 Spring 1 60 @ 1 604 delivered: No 2
at 1 55 a) 1 57 in store; Nos. 2 and 3 Mixed at 1
53;
\V bite State 1 75; White
Michigan 167 @ 1 75; Winter Red Western 1 59 @ 1 62. Corn steady: sales 53.uuu
ousij ; new Aiixeti Western 78
q} 79; old 80$c.—
Oats quiet; sales 28,000 bush at 54$ @ 57c. Beef
quiet.
Pork dull; new mess 14 00 @ 14 25; old do 13
00@
13 37. Lard dull at 9 @9|c. Butter
steady. Whiskey heavy and lower at 91$ @ 92$c, closing at 92 @
92$c. Rice quiet at 8$ @ 8$c. Sugar steady; Muscovado 8} ® 9kj; refining 9 @ 9}c. Coffee
firm; Rio 19
New Orleans 45 a' 55c.—
@21$c. Molasses firm;
Naval Stores—Spirits Turpentine firm at 89c. Rosin
nominal at 4 80 @5 00 tor strained. Petroleum
steady;
crude 13$c;
refined 23}. Tallow steady 8} @ 94c.
h reights to Liverpool heavy; Cotton,
per steam, id.
Gram per steam 6d; do sail 5d j»er 60 pounds.
Chicago, Jan. 4.—Flour in improved demand.—
Wheat opened with sj>eculative demand and
higher
but dowd weak ; No 1 Spring at 1
24$ @ 1 25; No 2
(lo 1 22J; No 3 do at 1 12 @ 113,
Corn hail a speculative demand and Is higher; No 2 Mixed at
40}c; rejected .37 J @ 38c, Oats hail a speculative demand and
are higher; No. 2 at 32 @
32Jc; rejected 294e. Rye in
fair demand and stronger; No 1 at 65:
rejected 57 ®
58c. Barley closed active and
higher; No 2 Bile: No 3
at 47 @ 47|; rejected 41 @ 42o. Fork
at 13 15
steady
@ 15 00. Lard active and higher at 88c. Hams in
pickle 8 @ 9c. Green Meats nominal. Bulk Meats
unchanged. Hogs active and firm at 4 05 @4 15;
dressed 5 00. Whiskey
drooping at 87Jo.

16,000 bbls flouri ^i000 bush wheat, 000,O00 bush corn, 25,000 bush oats,
25,000 bush rye,10,000
1
bush barley, 91,000 hogs.
Shipments—3,000 bbls flour, 0,000 bush wheat lo 050
bush corn,
bush oats, 0,000 bush
J
* 5 000
bush barley, 5000 hogs.

Soups, Gravies,
The

superiority

There is
used

are

no

human stomach.
Extracts are warranted perfectly free from
the poisonous oils and acUls tchich enter into the
composition qf many of the factitious fruit flavors
These

Cincinnati, Jan. 4,—Pork—full prices asked but
flo demand: quoted at 13 50.
Lard full prices asked but in no demand; quoted 8$ @
9$c. Bulk Meats,
demand light; holders firm; clear sides 6} ® 6$c. Bacon in light demand; holders
firm; shoulders 68c;
stiles 7J !uj 7J. Live Hogs in fair demand and firm at
4 25 it 4 50; receipts 750
head; total packed to date
564,000 heail. Cattle active anil higher at 4 00 (& 6 25
Whiskey steady at 89c.
Milwaukee, Jan. 4.—Flour unchanged. Wheat
steady; No 1 at 1 24J; No 2 at 1 22. Oats firm; No 2
at 32Jc. Corn in fair demand and
higher; No 2 Mixed
at 41c.

fair demand and higher; No 1 at CLc.
Barley dull; No 2 Fall at 60jc.
Receipts—1,000 bbls flour, 29,000 bush wheat
Toledo, Jan. 4.—Flour steadv. Wheat Arm and
a shade higher; No 3 White Wabash
140; Amber
Michigan 1 4SJ; No 2 Beil at 1 41. Com steady; ldgh
mixed 49c; low iio 48J: Yellow 49J. Oats firm and a
shade better; No 1 at 42; No 2 at 40J; Michigan 41.
Ubablestok, Jan 4.-Cotton quiet and firm; Middilng uplands 19$c.
Savannah, Jun. 4.—Cotton active; Middling uplands 19}c.
Mobile, Jan. 4.—Cotton quiet; Middling uplands
Rye

in

Ne\v

Obleaks,
uplands l!)|c.

Jan.

Londok, Jan. 4—11.30
money and account.

A. M.—Consols at 928 for

American Securities—U. S. 5-20’s 1862,924; do 1865.
Old, 9iJ; do 1867, 94J; U. S. 10-40,s,.92.
FBAmcroBS, Jan. 4—11.30 A. M.—U. S. 5-20’s
lob*, Jl’j.
Liverpool, Jan. 4—10.30 A. M.—Cotton active
firmer; Middling uplands lOd; do Orleans lOkl;
sales 20.000 bales.
London, Jan. 4—Noon.—Consols 928. American

quiet and steady.
Liverpool, Jan. 4—2 P. M.—Cotton excited; Middling uplands 10$ @ 10$d; do Orleans 10} @ 10$d;
sales estimated at
securities

25,000 bales, of which 10,000 bales
export ami speculation.
Jan. 4—Evening.—Linseed Cakes £10 13s
@ £10 15s. Common Rosin 12s 6d @ 12s 9d.
wera

for

London,

Freights.
New Orleans, Dec. 30.—There is no steamer on
the berth for Liverpool, but several
engagements have
been made on one to arrive at
§d for Cotton. A ship
wos taken for Genoa at
l$c, 2 ships for Liverpool at
$<1, and ono for Cork for orders. The rates areCotton by steam for Liverpool Jd; Bremen 13-16d, New
York $c; Sugar to New York $8, Molasses 7c. Sail—

to*New

terdam and Hamburg lie; Sugar
4> bhd; Molasses $1 50
bbl.

York $4 50

Boatou Stock List.
[Sales at the Broker’s Board, Jan. 4.]
Union Pacific Land Grants 7s.
Vermont Central 1st Mortgage 7s.
United States 5-20s, 1864,.
July, 1865.
American Gold.

Portland,

are

not

only

true to their

names, but are prepared from fruits of the best quality, and so highly concentrated that a small quantity
only need be used.

They have stood the test of eighteen years time and
competition, and are pronounced unrivalled by the
most eminent connoisseurs, proprietors qf the leading
hotels, and prominent dealers in the United States
and Canada.
They are neatly put up in five size
—unpaneled bottles, holding more than paneled
sizes appearing much larger.
They are the best
and cheapest Fruit Extract the market affords
Their Standard quantity and quality will be strictly
maintained.
It is

necessary in some cases for persons de‘Burnett’s Superior Flavoring Extracts,- to insist uj>on obtaining them in order t
avoid many of the factitious brands offered, bccaus
of their larger profits.

siring

JOSEPH BURNETT &

BONDS!
Portland Municipal,.

6’a

82J

Saco and Portsmouth KR.

125
116
1124
7174

Michigan Ceutral Railroad.
Franklin Company, Lewiston.
Peppered Manufacturing Co.

Androscoggin Mills.

130|

FOR

PROMOTING

COCOAINE,

THE

GROWTH OF

AND

BEAUTIFYING THE HAIR,
AND RENDERING IT DARK

The COCOAINE holds, in
proportion of deodorized

a

AND

GLOSSY.

liquid form,

large

a

COCOA-NUT OIL,
PREPARED EXPRESSLY FOR

THIS

OTHER

For sale

by

all

Druggists.

eodly

no29

sn

liOuia,. 6’a

St

Rockland aid R.R.,.

6’a

European

A. R. R., Gold,.

6’a

Portland A Ogdensburg R. R. Gold,..

6’s

Portland Sc Rochester R. R.,.

7’s

Chicago,.

7>»

Toledo,.

S’s

Sc N.

FOR

SALE BY

SWAN & BARRETT,

A

new

MIDDLE

MUZZLE

DOUBLE

Very

Low!

BAILEY, 48 Exchange St.

Sign of the “Golden Rifle.”

no24eodtf sn

Billiard Tables For Sale !
mWO Billiard Tables in good runing order, to
A sold cheap, bv J. B. MOODY, Bridgton, Me.

dec28tf

bt

Auctioneer

NTO 316 Congress St., will sell every evening a large
i.1 assortment of Staple ami
Fancy Goods.
Goods will be sold during the
day in lots to suit
purchasers at wholesale prices. Cash advanced on all
description of goods. Consignments not limited.
February II, 1SKB.
dtf

FACING THE BAYONET !
When soldier* face the bayonet they take the chance
of life or death; but when private
citizens, deceived by
the pretences of unscrupulous dealers, apply poison s
to THEIR HEADS to change the color of their
hair,
they have no idea of the terrible risks they run. The
first analytical chemists have endorsed one hair
dyo
as “free from everything deleterious to
health,” viz:

('hrlstadoro’.s Excelsior Hair Dye
Let the wise anJ prudent stick to that.
shade* of color that are perfectly

It imparts
life-like, and Is In

all

respects the very best.
Remember the Rvranl

is not more dangerous than the leal compounds In
the market, and that the Excelsior Dye contains no

lead. As

dressing after dyeing, use

a

CHRIST ADORO’S HAIR PRESERVATIVE.
wg-4
JauS-eodlm

REMEMBER
The Symptoms of Dyspepsia
Loss of Appetite, Wind,

are

Rising ot
Food, Heartburn, Palpitation, Distention of the Bowels, Costiveness,
Headache, Dizziness, Sleeplessness
and Low Spirits. In a short time
millers it irksome and
oftentimes impossible to attend to
the ordinary duties of life, from
which stage of the disease one is
soon carried beyond the reach ot
remedies. Salcty lies in the use ot

“WHITE’S SPECIALITY
DYSPEPSIA.”

FOR

Prepaved only by
H. Q. WHITE,
61 Court Street, (Opiwsite Court H)u$e),
uosrov,

MASH.

oc23sn mwf

HALFORD
L

iu 1L I

iL » 1 i

>

TABLE
The

Best

/
PERKIN'S & uo.,
PHILLIPS Sc CO
ucll
d eodlm

SAUCE

Sauce

and

Relish!

8T0IE & DOWNER,

Made in any part of the World
FOE
TO

BE

HAD

FAMILY
ALL

OF

USE.
(fttOCERS

CLASS

FIRST

For Sale in Portland by

_SISK

_

COVELL

&

S8

One

$2,20

at

85
23
23

Tycoon Repps (some styles)
Tycoon Keeps, best styles,
DRESS GOODS MARKED DOWN.

44

44

44

44

Serges 37$
Thibet* 75

Formerly
44
44

44

44

44

44

50 cents.
75

87$
50

Wool Flannels

44

44

44

40 ceuts.
«
4b

Formerly
44

44

1,15

6-4

Cotton and Wool Flannels 23 cents.
44
44
44

44

44

44

33
15

44

50 cents.
44
60
44
1.25

44

44

Formerly
44

44

44

37$
18

**

Those 10-4 White Blankets for $3.00 are cheap.
case 10-4 A. W. Blankets for $4. 00 per pair,
$5.00.
ANOTHER LOT

tf

Pictorial Annual.
Hostetter’s United States Almanac for 1879, for
distribution, gratis, throughout the United States
and all civiilized countries of the Western Hemisphere, Is now published and ready for delivery, in

English, German, French, Norwegian, Welsh,
Swedish, Holland, Bohemian and Spanish languages,
and all who wish to understand the true philosophy
the

gestions

it contains.

medical treatise

of

j-uuuti

on

Special

*aiuiiuic

uiv

In addition to

an

sug-

admirable

the causes, prevention and

packages received by exprey.

attention to

*ep!8 eod 13w

NOW READY ftSS-Sk

Complete Official Statistical and Business Directory
of the State, 450 page*. MAP, Khowing Counties,
Towns. Railroads, Steamboat Line*, with Distan.es,
Fares, Telegraph and Express Station*. Full of information as a nut of meat. 14 complete City Directories, for $1.50. Everybody wants it. Sent post-paid
for $1.50. Map alone, pocket form, 50 ct*. AGENTS

Address,
42 1-2

The Oreat

ouvun*

answered.

H. A. McKENNEY & CO.,
Exchange Street, Portland, Me.

decll-deod<&w4w0O

COVEEE & VAEPEY.

**v«*w*

We draw Exchange on
Han Franeiseo,
Montreal, Hi. John, and Halifax, and Buy
and Sell on Commission Storks and Bjuus In Bouton and New Yoik.
Inquiries by mail promptly

WANTED.

COTTON BATTING.
Twelve Rolls, $1.00.
TTS

AOGNTH FOB THE MALE OF
Fapids, ami Minnesota
First Mori a age It. R Bonds. 7 p»r cent in Gold.
Northern Pacific R. K. Bonds, 7 3-10 iu Geld,
and the U. S. Funded Loan.

Burlington, Cedar

44

One
worth

eod

—

City, State. County and United State* Bond*.

30 cts.

BLA NK E T S!

jn2

IN

American and Foreign Specie and Coupon*.
BUY AND HKI.L

terest.

44

1,00

Street, Boston.
DEALERS

ALSO, FOR HALE
European and Norih American First Mortgage R. R. Bonds, € per cent in Gold, at 90 and in-

44
44

Shirting Flannels Reduced,
All

Stato
—

&^VALPEY.

All Wool Plaids 45 cents
*
44
Satines 65
44
44
Poplins 75 44

BANKERS,

NKVINS.

more case Seamless Felt Skirts at
more case Black Twilled Velveteen

One

\

U » IT 1 it Hi

cure

great variety of diseases, it embraces a large
of information interesting to the merchant,
the mechanic, the miner, the farmer, the planter, and
professional man; and the calculations have been
made for such meridians and latitudes as are most
suitable for a correct and comprehensive National
a

XTOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, that the subsorib1NI er has been duly appointed and taken upon himself the trust of Administrator of the estate of
DENNIS McCARTY, late of Portland,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands ui*on the estate of said deceased, are required
to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to said
estate are called upon to make payment to
HENRY B. CLEAVES, Adm’r.
Portland, Nov. 7th, 1871.
'VTOTICE is hereby given, that the subscriber has
A.1 been
appointed and taken upon herself
the trust of Administratrix of the estate of
CHRISTIAN FERDINAND PUDOU, late of Port-

duly

land,

in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands upon the estate of said deceased are required

amount

nature, uses,

effects of

Hostetter’s

and

extraordinary sanitary
Stomach Bitters, the staple

alterative of more than half the Christian
fully set forth in its pages, which are interspersed with pictorial illustrations, valuable recipes
for the household and farm, humorous anecdotes and
other instructive and amusing reading matter, original and selected. Among the Annuals to ap]>ear
with the opening of the year, this will be one of the
tonic and

world,

are

useful, end may be had for the asking. The
proprietors, Messrs. Hostetter & Smith, Pittsburgh.
Pa., on receipt of a two cent stamp, will forward a
by mail to any person who cannot procure one
copy
in his neighborhood. The Bitters are sold in every
city, town and village, and arc extensively used
throughout the entire civilized world.

PRESENTS!

CHRISTMAS

“ACME CLUB SKATES”
Are preferred by professional skaters!
Are the best in the World!
Common Skates, Skate Straps etc
so far as known.
Pocket Knives, Scissors, Razors, Tool
Chests tor Boys. &c., &c.
G. Ii. BAILEY, 48 Exchange 81.

yi R*.

A Card.
BAH has added to her fine stock of La-

dies’ Hair

Work,

a

very choice

assortment of

genuine
conwar-

ranted. No. £ 17. 18. Hotel Building,
decl2-eod&wlni sn
Portland, Me.
is hereby given, that the subscriber has
been duly appointed and taken upon himself the
trust of Administrator de bonis non with the will annexed of the estate of
GERSHOM BLISS, late of-Fro ort,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased and given
bonds as the law directs. All ]>ersons aving demands upon the estate of said deceased,
required
to exhibit the same; and all persons indob d to said
estate are called upon to make payment to
SAMUEL A. It JLBKOOK,
Adm’r. de bonis non with the will annexed

NOTICE

GUNS!

Just received per steamer, to be sold
G. L.

LOADING

Commission Merchant and

PKIOK Sl.OO PER BOTTLE.

STREET.

Perfumery anil I^adim’ Toilet Articles.

lot ot fine English

BREECH AND

Treasurer.

R. K. HUNT,

Bankers and Brokers.
lOO

Latest New York Styles Ladies’ Hair Work,
stantly on baud and made to order. All work

GUNS.

W1LLU.HM,

the head will be affected to that de-

dcl6eodSN

COMPOUND!

Mtrcrt, Kuxloii, Hum.

abtiiik
then edts

gree that

PURPOSE.

posesscs the peculiar properties which so exactly
suit the various conditions of the human hair.

office ot

6’a

~

NO

the

6’a

most

BURNETT’S

13,

at

State of Maine,.

The

Ill*
100J

ue obtained

Portland aid R. R.,.

Calendar.
784-

can

28-eodtjanl

CO.,

Sole Proprietors, Boston.
For sale by f.rst-class Grocers and Druggists gendc38Neod
erally^_

4.—Cotton strong; Middling
6

European Market*.

They

7.10 A. M.

uiurs

Br»ad

their

of these Extracts consists in

in the market.

iturut

Company,

dec

etc.

for the

now

* uimri

the

■Vo

subject which should more engross atthan the purity of the preparations which
in flavoring the various compounds prepared

tention

Works.
The above property will be sold for
Cash, and a deposit of ten (10) jier cent, of the purchase money will
be reipilred from tho buyer at the time of
sole, and
balance upon delivery of tho deeds.
Cars leave Portland, via
Portland, and Ogdeus-

burg Railroad, at

PURITY AND GREAT STRENGTH !

PERFECT

THE—

a
of tho
at PUBLIC AUCTION, on the premises of the
at
Company,
Mouth Windhnm, .Tluiiie, on
Thursday, Jan.
llth, 1872, at 10 o’clork A. M., all the Real 'K»tato
Machinery and other proiierty belonging to said Comconsisting in part of about 500 acres of valuapany^
ble Timber, Pasture ami Grass Lands, situated in
the towns south of Windham and
Gorham, Maine
(about 12 mile, from Portland.) two seta of work* for
tho manufacture of gunpowder,
Suiierintemlent’.
house, boarding houses for workmen, storehouse*
magazines, barns, wood-sheds, Ac. j also an extensive and never-failing water-jKiwer, with
dams, canal*, Ac., all in good order, aud callable of running
a large number of mills, which alone should command the atteution of capitalists and others contem
platiDg investing in manufactures. Also will be sold
all the Company’s Trade marks, its
Magazines
throughout the country, together with a large lot at
persoual proiierty, consisting of materials, farming
tools, wagons, sleighs, sleds, hordes, carriages, harnesses, oxen, Ac., a schedule of which rnav be seen
at the office of the Company. No. 13 Broad
Street,
Boston, Mass., and No. 17 Exchange street, Portland
.Maine.
The Portland and Ogdensburg Railroad,
running
mrectly through the premises, affords excellent fecilitief for the shipment of merchandise to and from the

Mange, Jellies, Sauces,

Blanc

9j000

m

vi a vnBTvn

Syrups, Ice Crcauis, Custards, Pies,

do.90I
stock.*.".'...!!!!!!!! 3()t

Power &c

te
vote of the Stockholders
Quadrille Band. PURSUANT
Oriental Powder Company, will be sold

*&

Will

Machinery,Water

Oriental Powder Co.

Refreshments furnished by Webster, of Fluent Had

Social

Beal Estate &

Auctioneers.

IMPORTANT SALE OF

LARGE AND

—OF

MUSIC BY

over

and must be closed up.
F. O. BAILEY & CO.,

1815.

8,
Tickets for the Dance $1 00.

An extra train

id*? goods,
ja5td

at New Orleans,

JANUARY

we

sell

MONDAY EVE’G, Jail.

Louisiana 6’s,
50
Alabama 5’s... 62

Georgia 7’s.71

__Per Order of Assignees.
Groceries, Crockery, Ac* at Aucm

Sebago

and

North
South

!

tion.

Foreign Exports,
CIENFUEGOS. Brig Ella Maria—66,359 ft lumber,
6000 pairs heading, 20 bbls potatoes.
SAGUA. Brig H E Wheeler—3156 shooks aud
heads, 30,400 hoops, 125 bbls potatoes.

The following are the forenoon quotations of Southsecurities:
Tennessee C’s, new. 63
Virginia 6’s, new... 58
Missouri C’s ex-int.... 95
Louisiana C’s, okl..
59

0t °f ht°ne au'J brickH

Gallery 35 cts:
Seats secured

temperature and elevation.

ern

Book 330, Page 133, on
interest, from Jan. 1, 1867.
oU land near Keroseno

$222.2.3

NEIGHBORS.

Reserved Seats 75 cts; Parquet
Doom oi»en at 7, commence at 50cts;
7 3-4.
during the day at the Box Office.

Fair

IVew York Htock autl Roney Rarkel,
Wp.w Vftnir -Tail A_tfAvnino
n»l.l
tnm
ir_
cent.. Sterling Exchange 1091 @ 110. Stocks
per
$
very strong. State Stocks quiet.

Haukruptry. Um^ik cn’ Sah*.
TTENTION of Shipmasters, Owncrii und Soeculfttors is called to the following
proj»ertyl to 1^
sold at auction, at Bailey’s Auction
Hoom, on Saturday, January 6, 1872, at 3 o’clock. P. M.
4

l-32d of Brig Prune Hose,
tonage 297,16.
1-16th of Schooner Hattie K
Sampson, tonnage 230 61
l-:{2il of
Grace Webster, tannage 246,17.
|l-32d of Barque Lizzie W. Jackson, tonnage, 304,07
Also Mortgage of house and lot on
Washington *t
from James Lowry & al, to X. M.
Woodman, record-

of Gold!

Cloudy

Steamboats,
Grand Trunk Kailway—250 cans milk. 200 bbls
1
flour, car shooks, 33 do lumber, 5 do claplioards, 3
do corn, 4 do shooks, 1 do beef, 3 do bark, 1 do hay,
2 do oats, 11 do barley, 1 do seed, 1 do
paper, 5 do
clapboards, 2 do laths, 1 do heads, 2 do potatoes, 1 do
bran, 1 do hogs, 3 do sundries; for Lower Provinces—
12U0 bbls flpur, 1 car barky, 1 do
sundries; for Allan
Steamers—15 cars provisions, 4 do Hour, 2 do grain.
Steamer Franconia from New York—71 hhds
molasses, 1 do tobacco, 03 casks linseed oil, 22 do
bleaching powders, 18 do paris white, 6 do blueing 2
do lead, 25 bbls saltpetre, 70 do
molasses, 10 do sugar
6 do point, 44 bales rags, 35 do Calcutta
bides, 5 do
burlaps, 3 do wolf skins, 148 rolls leather, loo sacks
seed, 90 half chests tea, 100 boxes cheese,240 do clocks,
60 do tobacco, 50 do soap, 30 do window
glass, 13 do
nuts & bolts,40 do drugs,25 do hardware,50 do
raisins,
45 bills steel, 28 do skins, 126 do paper, 50 do
splice
bars, 13 do empty bags, 4 pianos, 180 pkgs sundries.

I
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THE REFORM BOARD OF ALDERMEN.

AUCTION SALES.
_

U

INVESTIGATION.

Jan. 4.—The Custom House congressional committee had Horace Greeley before them this forenoon. The only abuses he
knew of related to custom officers used
by the
dominant party to control conventions. Three
or four hundred of these officials were sent into
the counties to coerce the election of delegates.
He named as the officials who lie believed to be
assigned to such work Messrs. Grew, Lonsberry, A. B. Cornell and W. Ladin. Fifty or sixty
customs officers, including two of the latter,
were in
Albany to control the organization of
the legislature by promises and threats. He
was told by friends that the Assemblymen from
his district must work in tlie interest of the
Custom House
appointees or the latter would
lose their places. The results of the Retpublican State Convention for the last two
years were
accomplished by Custom House officials.
In reply to a
Mr. Greeley said that what
query
he knew was second hand. He believed about
one hundred men were turned out of the Custom House lately because they were Fenton
men, by Mr. Murphy after he became Collector.
He believed that Alvord would have been elected Speaker of the Asseuiblp were it not for the
interference of Custom House officials. He believed that the*officialB were assessed for political purposes by Murphy.
It was not a new
thing for office holders in New York to use their
to
assist
their
party, but he considerpatronage
ed it a different thing when used against a portion of the same party.
John P. Lindsay testified to having heard of
frequent assessments for electioneering purposes.
They were always 2 per cent, of the annual
salaries and extended to every officer. Knows
that Collector Grinnell paid $7000 from his own
pocket to save poofrer subordinates. A part of
the control of the general order business was
given by Grinnell to Leet, when Grant became
President.. Leet came here from Pennsylvania
and told Grinnell that he was to be appointed
Collector, and asked for the general order business.
A letter came from the President and
Secretary of State recommending Leet for anything good, and on witness’s advice, Grinnell
give JLeet the general order business. Leet was
not a citizen of this commonwealth.
Ex-Mayor Wood of Brooklyn, and Mr.
Squires got other portions and
L^et arranged to do Bixby’s
portion of the general order business for a certain suuj, and by direction of Grinnell a portion
of the business was directed to Bixby’s store.
Leet was guaranteed about $100,000 annually
ior controlling tne Business in tavor ot
Bixby.
Leet was then in the War Department at Washington. Bixby is a merchant. Grinnell was
known to be opposed to political assessments of
Custom House employees. He was threatened
with removal by Leet if he could not get what
he wanted. There is no restriction on charges
for general order goods. I understood from
Bixby that the profits of that business were
$100,000 per year.
Whitelaw Reid, managing editor of the New
York Tribune, testified that he hail no personal
knowledge of abuses at the Custom House, but
knows men whose names were given him as having testified to statements made in the leading
article in the Tribune, and would he happy to
give their names. Adjourned.
The following are among the witnesses summoned by the committee: H. B. Clailiu, S. B.
Chittenden, E, S. Jatfrey, Edward Hemmann,
Francis Payson, William Barbey, Geo. C. Collins, William Redmond and David Ogden.
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ENTERTAINMENTS.

was

Commerce.

were

names

LATEST.
BRL4WAHB,

They declared that the action
quorum.
of the House this morning was null and
void and the Speaker’s chair Vacant. O. H.
A resolution
Brewster was elected Speaker.
was passed
instructing the Sergeant-at-Arms
to take charge of the State House and allow no
one to enter the building till 12
to-morrow, to
which hour the House adjourned. There is great
excitement among the politicians and officials
throughout the city and fears of a conflict to-

U. 8. Marshal.

the

?fire

War Dep’t, Office Chief Signal 1
>
Officer, Washington, D. C.,
Jan. 4 (7.00 P. M.) I
Probabilities—The barometer will probably
continue rising Friday throughout the Atlantic
States and pn tjje lower lakes with partially
cloudy and clear weather and a falling temperature and northwesterly winds in the JJ indie
gud Eastern States. North and northeast winds
on the South Atlantic and Gulf coast. An area
of low barometer will probably develope west of
Illinois and move north-eastward With rising
temperature, Dangerous winds are not anticipated for the Atlantic coast to-night,

DEATH

Co., Druggenerally.
declbth-lw

ascer-

haa nut nhon.rml

wool, either pure or mixed with glycerine, Or
Thus applied, it
glycerine and rose-water.
should remain intact for two or three days and
then he renewed.
In this way I have seen
chronic granular vaginitis remedies in a few
days that had resisted the ordinary remedies
for weeks; I have seen granular erosions, with
leucorrhce disappear very rapidly under its use,
i have not time to say all that I could about
will soon be recognized
it; hut I am sure that it
as a valuable addition to our Materia Medica.
Knowing Mr. Kennedy as I do,I can confident*
ly commend him to my professional brethren,

purity.

Qov. Warmouth and others by

ANOTHER ACCOUNT.

gone

His method of manufacturing the extract is
and
such as to warrant it of uniform strength

Arrest of

be watched with interest.

remedy, I have used if diluted with Wtpter as a vaginal wash, with great success; but I
prefer to apply it to the os tincae on cotton

liable

I.OIHIANA,

BY TELEGRAPH.

Freeport,

Dec.

19th,

1871.

dec22-2U-jan 5

estate

are

called upon to make payment to
AMALIA L. PUDOR. Am’x.
Dec. 19th, 1871.
dc21 W,-3w*

Portland,

is hereby given, that the subscriber has
been duly
and taken upon himself,
the trust of Administrator of the estate of
JOHN LOWERY, la.e of Dee ring,
In the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
bonds as the law direct*. All persons having demands
upon the estate of said deceased, are required to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to said estate are called upon to make payment to
EDWARD P. BRIGGS, Adm’r.
de29-3w
Peering, Dec 19th, 1871.

NOTICE

appointed

hereby given
been duly amsiintert Executor
NOTICE
MARY S.
late of

that the subscriber ha

is

ef

the W'ill

o

H1LBORN,
Portland,
in the County of Cumberland, decease* 1, ami has
taken upon himself that trust by giviug bonds as the
law directs. All persons having demands upon the

estate of said deceased, are required to exhibit the
same; ami all persons indebted to said estate are called upon to make payment to
JOSEPH A. LOCKE, Executor.
Th
nor.'id law
Portland, Nov. 7th, 1871.

SLIPPERS-!
Slippers tor

Men.

Slippers for Women.
Slippers for Boys.
Slippers for [Misses.
Slippers for Children.
SLIPPERS
OF ALL

KINDS jVISTD

SIZES.

AT 132 MIDDLE STREET.
€2. PAI..HKR.

dcl3-eod3w is

DTI? II IN THE HAND OF WIDEI>±III?WAKE AGENTS if they take an
agency at once for our Eleffunt Gift Books. People
will buy presents for the Holidays, and our induceearned in three
ments are unrivaled. 9100
weeks, if you strike while the iron is hot. Address
II. A. HrKBRNEV A C O.,
49 1-9 Kxrhsngr street.

A

easily

no28deod2w

Portland, Me.
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MEDICAL.

MEDICAL.

THE TRESS.

COUGH!

COUGH!
Romantic Wedding.
The Kansas City (Mo.) Times, of the 20th,
gives the following singular matrimonial ad-

stuck fast.
While snow-bound near Crow Creek, Miss
Cosgrove attracted the attention of Mr. Julius
Emmet, a commission agent of this city, who,
perceiving the young lady seated alone and
evidently unprovided for such an emergency,
very gallantly tendered such assistance as was
in his power to give, which was a valise full
The
of cold food and two buffalo robes.
young couple were soon on friendly, social
terms. Miss Cosgrove very naively recited
her wild adventures, and was rewarded by
Emmet informing her that he was single,
&c. By the time the Kansas Pacific train
had crossed the plains and was winding its
way over the fertile prairies of Kansas, the
young folks were firm friends. They parted
with regret at Wathena, when the young lady turned to meet for the first time him she
was to call her husbandShe had only a mo-

ment to wait before a rough-looking individual, at least forty years of age, made himself
known as her correspondent and expectant
husband.
Miss Cosgrove, finding she had
been deceived, turned without a word and
entered the car and came to Kansas City.
The following brief item in last Sunday’s
Time* gives the sequel:
Mabbied.—Last evening, at the office of
Justice Sutton, on Fifth street, Miss M. A.
Cosgrove, of San Diego, Cal., to Mr. Julius
oi Aansas

Emmet,

(Jity..

An Awkwabd Mistake.—One of the pothe second station suffered
from the effects of an awkward but ludicrous
mistake Sunday.
A market man whom he
lice officers at

had

placed

under

obligations,

told him Satur-

he needn’t provide a Sunday
dinner,
for he would find a turkey and fixings on his

day that

doorstep ready to be

served up.

Visions of
sumptuous repast flitted through the mind of
the

officer, and his mouth watered as he
thought of the good time coming. He told
his associations of the present which he was
about to receive and also invited two of them
to dine with him.
But when he returned
home that

night there was no turkey there.
However, he reasoned, “it will be here in the
The mornmorning,” and he went to bed.
ing came but brought with it no material for
on
The good man began
cooking
Sunday.

NEW

University Medicines!

EXTINGUISHER
The Machine is portable,
always ready, cannot get out
of order; harmless to life and

and at the sudden outbreak of lire invalua-

property,

Mass. Horticultural Society Rooms,

Boston, Dec. 6, 1871.
D. Miles, Treasurer: A fire took this morning,
caused by a drop of ignited alchol falling upon 600
yards of painted canvass; in an instant the whole
was a sheet of flame; your Extinguisher was
brought
to bear upon the flames, and they were extinguished
at once, and

other

no

power could have saved

us

from aydisastrous conflagration.
E. \V. BUS WELL, Treas. and Supt.
warned against buying or using Fire
Extinguishers of any kind, in which water impregnated with Carbonic-Acid Gas is used as the Extinguishing element, except those manufactured by our
Company, or others duly licensed and authorized by
us, on pain „of immediate prosecution for infringement.
All

parties

are

HE NR Y~T A YLOR,
STATE AGENT,

dolt

14 Exchange Street.
SEND FOR]CIBCULAB.
TuTliS

tf

Hair

Ayer’s

Vigor,

FOR RESTORING GRAY HAIR
TO ITS NATURAL VITALITY AND COLOR.
ADVANCING years,
sickness, care, disappointment, and hereditary predisposition, sill

turn the hair gray;
either of them disposes
it to fall off prematurely, and either effect is
unsightly and unpleasant to behold.
Dr.
AYER’S consummate
skill has produced an
antidote for these deformities which has won
gratitude for him from
multitudes of women
and men.
His HAIR
VIGOR sometimes reproduces lost hair; and always
restores to faded and gray hair its natural color, with
the gloss and freshness or youth. The comparatively
few bald and gray beads, that we now see, are those
who have not yet discovered the virtues or AYER’S
HAIR VIGOR for renewing the hair. The fresh and
youthful hair we see on older heads is often the product of his art. If you are disfigured, or made old,
austere and
by gray hair, restore its youthful
color, and with it your features to their original softness and agreeable expression.
As an elegant dressing for beautifying the
Hair, it

ugly,

has

no

superior.

Tie Greatest Success of the A^a

Branch Office 250 Congress Street,

decr*

dcod&cowd-weow-ly
lhe Oreat Preserver of

Health.
HAMILTON E.SMITII’S
PATENT

PERFORATED

BUCKSKIN

UNDER GAB.1IENTN,
For LADIES AND GENTLEMEN.
The Perforated

S&W tf

no29

are

Buckskin Under

recomm#*n<IoH

Agent*

for

hv

is

liereby given, that the subscriber has
NOTICE
been dulv appointed and taken
upon himself
the trust of
Administrator of the estate of
EDWARD P. GERRISH, late of Portland,

New Brunswick.
IS^Agents wanted in every town in the State.
It has been about one and one halt years since th
University Medicine were introduced into this State,
Notwithstanding the opposition from the Faculty
the sale is daily increasing. Tticusands ol certificate
can be presented it necessary, but it the following
are not sufficient to saiisiy the most sceptical,
10,000 additional ones would be useless.
CATAUltH (t he mother oi consumption.) Scrotula,
Salt Rheum, and manv other diseases hitherto considered incurable, readily yield uader treatment ot
the University Medicines.
FEMALE DISEASES treated with
perfect success.
Having treated over two hundred cases within the last three months, I consider it sate to warrant a perfect cure to 95 cases out of every oue hundred, without cauterization or the least exposure.
SPERMATORRHOEA, the greatest destroyer of
on the lace ot the Globe.
How many bewail the loss of precious vitality without having the
slightest idea ot the cause, their manhood is dailey
vanishing and they are glidiug into a state ot hopeless decay. I have treated over five hundred cases
01 this malady within fix months with the University Medicines with pertect success.

humanity

Persons afflicted with diseases will please call or
send and get a book (tree), wherein they will find
their diseases explained, and necessary remedies.
Address
PELEG STAPLES,
250 Congress St., Portland, Me.

Certificate* ol Cures.
1 have been troubled, more or less, for five years,
with Inflammatory Rheumatism. For the last six
months I have suffered beyond description. My
limbs were badly swollen and inflamed; it was with
great pain and difficulty that L could nove. My
case was well known by thousands of citizens in
Portland. 1 am to-day a well man, and I was cured
by the Universiiv medicine, and Acapuncturation.
CAPT. W. 8. PENNELL, 18 Gray St.
V

r«r

nrnL'nnn

In

I>R. Sta.ples, Dear air,—L am feeliog 'first rate.
I have noi felt so we>l for years as I do at the present time. It you recollect when L was at your
place I was suffering with a very lame back. That
lias all lcit me and 1 never felt hetier in mv Jiie than
at the present time. I don’t believe that that medicine can 6e be beat. 1 believe it is what it is recommended. 1 believe that medicine is entitled tj as
ranch praise as any medicine that was ever introduced to the public. I will not write any more this

L. A. BUTTERFIELD, Waterville, Me.

For live years I have snffered with
catarrh, a bad !
consumptive cough and pain in my loit side. I had
employed several physicians and Lave paid Ihem
over $150 without the least benelit.
I have used six
dollars worth ot tne University
Medicines, and am
relieved irom the above troubles,
JOHN SHAW, West Com* St, Portland, Me.

I have been troubled with Scrofula all
my lifetime
and Neuralgia, in the head for seven years, and have
consulted good physicians from Maine to New York1
wilbout any beueflt whatever. 1 have taken six
bottles ol ihc cancer plant and one and one-halt ot
the Neuralgia Elixir, and a little ot some other
kinds and 1 now feel belter than I ever was before
in my life. 1 cannot say with Mr;
Munsey, that I
teel twenty years younger, being only
twenty eight,
but can say 1 never tint so young to my knowledge
In my lire.
I think the worth of the Medicine cannot be estimated in words or money.
MRS. A. O, W. FOSTER, Wilton, Me.

Cases Treated by I.elser.
Dr. Staples :—One bottle of your extract ol Can
ter Plant cured my
little boy ol Scrofula ol 15
nonths standing. If I should writs all day I could
not give a lull idea of his sufferings. We
employed
flv# physicians without relief. His sores are all
healed and he' appears perfectly well. We think it
is

wonderful cure. Several ot our friends are taking the medicine with good success.
MRS, WM. J. LEWIS.
Old Town, Sept. 17,1870.
a

Pabis, Feb. 2,1871.
Dr. Staples—Dear Sir:-The medicine 1
got at
your place, dan. 2d, has done wonders lor me. It is
all you recommend it to be.
You may make any use ot the above you think
Yours truly,
proper.
SETH MORSE.
The above case has been treated lor the past.pour
years by difterent physicians lor cancer.
SOUTH

_
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While doing average work, coupled with a good
lgine, it will supply steam for 150 indicated horse

PARtllEESI

S

$2.00.

exciting game ever pubPopular edition $1.00. Modi-

$3,00.

Brisque, Zoo

Also

The

Kings

Lo and

&

Cavaliers, for

SELCHOW & CO., Publishers,
37 John Street, New York.

E. G.

From 50

$10

{j

running

games a specialty.

tdec9-4w

P >wer.
We will guarantee that this boiler will shew 50
F er cent, more power with the same weight of coal
lan any boiler of the same heating surface in the
tarket, and will continue to do so, as long as it is
sed, and we will back our guarantees with Govrnment Bonds.
The durability of this boiler is greater than any
0 ther for the reason is that no cold water is allowed
t > come in contact with the intensely heated surfaces,
t le feed water being gradually heated as it ascends
£ om the lower to the upper compartment.
We would especially call the attention of Railroad
ien to the following facts, that while
this
t oilerwith coal or wood the sparks are neutralized,
a nd none have ever left the smoke-stack or chimney,
^ rhich in itself is a most valuable advantage, nevei
efore realized.
Confining ourselves to practice and not theory we
lvite all parties in want of Steam Boilers to give us

Cts.

-| ty SAMPLES sent (postage paid) for Fifty Cents,
4w
JLsmi that retail easily for Ten Dollars.
R. I. Wolcott, N. Y.

I

1

call.

W. T. BROWN & CO., General Agents,
Cor. Middle and Exchange Sts.
dcl8

As certain individuals have reported tha the
above certificate is false and my disease as bad as
evm, I wish to say, at the time 1 gave the above certificate, the story was not half told. In addition to
the above, my leg and back were covered with sores.
I am now well aud leel at least twenty years
younger than I did betore taking the remedies.
My advice to the afflicted is to give the medicine a
trial and not to be deterred by the cry ot
humbug.
It cured roe, it has cured
others. I believe
the extract of cancer plant will cure any blood
disease in existence.
» C MUNSEY, 27 Chestnut street,
7
June 7, 1870.

m'any

1 had the Catarrh so bad for seven
years that m
head became contused and painlul. I was
obliged
to get up several times in the night to
keep Irom
choking. 1 employed some of the Dest physicians in
the country without benefit. I was
perfectly cured
with the University Medicines in three weeks.
A. M. MORGAN, 224 Cumberland St. Portland.
Conductor on the Portland & Odgensburg Railroad.
February 18, 1870.
Since giviug the above certificate, I have been perfectly tree from Catarrh, through lbave been continually exposed to wet and colds.
Oct. 15,1871,
A. M. MORGAN.
three years I was hadly affiicleil with
Asthma,
Catarrh, aud a leartul consumptive congh
1 was periectlv cured with the
MediUniversity
cines m six weeks.
For the past two months 1 have
been continually exposed to wet and
without
cold,
the least return 01 symptoms ol the above diseases
CAl'X. A. CLEAVES.
Cape Elizabeth, June 3,1870.
A REMARKABLE CURE!—I have been troubled
with a bad Scrofula Humor all
my life. A fearful
sore broke out on my neck.
For six months I was
under treatment of the best medical advisers I could
find in Portland, but all the time
grew worse* my
appet ite tailed and I became so weak and emaciated
that I could walk but a short distance
without help.
In this condition I commenced
taking the University
Medic me. In one week my
appetite was good and
the deathly sinking pain in my stomach vanished.
BOTe was sealed.
I have since
gained fifty pounds in weight and am now every
J
way well.

Portland,

T

WICKES

Annual Meeting of the Stockholders of the
i
Peak’8 Island Steamboat Company of Portland,
or the election of three Directors, and to transact
nv other business that may legally come before them,
rill be held at the old School-House, Peak’s Island,
I n Monday, the 8th cay of January 1872, at 7 o’clock

rHE

•

!

E L E C T I C

\ M.
The Express will leave Portland
ind return after the Meeting.

OIL!

dc30td

intended lor use in ordinary kerosene lamps,
wherever good light and perfect security from accident are required. It is prepared carefully at the

is

HUDSON RIVEE OIL WORKS.

rHE
fear.

And cannot

0.1

be equalled forj

Parity, Brilliancy,

and

Economy.

4w_

them, will be held at
may legally
heir Banking
Tuesday, the Ninth day of
M.
10*
A.
at
o’clock,
January, 1872,
\VM. A. WINSHIP, Cashier.
td
Dec.
Portland,
8,1871.
less as

or Soul Charming,
Hamilton, B. A, How to
use
power (which
possess) at will. Divination.
Spiritualism, Sorceries, Denonology, and a thousand
other wonders. Price by mail $1.25, iu cloth: paper
covers $1.00.
Copy free to Agents only, $1,000
monthly easily made. Address T. W. EVANS, Pub.,
41 S. 8th Street, Philadelphia,

sold.

Age.” 45,000
A very attractive book selling rapidly. Also for
FOR
Alfred Townsend.
“Old and New

Portland,

E~~

Canal National Bank.
Annual Meeting of the Stockholders of “The
Canal Nat’l Bank ofPortland,” for the election of
seven Directors, and for the transaction of any other
business that may legally come before them, will be
field at their Banking House on Tuesday, the Ninth
lay of January, 1872, at 11 o’clock A. M.

THE

at

see

Being connected with no other business or concern
he intends to devote himself ont irely to his trade, as
above.
E. D. GAMMON.

doc7-td
_B. C. SOMERBY, Cashier.
Portland, Bangor and Machias
Steamboat Company.

dc!33m

Annual meeting of the stockholders of the
above named Company, for the choice of Directors, and for the transaction of such other business as
may legally come before them, will be held at the office of Ross & Sturdivant, 179 Commercial st., Portland, on Tuesday, the ninth day of January, 1872, at 3
o’clock p. m.
WM. ROSS, Clerk.
dc29td

THE

BOOK AGENTS.”

MARK TWAIN’S
It is a companion volume to Innocents Abroad. Don’t
waste time on books no one wants, but take one people will stop you in the streets to subscribe for.
‘‘There is a time to laugh,” and all who read this
book will see
that time has come. For terrjtory or Circular address
AMERICAN PUBLISHING CO., Hartford, Conn.,
or GEORGE N. SMITH & CO., Boston, Mass.
canvassers.

“Eagle Sugar Refinery.”
stockholders of This
are

Fire Insurance

iOth,

five hundred thousand dollars.
The assets ol the Hartford Company

ed at the New York University Branch, and the proprietor said he could help me. So I commencea on
his medicine, and in tour weeks I thought 1 telt relief, and in eight weeks I was able to leave my cane
at home, and have been well up to this time, three
months have passed.
DAVID KEAZER.
1 have been afflicted for
twenty year* with Chronie
Rheumatism. 1 have spent hundreds ot dollars tor
medical treatment without benefit, Ten days ago,
I commenced taking the University Medicines, and
1 can truly say. it has been more benefit to me th n
all other treauueut I ever received.
My p'aceof
business is 137 Pearl street. I shall be pleased to
answer all enquiries.
JOHN TURNER. 3

For twenty-five years I have suffered with Screfula and Salt R eum, (or
Tetter.) Have paid out
hundreds ot dollars, and been treated bv
several
first-class physicians without benefit. Some four
weeks ago, I commenced using the University Medicines.—At the Lime my forehead and head were covered with sores and scallness ot the skin: also my
tongue was covered with small ulcers. 1 am to-day
trey trom all the above troubles, and can
heartily
J
recommend these medicines to the atilcted.
S. C. MTJNSEY, 27 Chestnut Street.
Portland, Jau. 24, 1870.

their Concomitants.

Dr. Wells’ Extract of Jarubeba
is offered to the public as a great invigorator and remedy for all impurities of the blood, or for organic
weakness with their attendant evils. For the fore-

going complaints
is confidently recommended to every family as a
household remedy, and should be freely taken in all
derangements of the system. It gives health, vigor
and tone to all the vital forces, and animates and lortifles all weak and lymphatic temperaments.
JOHN Q. KELLOGG, 18, Platt Street, New York.
Sole Agent for the United States.
Price One Dollar per Bottle. Send for Circular,
4w
f
jnl

the 1st of

JEREMIAH DOW, Agent,
NO. or EXCHANGE ST.
DnuNnAw
a..-i_.ii.i.
--,

Colds and

Insurance
Cash

TABLETS,

(IncludiD x those

Manufacturing Business For Sale.
safe, reliable and in
successful operation; goods staple and
profitable;
always ready sale; owner lias other business demanding all of his attention. Taylor & Co., 20 State st.,
Boston.
jnl-3t
many years;

Business Opportunity.

and Provision Store for sale; located on
a good corner, and doing a good
business; nice
tenement attached; chance for Bar if wanted; satisfactory reasons for selling. Taylor & Co., 20 State st.

GROCERY

at

Chicago,)

Net Assets,

#1,180,000
NATH’L F. DEE RING, Agent,
PORTLAND, ME.
Loss In Chicago oniy $120,000,oc16d3m

by

TO THE LADIES.
DR. HUGHES particularly invites all Ladies, who
need a medical adviser, to call at his rooms, No. 1
Preble Street, which they will find arranged for their

special

accommodation.
Dr. H.’s Eclectic Renovating Medicines are unrivalled in efficacy and superior virtue in regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific and
certain of producing relief in a short time.
LADIES will find it invaluable in all cases of obsttuctions after all other remedies have been tried in
vain. It is purely vegetable, containing nothing in
the least injurious to the health, and may be taken
with perfect safety at all times.
Sent to any part of the country,
hfull directions,

by addressing
janl 1865d&w No,

Dr. R. J.
Parisian

Gallery

JOURDAIN,
THE

of Anatomy, Boston,
a new

The undersigned having assumed the sole proprieorship of the United States Hotel, would announce
0 his friends and the public, that on and after
J A.TCTJ A.K Y 1st, 1873.
1 accordance with the spirit of the times, “Retrenchment and Economy,” he will reduce his rates to

JUM1IIIIM 5

'o the toansient travelling public, with no reduction
f fare,lattendance and hospitalities.
No effort will be spared for the comfort and conenience of the guests of this favorite house.
dc2Utf ».D. N. CUSHMAN.

i

EXTRACT

**

Sold

u

MAINE

A medicine that cures
is a real public
Ayer’s
Sarsaparilla
makes positive cure of a
series or com plaints,which

dc23d&w

w52

always afflicting and

too often fatal. It purifies
the blood, purges out the
lurking humors in the
*
which
undersystem,
mine health and settle into troublesome disorders.
Urino-Genital Organs.
Eruptions of the skin are
For sale by all Druggists and Dealers in Medicine
the appearance on the sureverywhere.
face of humors that should
no28
eodly
led from the blood. Internal derangements
-—-> rJt
Kletermination of these same humors to some
1 fc rnal orgau, or organs, whose action they derange
Pew for
ud whose substance they disease and destroy.
the First Parish Church. One of the best in the
lyer’s Sarsaparilla expels these humors from
house.
*
lie blood. When they are gone, the disorders they
Address PEW, Press Office.
such as Ulcerations of the Liver*
jald3t
roduce
and Eruptive
tomach, Kidneys, Lunas,
diseases of the Skin, St.
Fire, Rose or
1 us'ufes,
Pimples,
Erysipelas,
Boils, TuYears
Fifty
Established.
tors, Tetter, and Salt Rluum, Scald Head, Ring* 'orm, Ulcers and Sores, Rheumatism, Neuralgia,
$2.50 A YEAR IN ADVANCE. We are
*ain in the Bones, Side, and Head, Female Weakoffering social inducements for new subscribers,
ess, Sterility, Leucorrhoea arising from internal ulin the shape of
eration ana uterine disease. l>ropsy, Dyspepsia,
LARGE CASH PREMIUMS
With their deEmaciation, and General
Specimens and circulars sent on receipt of stamp I arture health returns.
R< P. EATON & CO.,
for postage.
PREPARED BY
dc21d&w w5l-4w
Boston, Bans.
DR. J. C. AYER &

Sale,

IN

disappear,

\

\

Eruptions
Anthony's
Blotches,

ONLY

Debility.

CO., Lowell, Mass.,

Practical and Analytical Chemists.
1

Sold by all Druggists everywhere.

DEPOSITS
uary 3d,

light except Mondays.

Afternoon passenger trains for Augusta, Bath and
jewiston via Danville, and all intermediate stations,
it 5.15 P. M. Mixed train for Augusta, Bath and inermediate stations at at 6 A. M.
FREIGHT TRAINS.—Through train for Bangor
ind all Intermediate stations east of Waterville, via
L.ew8ston leaves at 3.00 A. M., taking freight of night
>revious from Boston. For Waterville and all internediate stations via Lewiston, at 4.00 A. M. For
Jkowliegan via Augusta and all intermediate stations
Deluding Bath and Lewiston, at 6.00 A. M.
Passenger trains will be due in Portland, from
iangor, Dexter, Belfast, Farmington, Bath, and all
ntermediate stations on this line at 2.55 P. M., contrains to Boston. From
iccting there with
Bail and Lewiston, and all intermediate
: Augusta,
tations at 8.40 A. M., connecting with
morning train
or Boston.
Night express with sleeping oars from
iangor, via Augusta at 1.00 A. M., every morning

through

sxcept Mondays.

Mixed train from Augusta, Bath and Lewiston, and
ntermediate stations at 6.45 P. M.
train from
and all intermediate sta;ioii8 via Lewiston at 4.30 P. M.
From Skowhegan via Augpsta at 4.00 P. M.
From Waterville and intermediate stations via Lewston, at 12.20 P. M.
53T“The passenger train leaving Portland at 1.00
?. M. connects at Bangor with E. & N. A.
Railway
;rain for Mattawamkeag, same night.
The night express from Portland connects at Banat
A.
7.30
M.
with day train through to St. John.
jor
JAS. M. LUNT, Gen'l Superintendent,

Freight

Bangor

L. L, LINCOLN, Asst, Superintendent.
Augusta, January 3,1872.

BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD.
Arrangement, Nor. 13,

1871.

Trains leave P. S. & P. K. E. StaPortland, for Boston, *6.15, *9.10
M., 3.30J, 3.45*, P, M, Beturnins
*7.30, 18.30 A. M., *12.15, *3. P. M.
For Eocilester, Alton Bay, *6.15, A. M.
Manchester and Concord, N. H., via C. & P. B. B.
Function, 6.15* A. M., 3.45* P. M.
Manchester and Concord, via Lawrence, 9.10* A. M.
Lowell, 6.15^ 9.10* A. M., 3.301, 3.45* P. M.
Milton and Union, 9.10* A. M. 3.30t, 3.45* P. M.
__

NOTE.—The 6.15* A. M. train arrives in Boston in
ime to connect with Shore Line at 11.10 for New
South and the West 9.10* A. M. train coniects with the 3.00 P. M. Springfield Boute and Sound
Steamers for New York and the South. 3.30t P. M.
rain with the 9.00 P. M. train for New York via Shore
*r Springfield line.

1

S^“Freight

trains between Portland and Boston

laily.
Passenger station in Boston, Haymarket Square.
Freight station, Causeway street.

♦Accommodation.
IFast Express.
W. MEBBITT, Superintendent, Bolton.
PAYSON TUCKElt, Agent,
353 Commercial Street, Portland.
novll-dtf

Ayer’s Cathartic Pills,

$5.00 SAVED

For all the Purposes of

a

Grand

Family Physic,

Trunk

Railway

CURING

CALIFORNIA,

Cogtivencss, Jaundice,
Dyspepsia, Indigestion,
Dysentery. Foul Stom-

Or any other point in the

ach, Erysipelas, Headache, Piles, Rheuma-

GREAT WEST.

tism,Eruptions and Skin

Gout, Neuralgia, as a
Dinner Pill, and Puri-

fying the Blood,
are the most congenial purgative
yet perfected. Their
effects abundantly show how much they excel all other Pills. They are safe and pleasant to take, but
powerful to cure. They purge out the foul humors
of the blood; they stimulate the sluggish or disordered organ into action, and they impart health and
tone to the whole being. They cure not only the every day complaints of everybody, but formidable and
dangerous diseases. Most eminent clergymen, most
skilful physicians, and our best citizeuB send certificates of cures performed and of great benefits they
have derived from these Pills. They arc the safest
and best physic for children, because mild as well as
effectual. Being sugar coated, they are easy to

take; and being purely vegetable, they are entirely
harmless.
PREPARED BY
DR. J. C. AYER & CO., LOWELL, MASS.,
Practical and Analytical Chemists.,
Sold by all druggists everywhere.
janl-e3dwly-l

No. 43 Lla

WM. HUSE.

sept25dtfBangor,

<

Me

3RAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF CANADA.
ALTERATION
WINTER

OF TRAINS.

A.RRAJSTGrKMiKlN'T.

On and after Monday, Oct. 30, 1871,
Trains will run as follows:
*
Passenger train at 7.30 A. M. for
South Paris, and intermediate stations.
Mail train (stopping at all stations) for Island
’oud, connecting with night mail train for Quebec,
lontreal and the WeBt, at 1.10 P. M.
Accommodation for South Paris and intermediate
£ tations at 5.00 P. M.
Passenger trains will arrive as follows:
From Soutn Paris and Lewiston, at 8.15 A. M.
Quebec, Gorham and Bangor, at

From^Montreal,

W .P.

Accommodation from So. Paris arrive at 8.45 P. M.

HASTINGS,

Sleeping Cars on all night trains.
The Company are not responsible for
baggage to
amount
ny
exceeding $50 in value (and that person1) unless notice is given, and paid for at the rate of

ORGANS

——

MANUFACTORY &
ROOM,

passenger tor every $500 additional value.
C. J. BRYDGES, Managing Director.
H. BAILEY, Local Superintendent.
oc26ialw-ostf
Portland, Oct. 26, 1871.

1 ue

MELODEONS

1

SALES-

1441-3
EXCHANGE

lyer’sCherry Pectoral
,

tar Diseases of the Throat and Lnngs,
as Coughs, Colds,Whooping Congh,
Bronchitis, Asthma and Consumption.

such

ST.

Received the HIGHEST
PREMIUMS in the New

England

THE FEW
which have won the confidence of mankind and
become household words
among not only one but
many nations, must have
extraordinary virtues. Perhaps no one ever secured so
wide a reputation or main-

Compositions

and State Fairs in

1809.

All

Instruments War-

*

ranted.

Price lists sent by mail.

Will sell to be paid for in Installments.
I

also have the Agency for this State for the
CELEBRATED

McPhail’s

Pianos,

The leading instrument manufactured in the United
States.

w47

dc20 eod&wtf
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BAUMBACH’S

NEW

COLLECTION

tained it so long as Ayer’s
Cherry Pectoral. It
has been known to the public about forty years, by a
i
long contiunod series of
larvellous cures, which have won for it a confidence
its virtues, never equalled by any other medicine.
; still makes tbe most effectual cures of
Coughs
olds, Consumption, that can be made by meoical
kill. Indeed, jjthe Cherry Pectoral has really
r )bbed these dangerous diseases of their terrors, to a
g •eat extent, and given a feeling of immunity from
{] leir fatal effects, which is well founded, if the reme ly be taken in season.
Every family should have it
their closet for the ready and prompt relief of its
embers. 8lekness, suftering, and even life is saved
b 7 this timely protection, The prudent should not
n -gleet it, and the wise will not.
Keep it by you for
te protection it affords in sudden
ts
attacks, and by
*

\

£

« melv

SACRED

MUSIC.

who have been anxiously waiting for its

THOSE
appearance may
will be

use.

PREPARED BY
DR. J. C. AYER & CO., LOWELL, MASS.,
Practical and Analytical Chemists,
And sold by druggists all round the world.

—OF—

J BBSSSS^every MONDAY and THURS\Y, at 4 1*. M.t and leave Pier 38 E. R., New York,
ery MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 3 P. M.
The Dirigo and Franconia are fitted up with fino
at cnnnnodutionsfor passengers, making this the mont

PREPAID STEERAGE PASSAGE.
From Liverpool, Glasgow, Queenstown or Derrv to
Boston or New York, Ifta-L CURRENCY.

e'

United States.

t\

booked
Passengers
Drafts issued

to all parts of the

uvenient ami comfortabfo route for travelers bo’een New York and Maine.
Passage in State Room $5. Meals extra.
Goods forwarded to and from Montreal, Quebec,
H ilifax, St. John, and all jiarts of Maine. Shippers
ai e requested to send their freight to the Steamers as
e: rly as 4 P. M., on the days they leave Portland.
For Freight or Passage apply to

c<

Great Brittain aud Ireland for £1
For Freight and Cabin passage apply

on

and upwards.

at the Company's
age passage, at 99

Office,

80 State Street.

For steer-

State Street, Boston.
JAMES ALEXANDER, Agent.

Jn2dly

HENRY FOX, Galt’s Wharf. Portland
J. F. AMES, Pier 38, E. R., New York.

For Peaks5 Island.

May 9-dtf

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP €0.

Peak’s Island Steamboat Company
8TEAUER

-s

I

CAPT.

plyiigto the Captain

A.

A

OLIVER.

8.

Price in Cloth.

post-paid,

hnrsday.
£W“Connecting at Eastport
•r

Digby

1 ’or

Halifax, Nova
WEEKLY

at
4
P. .11.
t,r Mali tax diwt. making close connections with tbe NovaSeotu
l Ail way, tor Windsor. Truro. New Glasgow and
1 ’icton, and with Allan’s Mali Steamers lor
Quecust )wn and Liverpool.
Returning wili leave Dominion Wharf, Halifax eyl ry Tuesday, at 4 P. M.
Cabin passage, with State Room,
$7 00
For further information apply to L. BILLINGS
4 Ltlantic Wharf, or

endorsed

and prescribed
than any other Tonic oi
They are
A SURE PREVENTIVE
For Fever and Ague, I a term it tents, Biliousness and
all disorders arising from malarious causes.
Thev

Are

Physieians

more leading
ant now in use.

Stimu

City Bowling Alley.

The subscriber has just oi>ened to public and pri-

nded as an Auti-I>ynpeptic,
lndigeHii«n are Invaluable. At
and Reruperaut, and in.cases ol
General Debility they have never in a
single instance tailed in producing tl.e most happy tesnlts.
They are particularly
BENEFICIAL TO FEMALES,
strengthening tbe body, invigorating tbe mind, and
giving tone and elasticity to the whole system. The
recommcases of

and in

Appetizer

Home Bitter* are compounded with the
greatrst
care, and do tonic stimulant has ever betore been
ottered lo the public so PLEAS A NT TO THE
TaS 1 E and at the same time combining so
many
remedial agents endorsed by the medical
fraternity
as the best kuown to tbe Pharmacopoeia.
It costs
but little to giva thorn a fair trial, and

Every Family Should Hare

Steamships

end

Tuesdays

I

Merchants’

I consider them the most valuable tonic and stimulant now in use.
8. H. MELCHEIl.
Resident Physician in charge U. S. Marino Hospital.

HAVANA.
new

/7T

BLANCHARD, POUSLAND & CO„
140 Commercial St., Boston.

dcl8-10t

BOSTON

PHILADELPHIA

Steamship

ate

parties a new Bowling Alley

at

NO. 16 SILVER STREET,
GEO.
Dee.

B.

GORDON.

23-dIf__

that
WATCH

FREE to Agents to introduce article,
Bell In every houBo. Latta & Co., Pitts-

barg Pa.no22

w__

k> K A Week. Best Cheap Shuttle Sewing
11.0 Machine in the world. Agents wanted
J. S. HATES, Great Falls, N. H,
dec7-4w
•Tv

them.

j

kTOTICE is hereby given, that the subscriber has
been duly appointed and taken upon himself the
ti ust of Administrator of the estate of
DAVID T. CHASE, late of Portland,
the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
i' >nds
as the law directs.
All persons having de” ands upon the estate of said
deceased, are required
exhibit the same; and all persons Indebted to said
el late are called upon to make
payment to
DANIEL CHASE, Adm’r.
dc 19 26 ja 2
Portland, Dec 5th, 1871.

From Long Wharf, Boston, at 3 p.m,
street Whan, Philadel-

t?tomt

Insurance one-halt the rate

incvessels.
Freight tor the West bv the Penn.
Dy connect...* I.nea forwarded

,_

ol
01

**11-

R.. R

,„fn^

lrcie 0("
PASSAGE, T£n DOLLARS

siirmi,

Medical Archives.
DrCVF Ludwig
S Grati Moses, M D

For Freight

Passage apply to
WniT5(KY & 8AKP801*,
Aa.„„,

A)l’ed.Heacock, M D
C Uemcks, M D,
C A Ware, MD,
\V A Wi'cex, M D
E. C. Franklin, 91 D
Trot, iot Homeopathy Medical College.
T J Vastine. M D,
1 (i Comstock, M D,
Prof of Mldwitery and Diseases of
Women, College
Homoeopathic physicians and Surgeons.
John T. Temple, Id. I».,
Pro! Materia Medica and Therapeutic, HommonathIc Medisal College of Missi uri.
Jss. Csnslemaa
91. D, Lecturer
On Diseases el Children. Homoeopathic College of Mo
Clan1 lea Vaatine. 91. b
Prof of Physiology, Homoeopathic Medical College
of Missouri.
John Hannan, 91. D.,
Prol ot Clinical Medicine, Col. Homoeopathic Physicians and Surgeons.
They are soperior to ail other Stomach Bitters.
Enno Bandera, Analytical Choinist.
No Bitters in the world can excel them.
Simen lliraeh, Analytical Chemist.
Eminent Physicians of Chicago.
The formula ot the Home Bitters has been submitted to us and we believe them to he the best ton-

or

_Jn’3-ly

yo

Ii0n|t Whnr<| BOMOB.

T

cneral

use

I The Rising Sun f
TRADE MARK,
For Beauty of Polish, Savins of Labor,
Frooness from Oust, Durability * Cheap*
r ness,truly unrivaled In any Country.

Beware of IV ortblcas Imitations, under other name.
8 but resembling curs la shape and color of Wraooer. *
0 Intended to deceive.
The Rifling Sun Polish In bulk, for stove dealers
use at twelve cents per
pound—twenty-five and fifty
boxes. “Cheaper than any other Bulk PolUh
Poun<l
a*

jj for

oclldi2w

CANTON,

„

FAIRFIELD
—

\

MASS. \

HOUSE,

AT

?EWDALL’8 MILLS,
BY

BA.VDALL AXDREW8,
jate of the Gardiner Hotei.the Maine Hotel
at Dam.nscotta, and Columbian Uonee, Bath.
A eood Livery Stable is connected
with the

hracingsornany

valuable remedial agents.
L A James M D
SP Bouuer, M M,
G W Bigler, M D,
J J Qumn, M D
J H
M D,
W R
M D
G A Doherty. MD,
K S Wayne,
Chemist,
L Woodward M D,
G K Taylor, M D
D W McCarthy, M D,
P F
M
R H Johnson, M D,
SB
M D
E*“,n*"* Physicians in 9lcmphia.
Ihe Home Bitters are an invaluable
remedy tor lndigestion and diseases arising torm malarial causes.
G. B lhormon, M D.,
Aiex. Erskine. M D.
in charge City
Hospital, M K Hodges, M D.
Paul Utey, M D,
D>
M D,
M A Edmunds, VI D,
Santord Bell, M D,
Jos. E Lynch M D,
G B J hornton M
Alex Erkskine, M D,
CltF Hospital, M K Hodges, M D,
J M Rodgers M D,
Paul Otey, M D,
“
Turnelf
M A Edmunds, M D.
Santord Bell, M D,
Jos E Lynch M D
in Pittsburgh,
n y

Valuer M D

lon5e’___mr24tlti

D,
D’

!TCJViu,cr'*lt>
WTXhlU.Mrm.MD,

5?
2

nothing.

MORSE BROS., Propr’s,

2
*

M
M

*5

U

•

Woodb ry, M D
G A Matiner, Analytical .Jas
ZBI ,ev, M D,
Trot,
ohe
istry, Kush
H<a1nn!.St’ »i r.
Medical 1
HSHahn.MD,
lege
R DcVicar, M D
J B Wa' ,r, M D,
Mor'n S Barns, M D,
T S He ne, M D,
R Ludlam, M D.
Thos 1 ElUs. M D
Jas A Collins, MD,
J A Hahn, M D
Eminent Physician, in Cincinnati.
Nearly all of whom are Prolessors iu one or the
other ol the Medical Colleges.
No other Bitters have ever been offered to the
publH’em

Simpson,

y
*

S

H
V

J L
C 1

POLISH!

1 STOVE Ht

offer-d to the

now

public.

Woodward,

?“ik,,er.

Sliv,

U,'

Tomlinson,

£1?,r^?dgers’M

“'Y T^rnelh

tf,

£ ^aJ8e

^

^^'“r^J.Thyaiciatia
BTDae
Wm. Lowes, MD,
MD,
D H Willard. M id,

W R Childs, M
D,
O Wuth, Chem ist,

J H

McClelland,

M

D,

And Unudreda of Others
01 the North, West and South.
Iu.*U
Parls
J E Garner, M D Milwaukee.
Council BInffs, March 27, 1871.
James A Jackson 6c
Co—Having examined the
formula of the ‘-Home Stomach
Bitters,-’ I have
prescribed them in practice ter some time, and pronouuce them the best Tonic Bitteis now in use.
P. H. 91c In Inn, m. D.
n*- Tor sale by all Druggists and Grocers.
James A. Jackson A Co, Proprietors.
Labratory 105 and 107 N Second st, St Louis, Mo.
For sale by
Jokn VV. Perkin. A Co.,
__

july20-dCmo

Portland,

ucui

iiw

BBEAT CHANCE FOR
AOENTM
?»/"«want an agency, local or traveling,
wi’n an opportunity to make
#.■> to S3o a <lay
our new strand
ll'/ide H ire Clothe,
BH selling
aM
Ltne*.
They last forever; sample free. Send
A(idr**BM at once Hmlson ltlver
w a!/
“rater at., and Malden
Lane,
l-Bli- T., or 34b W Kandoph st., Chicago.
*
uc2714w

IB

^B
■

Me.

FISHERMEN! j IBvvi

TWINES AND NETTING, j Doal
masvfactred
n

IVMl. E. HOOPER <&
SOtTS,
Send lor price-list.
Balliuierr, Tld.
illy
J°14_

1 .CUP,

MUSIC BOXES! MUSIC BOXES l
Not only the tinkling, sweet-toned little Music
Boxes, but larger and larger ones, up to immense instruments that produce sonuds as powerful as those
of a Pianoforte, and fill a house with
melody. Call
soon at 33 COURT STREET and select one
from the
large stock, so that It may

Chime
or

Christmas,

ring the New Year, lu the

ears

family:

a

c

1

instruments
also for

dec7-d&wtc

THE-BEST
OK

WE WILL SELL

STEAMER,

COAI®®'
de.lred.P

lard and WhitePineTimher

STETSON

Sewing Machines
AND B

Portland,

PLUMMER-* WILDER;

S°th?ta?MraCtUre
wLrt

contract
f>r^£Tn l).rel>ar®<^4to
without

to successfully warm
regard to size.
® Son also
on hand every description
keep
oi steam, Gas and Water
Pipe and fittings, at wholesale and retail, and have in their
employ first class
workmen te put in the same; and in their Machine
Shop are prepared to attend promptly to all kinds of
machine work and repairs.
dc28d&wtf w52
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bwld!?tf;

REMOVAL.
SHACK FORD has removed to No 70 P ark
next door above Grammar School House.

DR.

au

2

•

3m

J.tltt

Maine.

Boiler and best Radiator
tho,lntL®81
purpose ever
rod need Into the market, and

UTTER ICiv’S

Paltcrnsof Garmenls

Engineers and Machinists,
Street,

POPE,

ELIAS nOWE
1

DanielWinslow & Son
7 Cross

&

\ rh.rf and Dock, first, corner
of E street.
Pir'-’feoiliy
Oftloe, 10 grate s-..Boston.

LOW PRESSURE

Heating Apparatus.

BROKEN,’

STOVE anil CHESTNUT
y the cargo at the very lowest market price devered on board at place ot
shipment, and win
ire vessels tv trnnspo.ttbe
same when

Or band and sawed to
dimensions.
HARD PINK PLANK,
HARD PINK FLOORING
AND 8TEP.
BOA RDM, for sale by

MERCHANDISE,

& CO., 33 Court St.,

by the Cargo !

si_

FLUTES, BAND INSTHU-

CA HAYNES

HIGH

f

of your delighted

fuU assortment of other

MUSICAL

Removal.
1 ”|R. R. P. JENNESS has removed to No. 4 Brown
4 * St.. Portia d, Me. Office hours from 10 to 11
A M., and 4 to
r. M.
no25-3m

Line.

Leave eaoh port every Wednesday&8atnrdav

Physician City Hospital,‘St Louis, Mo.

IT

From Lincoln’s Wharf, Boaton. The
A1 fast sailingSch. “ALCYOVE'
.1- A. DAVIS, Master, will have Immemediate Despatch. For Freight or Passage, apply to

A

A

Herbert Pritnm, PrnL,
Prot. Practical Pharmacy, St Louie College of Pharmacy.
ol

Express Line

-fob-

James A. Jackson * Co—Ocntlemen: As you
have communicated to the medical profession the
recipe ot the "Home Bitters” it cannot, therefore be
considered as a patent medicine, no patent
having
been taken lor it, NVeliave eiamined the formula
tor making lbe“Home Bitters," and
unhesitatingly
say the combination is one ot rare excellence, all the
articles used in its composition are the best of tbe
class to which they belong, being highly tonic Stimulant, Stomachic, Carminative, and slightly Laxative. The mode ol preparing them Is strictly in accordance with the rules of pharmacy. Having used
them, seen itseliecls in our private practice, we take
pleasure In recommending them to all perrons desirous of taking Bi'ters as being the best Tonic and
Stimulant uow offered to the public.
Frank G, Porter,
Prof Obstetries and Diseases ot Women,
College ol
Physicians, aud 1 te member Boaul ot n0altn.
H.
Boisliuirre,
._.•«<?•
Prot. Obstetrics and Diseases of Women, St Louis
Medical College,
Drake McDowell. M. D
Late President Missouri Medical College.
E. A. Clark, M. U.,
Prot. Surgery, Medical College, and the late Resi-

• ■Wi
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uma and Georgia; and over the Seaboard and Roa■o/:e R. R. to all points in North and South Carolina
I
>y the Balt. & Ohio R. It. to Washington and all
1 ►lares West.
Through rates given to South and West.
Fine Passenger accommocations.
Fare including Berth and Meals to Norfolk
$12.50,
ime 48 hours; to Baltimore $15, time 65 hours.
Norfolk. 48 hours. To Baltimore, 65 hours.
For further information apply to
E. SAMPSON, Agent.
53 Central Wharf, Boston.
june2tf

a

United States Marine Hospital,
St. Louis, Mo., Oct. 8, 1870.
James A. Jackson & Co— 1 have examined the
lormnla tor making the 1 Home Stomach Bitters,”
and need them in this hospital the last lour
mentbi,

_

Steamships:—
William Laurence.”

“George Appold.”
William Kennedy.”
“McClellan
Capt.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington by
<
Iteamer Lady of the Lake.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg and
hchmond, by river or rail: and by tlie Pa. A Tenn.
iir Line to all
points in Virginia, Tennessee, Ala]

denominational papers

dent

of this Line sail from
of Central Wharf, Boston,
and Saturdays at 4i\ m.
►for NORFOLK and BALTIMORE.

I

Buttle.
No preparation In the world can produce so many
unqualified endorsements by physicians ol the very
highest standing in their profession.
ST Endorsed alto by the Uergu and the leading

Steam
^ rorSale by all First-class Dealers.
WHOLESALE ROOMS,
( -ILES, WALES A CO, 111 Maiden
Lane, New Yod i.

PORTKOU8. Agent.

highly

are
sn

»bpl3tt_JOHN

] Norfolk and Baltimore and Washington,
IK t. Moaiiisiiip Line.

CALL oe

Forest

CAR

r

FOR

see

Steamship

The favorite

U. S.WATCH CO. (Giles,Wales & Co.)

3 lest in the world. Ask your Jeweller to

Scotia

LINK.

LOTTA will leave Oait*» Wharf
every
SATURDAY,

i

I,
jlie Conrt House.)
[Opposite

receipt of retail price.
OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston,
C. H. DITSON & CO., New York.
decl2 d<&w50tc

ARRANGEMENT

v

rn

on

VINTER

with Steamer QUEEN,
St. Andrews and Calais and with N. B. & C. Railay for Woodstock and Houlton stations.
Connecting at St. John with the Steamer EM1 RESS for
and Annapolis, thence by rail to
V Hudsor aud Halifax and with the E. & N. A. Railv ay for Sliediac and intermediate stations,
f ^Freight received on days of sailing until 4
0 clock, p. m.
Winter rates wjll be charged for freight after Dec.
2 )th.
A. R. STUBBS, Agent.
dc20
is t Sat
then os
tf

f<

sale at

$2 50; Boards, $2 00.

John, Digby,

Hi.

g

Fare down and hack 25 cents, children halt pr'ce.
je23dtr

MFS1.C.v,an<
the store of

send in their orders; and
disappointed in the quality of music. Te Deums, Benedicites, Responses, Glorias, Authems. Solos, Duets, Sentences, and all ftrst class,—
none better.
Large, clear, legible type, a great rec-

anil

On and after MONDAY, Dec.
23th, the Steamer New Brunswick, Capt S. II. Pike, will leave
Railroad Wharf, foot of State St.,
■
•very Monday, at 5.15, p. m., for
h ast port and St John.
Returning will leave St. John and Eastport every

board,

on

Calais

ONE TRIP PER WEEK !

Portland,June 23,1871.

not one

Sent

nstport,

Windsor ami Halifax.

Will leave tbe Wett side of Portland
Pier, daily lot
Peaks’ Islauif at 8.45 A M. and 3.15 P M.
Returning si' leave Peaks’Inland 9.15 AM.
and 3.45 P M,
kM Private parties can le accommodated by ap-

aud

now

11111 utJ

Portlami,

V

d Kl8-d<Sjwevery3dwly

ommendation.

further not^ce*
4)/»rr& 7n'umilGalt’s
Wharf,
Leave

tlty-

ic and stimulant lor

Do not be deceived bv “Old reliable office,” or
*best routes” advertised by other parties, but call
x Grand Trunk Offish under Lancaster Hall, or at
he Depot and obtain prices, and see tbe saving in
ime and distance. Baggage checked through and
talluian Cars secured from Portland to Chicago.
D. H. BLANCHARD’S, oppo. Preble House,
No. 282 Congress street, Portland. Me.
WM. FLOWERS, Eastern Agent,

AKKANfiEWENT.

Steamers Dirigo and Franconia

j

Gold, additional. Return Tickets on favorable terms
I assengers enbark at Cunard
Wharf, Jersey

fork, the

3m

THOSE

Wood l

and SOFT WOOD for sate at
stroet. Also Dry Edgings.

coin
aARD

ARRANGEMENT.

roly

•

in want ol Flam or Fancy Job
Printing
will find it to their advantage to call ooWm. m
at
the Daily PressJeb Printing Office, ExMarks,
change Street, Portland.

cc9d&wevery3dwly

Wood l

RAILROAD.

Co.

SEMI-WEEKLY LINK!

Passage Money including tare from Boston toN York,
Cabin, $80, $100, $ 130 gold—according to accoinmodation
Steerage, $30 Currency. Tickets to Paris, $15

_

blessing.

are

CENTRAL

Steamship

NEW

rWifi-tn

and passenger and all other trains will
to all points of this line from the Depot of
Portland & Kennebec R. R. Co. in Portland only,
: md all trains from this line will arrive at that Depot
1
in Portland. Passenger trains for Bangor and
ill intermediate stations, via Lewiston and via Brunswick will leave at 1.00 P. M. Night Express with
Pullman Cars, at 12.30 A. M. via Augusta, every

Cough, Croup, Asthma and Colds.
challenge the Medical faculty to produce anything better.
m

^ laiue

Superintendent.

On and after November 13th, current, the new line between Danville
and Cumberland will be oi>en for use.

Winter

M., (Sundays excepted.)
Cabin fare.$180

Steamers appointed to sail
FROIVI IKW YORK.
ABYSINIA, Wed., Jan. 3 RUSSIA, Weil., Jan. 17.
ALGERIA, Wed., Jau. 10 JAVA,
Wed., Jan. 24.

T

1 >e run

We

T

Cdbin; $80 Gold. Steerage, $30 Currency

Limerick,

ally.

WILLIAM H. TURNER,
Portland. Dec. 15.1871.

medicine for Children

■\7“

Boston.

(j rect connection at Rochester with trains for Bostou,
0 rer Boston & Maine and Eastern Railroads.
Also
C( >nnect at Rochester with Dover and
Winnipiseogee
p abroad for Alton Bay, and with Portsmouth, Great
alls and Conway Railroad for Conway.
Leave Rochester for Portland and way stations at
7 30 A. M., and 12 M.
The 7.30 train connecting with down trains on Dov jr and Winnipiseogee, and Portsmouth. Great Falls
a ad Conway Railroads, and the 12 o’clock traiu makii ig direct connection at Rochester with trains from
I oston, leaving Boston at 7.30 A. M., via Boston &
1 [aine, and at 8.30 A. M. via Eastern Railroads.
Leave Portland for Saco River at 5.30 P. M.
Leave Saco River for Portland at 5.30 A. M.
Stages connect as follows:
At Gorham for West Gorham, Staudish, and No.
1 limington, daily.
At Buxton Centre for West Buxton, Bonny Eagle
£ nd Limington, daily.
At Centre Waterboro* for Limerick, Newfleld, Pare ansfield and Ossipee, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Satrdays, returning alternate davs.
At Centre Waterboro’ for
Parsonsfield,

!

The new and superior sea-going
steamers FOREST CITY, and
MONTREAL, having been fitted
up at a great expense with a large
number of beautiful State Rooms,
II run the season
follows:
•Atlantic Wharf, Portland, at 7 o’clock,
<1 India >\ nail. Boston, every day, at 5 o’clock,

express,

The 8.45 A. M. train from No. Conway, arrives in
season for early afternoon traiu for Bospassengers bv the 1 P. M. from North Contake
the Portland steamers arriving in Bosiy can
n early the next morning.
Tickets for sale at the ticket office M. C. R. R.
J. HAMILTON, Superintendent.
no9tf
Portland, November 8,1871.

BOSTON.

Deck. i oo
Freight taken as usual.
L. BILLINGS, Agent.
*
May 1,18C9-dtf_*

■■

(

c

Lea'IiJg
y

O® an(l after Monday, December, 18.
1871, passenger trains leave Portlaud
J ^ —.^^Saror
Rochester and intermediate stations
■■
"“'“at 7.15 A. M., and 1.30 P. M., making

This is truly the best Medicine yet offered to the
Public for the cure of

T3

w

1

Price 50 cents.
dcl5
_mayfidly
MRS. DINSMORE’S
COUGH AND CROUP BALSAM !

T

^

Queenstown, Cork liar.

Winter Arrangement.

Headache, Billiousness, and all Humors and

As

at

DIRECT BKOIVI BOSTON
BATAVIA, Saturday, Jan. 6.
SAMARIA, Sat., Jon. 13. ALEPPO. Sat.. Feb. 3.
SIBERIA, Sat., Jau. 20. PARTHIA, Sat,. Feb. 10.
IIECLA,
Sat., Jan. 27. SAMARIA, Sat., Feb. 17.
LIT"Passengers embark at tbe Cunard Wharf, East

^

ORTLAND & ROCHESTER RAILROAD.

By Druggists throughout the World.

FOR PURIFYING THE BLOOD.

liable Physicians, and its
astonishing curative powers
attested by thousands who liavc used it.
It is a sure, quick remedy for all diseases of the
L rmary Organs existing in male or
temale, Irritation
or Inflammation of
Kidneys or Bladder, Gravel, Diabetes, Reddish Sediment in Urine, Thick, Cloudy
Urine, Mucous auu Involuntary Discharges from
Urethra, Retention or Incontinuence of Urine, Chronic Catarrh of Bladder, and all Chronic Maladies of the

■

in
5 >rtlaud
n and

It cleans the Brain, reBurdened Syscures Constipation.
a

Calling

iVia 7.40 A. M.
IT Via 3.15 P. M.

lieves the

Ayers fcarsparilla,

Treasurer.

g^^PSgiuntil

►Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays.

MEDICINE.

DOLLARS A DAY”

re-

On and after Monday, Nov. 13th, and
further notice, trains will run as

________

At Baldwin for Cornish, Kezar Falls and Porter.1T
At Brownfield for Denmark and Bridgton.1T.
At Brownfield for East Fryeburg.
At Fryeburg for Lovell.1T

VALUABLE

the Blood.
Impurities
it has no equal.

R. R.

Stages Conner!
At South Windham for North Windham, Casco,
Rj kyrnond, Naples and Bridgton.t
At East Baldwin for Sebago and Bridgton.*

NO FAMILY

of

OGDEXSBURG

f!

CAJf AFFORD TO
BE WITHOUT
THIS

Remember 144 1-2 Exchange St.

ITCH

&

A M.
P. M.
T ave
7.40
3.15
Portland,
ave N. Conway,
8.45
1.00
Hie 7.40 A. M. from Portland and 1.00 P. M. from
K >• Conway will be freight trains with
passenger car
fl cached.

junl4dlyr

REDUCTION OF PRICES !

‘TWO

made in this Bank, on or before .Janwill draw interest from the first day of
NATH’L, F. DEERING,

3

Z2

Boston. Ham.

61 Hancock Street.

—AND—

flUAf

MOO MIDDLE STREET.

Ti

Dr. Jourdain’s Consulting: Office,

United States Hotel!

--

w51

ticetPortland.

edition of his lectures,
containing most valuable information on the
causes, consequences and treatment of diseases of the
reproductive system, with remarks on marriage, and
the various causes of the loss of manhood, with full
instructions for its complete restoration; also a chapter on venereal infection, and the means of cure, be:
ing the most comprehensive work on the subject ever
yet published, comprising 150 pages. Mailed free to
any address for 25 cents. Address,

HAS

just published

h .HUGHES,

■

PROPRIETOR OF

BENEWEB.

bargain is ottered if applied for immediately;
moderate capital.
TAYLOR & CO., 20 State St., Boston, Mass.
jnl-3t

•aid month.
Dec. 17,1871.
tlc-19
dtjanl

Cum

172

WILL POSITIVELY RESTORE GRA
HAIR TO ITS ORIGINAL COLOR.
It keeps the hair from falling out. It is the best
rossing in the world, making lifeless, stiff1 brashy
air, healthy, soft and glossy.
For sale by all druggists.
1 t. P. HALL & CO.
Naushua, N. H. Proprietors.
dc6 eod&cow d
eow w w49
2m

a

Savings Bank,

p IRTLAND

Eclectic medical Infirmary.

T

ON

NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

io9tf_Supt.

WINTER

HAIR

Lunch & Lager Beer Saloon For
Sale.
a leading thoroughfare; nicely fitted
up, with
good Beer Pumps; full of business; alwavs paid

Blaine

who die of this difficul-

SEMINAL WEAKNESS.

forwarded immediately.
All correspondence strictly confidential and will be
returned if desired.
Address:
DR. J. B. HUGHES,
172 Cumberland St., Portland.
R3P*Send a Stamp for Circular.

VEGETABLE SICILIAN

jnl-3t

«

OF

I can warrant a perfect cure in such cases, and a
full and healthy restoration of the
urinary organs.
Persons who cannot personally consult the Dr. can
do so
writing, in a plain manner, a description of
their diseases, and the appropriate remedies will bo

HALL’S

jni-3t_’

P^pa-ration, endorsed by the most

Express.

S\ B. The 6.15, 9.10 A. M., and 3.30,3.45 P. M.
tins from Portland, make close connections to New
rk by one or other of the routes from Boston,
P£ ssengers ticketed through by cither route.
F. CHASE,
P. S. & P. R. R.

ay, Tetter, Tumors and
Salt Rheum, Worms,

$350,000

First-Class Ladies' and Cents’ Dining Saloon For Sale.
large and convenient house attached; beBt
WITH
location in Boston; thoroughly established;
with good run of regular and transient business;
chance seldom met with, as the owner is unexpectedly called away. Taylor & Co., 20 State st., Boston.

A

men

many

STAGE

Capital,

#1.430,000

By sending 35 Cents
eyes and hair, you will

Boston.

bleeping

Diseases,
Biliousness,
Liver Complaint, Drop-

Liabilities,

with age, height, color of
receive by return mail a correct picture of your future
husband or wife, with name and date of marriage.
Address W. Fox, P, O. Drawer, No. 24 Fultonville,
N. Y.
4w
jnlf

—

are

SECOND

Company,

#400,000

Hoanencu.

Caution.
Don’t be deceived by worthless imitations. Get
only Wells’s Carbolic Tablets. Price 25 cts per
box.
JOHN Q. KELLOGG, 18 Platt St., N. Y.,
Sole agent for the U. S. Send for Circular. jnl-t4w

well;

There

ty, ignorant of the cause, which is the

BOSTON, MASS.

THROAT and LUNG Diseases.
HOARSENESS and ULCERATION of the
THROAT are immediately relieved and statements
are
constantly being sent to the proprietor of relief
in cases of Throat difficulties of years’ standing.

Excellent

Middle-Aged Men,
There are many men of the age of
thirty who are
troubled with too frequent evacuations from the bladder, often accompanied by a slight smarting or burning sensation, and weakening the system in a manner the patient cannot account for.
On examining
the urinary deposits a
ropy sediment will often be
found, and sometimes small particles of semen or albumen will appear, or the color will be of a thin, milkish hue, again changing to a dark and turbid
appearance.

SAILING FOR LIVERPOOL.
1

_

a

ESTABLISHED

Boston for Portland at f7.30 A. M.f *8.30 A.
U2.15 P. M., *3.00 P. M.. *8.00 P. M.
Jiddeford for Portlaml at 8.00 A. M., returning at
W 0 P. M.
’ortsmouib for Portland tlO.OO A. M., *10.40 A.
M t2.35 P. M., 15.30 P. M.f *10.00 P. M.
'Pullman
ear express train.
Accommodation train,
r Mail train.
-leave

Byipurchastng tickets via the
.kiwa

TABLETS present the Acid in combinaAssets,
tion with other efficient remedies, in
THESE
popular
for the Cure of all

THIS

consulted by one or
more young men with the above
disease, some ot
whom are as weak and emaciated as though they had
the consumption, and by their friends are
supposed
to have it. All such cases yield to the proper and on
ly to correct course of treatment, and iu a short time
are made to rejoice in perfect health.
we are

more

ING MACHINE,at a liberal salary or on Commission.
A Horse and Wagon given to Agents. Full Particulars furnished on application. Address W. A. Henderson & Co., General Agents, Cleveland, Ohio, and
St. Louis, Mo.
jnl t 4w

IS NO HUMBUG !

day passes but

a

Manufacturers’

EMPLOYMENT.

WELLS’S CARBOLIC

M

~

FOR

Steamers appointed tc sail

GCtl7tf

engage
Agents to sell the
WEWorld Renowned
Improved BUCKEYE SEW-

No.
I guarantee the above certificates to be
genuine
I will forfeit $1000 to any one that wi
find them
otherwise.
PersoHs having deubta will please address the
artiee
ap29(12taw&w©ow3»

on

October were $4,785,877. It is estimated that
their losses by the Chicago fire will not exceed $1,400,000. which leaves the Company in a condition
tor meeting all future obligations promptly and honorably.
The Company is now prepared under this undoubted secarity to take good business. There will be an
advance of rates but it will not be excessive or extravagant. It will be such as the public will justify
in a sound and reliable office that intends to pay
every dollar ot loss.
The undersigned is prepared to issue policies in
this old, safe and reliable Office.

1871.

This may certify that 1 bad been suffering with
the “Rhuinatism** for five months, and at that time
it seized my right hip and leg, down to the toot.
This the physicians called “Sciatic.”
I tried many
kinds ot highly recommended medicines which I
took tor the blood. Still I got no relief lor seven
months more, all the time doing my bes', with as
good advisers -s we have in our city. Finallv 1 call-

Com’y

The old Hartford Office, notwithstanding its hravy
Chicago, comes out with its capital unimpared, and assets amounting to over one million

Jaundice, Scrofula, Dyspepsia, Ague and Fever, or

Coughs,

Hardly

no-

losses at

Spleen,Enlargement

For

ranted.

HARTFORD

It is not A physic—It is not what is popularly
called a bitters, nor is it intended as such. It is
a South American plant that has been used for
many years by the medical faculty of those countries
with wonderful efficacy as a powerful alterative
and unequaled purifier of the blood and is a
Sure and Perfect Remedy for all diseases of the
Liver and
or Obstruction of Intestines, Urinary, Uterine, or Abdominal Organs,
Poverty or a want of Blood, Intermittent or
Remittent Fevers, Inflammation of the
Liver, Dropsy, Sluggish Circulation of
the Blood, Abscesses, Tumors,

Nervous

and

Prostration that may follow Impure Coition,
are the Barometer to the whole
system.
Do not wait for the consummation that is sure to follow: do not wait for unsightly Ulcers, for
Disabled Limbs, for Loss of Beauty
and Complexion.
How Many Thousands Can
Testify to This
By Unhappy Experience!
Young men troubled with emissions in sleep,—a
complaint generally the result of a bad habit in
youth—treated scientifically and a perfect cure war-

_JOS.

JURUBEBA!

few

Aches, and Lassitude

tors and the transaction of any other business legally brougnt before them, will be held at the Refinery, on Tuesday, the 9th day of January, 1872, at 3
o’clock p, j(t
dc27ld
P. THOMPSON, Clerk.

dec9f4w

8EASON.

SEEK FOR SOME ANTIDOTE IN

13th, 1871.

J*

Hare Confidence.

The Pains and

Nor'r

LINE

MAIL DTEAMEBN

^

All who have committed an excess of any kind,
whether it be the solitary vice of youth, or the tingling rebuke of misplaced confidence of maturer years,

hereby
company
tified that the annual meeting for choice of DirecTHE

clearly

a

opportunity

SAM’L SMALL, Cashier.
dc7dtd
Portland, Dec. C, 1871.

Undersigned
business,
THE
Painting, Glazing and Paper Hanging, at his old
No
Union
where he
to

desire to

8,1871.dtd

for the election of Directors and the transaction of
any other business that may then come before them.

GAMMON AT HIS OLD BUSINESS

PROFITABLE

before them.

EDWARD GOULD, Cashier.

THE

dec9-4wf

NEW

Dec.

come

Cumberland National Bank.
Annual Meeting of the Stockholders of the
Cumberland National Bank of Portland, will be
field at their Banking Room on Tuesday, the 9th
day of January, 1874, at 3 o’clock P. IV1.,

FOR

ready for

legally

that may

World,” by George
A very interesting and valuable work.
L. P. CROWN & Co., Boston, Iff ass.
dec7-4w
Agents Wanted
“Convent Life Unveiled,” by Edith O’Gorman,
Escaped Nun, whose disclosures are thrilling
and startling. Agents are taking from 10 to 20 orders
a day. It is the best selling book published.
Send
for terms. CONN. PUBLISHING CO., Hartford, Ct.

hopes

before

rHE

Agents Wanted

has returned to his

come
House on

The National Traders’ Bank.
Stockholders of this Bank are hereby notified
that their Annual Meeting will be hela at their
Banking Room, on Tuesday, the 9th day of January
lext, at 3 o'clock, P. M., to choose five Directors for
he ensuing year, and to act on any other business

Pa._dec9-4wf

“Eminent Women of the

dc92tawtd

Casco National Bank of Portland, for the choice
rHE
>f Directors and the transaction of such other busi-

Fascination

Book is

ntnila

Casco National Bank.
Annual Meeting of the Stockholders of the

400 pages by Herbert
PSYCHOLOGIC
all
this

“TO

Ka

Ann

Portland, Dec.8,1871.

J. II. WICKES.

stand,
Street,
3£
his former numerous customers.

/t <*

their By Laws.
3d. For the transaction of any other business, which
nay legally bo brought before them.
CHAS. PAYSON, Cashier.

190 Maiden Lane, New York.
J.J. CHENEBY,
Agents for Portland.

NOTIC

* At.An»A

generally
study

n

Furnished in cans,'.cases, and prime bbls. by

<lc6

Ta JaaMa ...V.

Every intelligent and thinking person must know
that remedies handed out for general use should have
their efficacy established by well-tested experience in
the hands of a regularly-educated physician, whose
studies fit him for all the duties he must
preparatory
fulfil; yet the country is flooded with poor nostrums
and cure-alls, purporting to be tho best in the world,
which arc not only useless, but always injurious.
The unfortunate should be particular in selecting
tiis physician, as it is a lamentable yet incontrovertible fact, that many syphilitic patients are made miserable with ruined constitutions by maltreatment
from inexperienced physicians in general practice;
for it is a poiht
conceded by the best syphiland management of these
ograpliers, that the
plaints should engross the whole time of those who
would be competent and successful in their treatment
and ours. The inexperienced general practitioner,
nor time to make himhaving neither
self acquainted with their pathology, commonly
pursues one
of
in most cases
treatment,
system
maxing
an indiscriminate use of that antiquated and
dangerous weapon, the Mercury.

Pier at 6.15 P. M.

Franklin Skillings Clerk.

Verchants National Bank of Portland.
Stockholders of this Bank, are hereby notified
I
to meet at the Bank, on Tuesday, January 9,
872, at 10 o’clock, A. M., for the fallowing business:
1st. For the election of Directors for the ensuing

HENRY D. TODD, Tolman Court.

Jau.

ISLAND STEAMBOAT
CO.

1 PEAK’S

form,
For liity years 1 have been troubled with Scrofula
Some fifteen years ago a leartul ulcer broke out on
my leg. Three months ago it had extended from
the ankle joint nearly to the knee. I could not
move witnout great pain.
In this condition I commenced taking the University Mediciue,
A first it drove out a leartul humor all over me.
In a lew days the humor began to subside, and the
ulcer is now healed and 1 feel like a new being.
ELIZABETH CHAMBERLAIN, 38 Cfiestnut’St.
Portland, Aug. 30.

through the tubes in the second compartment,
descending they pass through the tubes
again
third comnartihent. By this operation, the

r<

J

sent tor the State ol Maine and

A

Caution to the Public.

Published for 1872, Map of New England
Scale), Beautifully Colored in
Will outsell all
ever published.
Townships.
other Maps, and with our U. S. and World Map $75
to $200 per month cleared with a certainty. Send for
descriptive Circular, and secure Territory at once.
4w
D. LJ Guernsey, Publisher, Coucord, N. H.

sale by the trade generally.

recently contracted, entirely removing
disease from the system, auu making a

CUNARD

ARRANGEMENT.

»muicncing Monday,

fn

cess.

JUST
States, (on Large
Best

urn

PELEG STAPLES.

Portland, Aug. 2d, 1870.

Musical

■

heated gases from the furnace on their
ay to the smoke stack, or chimney come in con-ct with gradually decreasing temperatures of
ater.

fascinating
Congress Hall' THE
lished in this country.
Fine

or

ihe dregs of
perfect and permanent cure.
He would call the attention of the afflicted to the
'act of his long-standing and well-earned reputation!
furnishing sufficient assurance of his skill and suc-

i

si

Board of India.

daily,

itamling

IMPORTANT TO AGENTS and

the

Portland

j

•*"

■■

Royal Backgammon
and
most

XTnder

..

Garments

=

v WINTER
c.

Devoting

A

MEN WANTING BUSINESS

PORTLAND,

For

PREPARED BY

C. AYER & CO., LOWELL, MASS.,
Practical and Analytical Chemists,
And sold all round the world.
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Rooms,

STEAMERS.
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AND PORTLAND, SACO, A
PORTSMOUTH R. R.

ho can bo consulted privately, and with
confidence by the afflicted, at all
juul from 8 A. M. to 9 P. M.
Dr. H. addresses those who are suffering under the
iflliction of private diseases, whether arising from
mpure connection or the terrible vice of self-abuse.
his entire time to that particular branch of
.he medical profession, he feels warranted in GuarXNTEEING A CUKE IN ALL CASES, Whether of loug
lours

.*

So

Medical

Jg

STEAMERS.

£ LSTERN

HIS

WHERE
the utmost

ludhpeiiaible to

the
A
every Lady or Gentlemon. Sold by Drugglata^^.
and Dealers in PEUFUMERIV'^*^

RAILROADS.

No. 172 Cumberland Street,

Col°*ne Wuter,

YORIv

CAN BE FOUND AT

Private

/ ^
---=ihi*M the delicate aud refreshing
CrhT Z'^^fr»gr»uieo of genuine Farlua
and la

THE

cific.
MRS.

FIRE

J lanchard Maine State Boiler Co.

47 Wahpanseh Av., Chicago, 111., Jan. 14,1871.
“For the last ten
years I have been a great sufferer
Prom frequent attacks of Acute Bronchitis, and have
never found
to relieve me from these attacks
anything
mtil I tried Dr. Wells' Carbolic Tablets."
Elizabeth T. Root.
4 TTrilT/^hlVr Don’t let worthless artiU JL JL
• cles be palmed oft on you,
be sure you get only Wells* Carbolic Tablets.
John Q. Kellogg, Platt Street, N. Y. Sole Agent.
Sold by Druggists. Price 25 cents a Box.
For Sale by W. F. PHILLIPS & CO.,
nov22-3m
Portland, Me.

great

Consolidated

DR. J. B. HUGHES

ielected.

tp grow anxious and his wife was in an unenviable dilemma as she realized that their
scanty larder supplied nothing which could
satisfy the appetites of three hungry men.
For a while they talked the matter over wonderingly, until a bright thought entered the
time.
mihd of the master of the house.
Respectfully, &c.,
The food
H. A. WHITTIER,
might have been sent to the wrong locality.
He grasped the directory and turned the
I have been afflicted with Scrofula and Salt
pages rapidly over until he came to his own
Rheum all my life. I have been under treatment
of eleven (m.ss called) physicians and all the time
name, and, directly under it, that of another
No tongue can tell what my sufferings
grew woree
person whose appellation was of the same as
were, with catarrh, diseased laogs, a leartul cough,
his own bin who resided at the South End.
my limbs, wrist and hand running sores, no appeIt was the work of a moment to don his hat
tite, badly diseased incidental tomv sex. Though
and coat, and but few moments afterward inyoung. I felt that life was a buiden to me. In this
1 condition, through the advice of a
oreadlu
tervened before his arrival at the house of his
friend, I
called on th*
of the New York Univerkinsman. He pulled the bell hungrily, and sity Medicints.proprietor
He told me my case was
doubtful,
“Have
but would do the best he couici. I commenced takinquired,
you got a turkey here?”
his medicines April 17th, and am free 1'rom
the
“Yes, certainly we have,” replied the dazed lug
a cove troubles.
“and
we’re
respondent,
just about to sit down
MRS. HENRY JONES, Westbrook, Me.
to eat it.”
“Eat it!” was the exclamation,
July 10,1871.
“eat it! Why, I’ve been puckering up my
mouth for that turkey almost every minute o
Some three months ago I was persuaded by my
wile to take the University Medicines. My health
the past twelve hours.
Where did you and
mind ivas so
affected that my triends beget it?” “That’s a mystery.
Some good came alarmed tor badly
my salety. In a week alter comsoul left it on our doorstep last
night, with mencing to take the Medicine 1 lelt great relief. I
am now as well as any other man. My wile has Been
a card addressed to us, and we took it in.
tor a long timo afflicted with disease that has baffled
Why, what’s the matter?”
“Nothing; I the skill
ot our best physicians; some ol which pronothing is the matter. I only thought I’d nonneed her case incurable.
Under treatment of
as
I
was
the
inquire
passing by, that’s all. I
University Medicines, her health has g eatlv imAny one doubting will please call at No. 6
thought, perhaps, you might have turkey to- proved.
Lincoln street, or at repair shop. Grand Trunk Deday as it is the last day in the year. I did in- pot.
GEORGE KINGSBURY.
tend to have one myself, but I’ve
mv
changed
Portland, Aug. 5, 1871.
mind. Good morning.” “Won’t you dine
with us?” “No, I thank you; I guess not.
Ta the Agent of University Medicinesat Waterville
Dear Mbs. Flood:—I think it my duty to adI’ve got friends waiting for me at home.
dress you wilh a lew lines statiugmy cure with
Good morning.” But the sorely
your
disgusted wonderful catarrh specific. 1 have been afflicted
man wended his way siowly homeward to tell
with catarrh ever since a child and have spent a
the story and apologize to his friends.—Bosdeal ol monev among our tirst doctors, and
ave tried everything 1 heard of without
ton Traveller.
obtaining
reiiel.
1 am cured hv using your Catarrh Speany

AMERICAN

OFFICE OF

Hoarseness, Catarrh and all Diseases of the
Lungs, Throat and Bronchial Tubes.
From tbo great number of Testimonials as to the
efficiency of this invaluable medicine the following is

venture :
On Saturday evening last, Justice Sutton’s
office was the scene of the termination oi a
A young and very
most romantic affair.
pretty girl named Miss Almeda Cosgrove, residing at San Diego, last summer responded
to an advertisement in the Wacerly iluyazine for a correspondence with a view to matrimony. The new correspondent of the
lady resided at Wathena, Kansas, and represented himself to be a merchant, young,
wealthy, honest, and in want of a wife. A
long and loving correspondence ensued between Jerome Markham and Miss Cosgrove.
Photographs were exchanged, and Miss Cosgrove was delighted to find her unseen lover
a good-looking youth.
Finally she consented
to become Mrs. Markham, and for economy’s
sake consented to come to Wathena to be
married. Being an orphan and without restraint she took the Central Pacific Railroad
about two weeks ago and started for Kansas.
All went well until she got on the Denver
Pacific. After leaving Cheyenne the train
struck a drift ten feet high and three hundred yards in length, and became hopelessly

MEDICAL.

COUGH!

Why will you Cougli when you can be so easily reieved by using
Dr. Wells’ Carbolic Tablets!
They are a sure cure for Sore Throat, Cold,

A

—'■■■

MISCELLANEOUS.
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For Sale.
Large Express Pung; nearly

A

new, with
and in fine order. Mav be
Stable oi Mr. J. F. LIBBY, Congress st.
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v NOTICE Is hereby given, that
been duly appointed Executor of the
Will 0f
J JSEPlt WARREN
DENNISON, late of
t, the County of
Cumberland, deeeased, and has
>011 hims. lt that trust
by giving bond, as thHawm
cts
All persons having demands
npon the
said deceased, are required to
exhibit the
ai id aU persons indebted to said
•
estate "e
are ™n
oi to make payment to
up-

ti^d^rth^"^

Freeport
tat,„J

o’

WILLIAM A. DAVIS
V S’

Freeport, Dec. 5th, 1871.
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